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FLYING FUN OF THEIR OWN
AU weekend fun wasn’t Re­
gatta instigated, although it 
might have been inspired by 
the Canadian Armed Forces 
■ Snowbirds. Six-year-olds, Dean
Keist, left and Tony Grant, after watching the aerobatic 
dug-up some conventional antics of the Regatta guest 
forefathers of the jet age for flyboys Saturday and Sunday, 
some flying fun of their own Dean seems to be demonstrat- 
during the weekend, no doubt ing the proper direction for
prop performance during
aeronautical play session at 
Robertson Park in the Glen- 
more district.
(Courier photo)
INDUSTRY WILL STAND PAT
ON AGREEMENT WITH IWA
VANCOUVER (CP) — The president of Forest Industrial 
Relations said Sunday the British Columbia timber industry 
will stand pat on its collective agreement with coast wood­
workers and there will be no new negotiations with rebel 
fallers.
John Billings, whose organization handles contract ne­
gotiations for 115 coastal companies, said in a prepared state­
ment that “negotiations have been concluded for this contract 
period” with the 28,000 coast division members of the Inter­
national Woodworkers of America.
The coast division includes about 800 fallers — the men 
who cut down the trees — who have been on strike since 
mid-April to back demands for a standardized piecework 
pay formula. Their union negotiated a flat rate of $80 a day 
for fallers in the new two-year agreement, but the new method 
of reimbursement has been rejected by the fallers almost 
unanimously.
Mr, Billings was responding to a fallers’ proposal Friday 
night that their men return to work immediately under the 
old piece rate pay formula and reopen negotiations with the 
companies.
Ogopogo Island Developer 
Maintained Nothing Wrong
Death Toll Close To 500 f*Die
IN BRITAIN
In North Ireland Battle
In Blaze
Strike May Force
Controversial owner of the 
equally controversial Ogopogo 
Island development near Peach­
land, Ed Haymour, was cleared 
of all charges today which were 
instituted by the Department of 
Municipal Affairs to stop the 
project from going ahead.
Provincial Judge Ross Coll ver 
said in Penticton he was dis­
missing the charge • of contra­
vention of zoning regulations 
laid -by Minister of Municipal 
Affairs Dan Campbell.
The judge said the reasons for 
dismissal of the charges would 
be made known later today but 
he said they had nothing to do 
with the defence counsel’s argu­
ments during the trial.
Defence lawyer Vic Dantzer 
of Vernon had argued the by­
laws preventing the develop­
ment of the island were put into 
effect after construction of the 
project had already started.
It was expected the munici­
pal affairs department will ap­
peal the decision of Judge Coll-
Mr. Haymour has been ada­
mant in his contention he was 
doing nothing wrong on the is­
land and that he would fight for
BELFAST (AP) — Two Brit­
ish soldiers and a youth were 
kiUed early today as the vio­
lence in Northern Ireland in­
creased again, bringing the 
three-year death toU close to 
the 500 mark.
Guerrillas of the Irish Re- 
pubUcan Army were reported 
to have regrouped foUowing the 
British Army’s sweep into their
barricaded strongholds in Bel­
fast and Londonderry last 
week.
Troops manning an army 
post in Belfast came under fire 
from an anti-tank bazooka and 
immediately raided nearby 
homes in the Andersonstown 
area but failed to locate the 
weapon.
Two soldiers were killed and
U.S. Jets Destroy Tanks 
Inside Cambodian Border
SAIGON (AP) The U.S.
command sent scores of Ameri­
can planes into Cambodia Sun­
day and today to aid belea­
guered Cambodian force fac­
ing North Vietnamese tanks for 
the first time.
The command anounccd 
that U.S. jets (lying from Bien 
lloa Air Base, 15 miles north­
cast of Saigon, destroyed 14 So­
viet T-54 medium tanks along 
the Saigon-Phnom Penh High­
way 14 miles inside the Cam­
bodian border.
It was one of the biggest tank 
kills claimed In the four-month 
North Vietnamese offensive.
The tanks were knocked out 
as they tried to encircle the 
Cambodian town of Kompon 
Trabck, about 85 miles west of 
Saigon.
The North Vietnamese ap­
peared to he trying to secure 
the highway, a key route for 
I troops and supplies to South
Vietnam’s northern Mekong 
Delta, where a big Communist 
buildup is reported under way.
In North Vietnam, U.S. jets 
attacked the Loi Dong trans­
shipment point and storage de­





two others were injured when 
their armored jeep was hurled 
into a ditch by a mine on a 
country road in County Ferma- 
nace, near the border.
In Belfast, the body of a 
youth of about 17 was found on 
a street, apparently the victim 
of an assassination squad. He 
was not immediately identified, 
but both CathoUc and Protes­
tant execution squads have 
been active in Belfast in recent 
days.
The three deaths raised the 
confirmed fatality toll in Ulster 
since August, 1969, to 492, with 
283 of them recorded this year.
GUERRILLAS RETURNING
The IRA’s militant Provi­
sional wing warned that its 
members are ready to resume 
operations after a lull. Guer­
rillas who took refuge across 
the border in the Irish republic 
last week were reported filter­
ing back into the Londonderry
BOSTON (AP) — Five chil­
dren and three women died in a 
fire that swept through a tene­
ment building early today, fire 
officials reported. ..Two other 
children were badly burned.
Police identified the dead as: 
Maria Gomes, 24, and her chil­
dren Michael, 1; Gina, 3; 
James, 4; Anthony, 5, and Zire, 
8.
The other two dead women 
were identified as Alberta Car­
valho, 60, and Catherine Ahern, 
70.
Armando Gomes, the fafher 
of the dead children, was taken 
to hospital for treatment for 
shock.
Police said the Gomes family 
lived on the second floor of the 
2’^-storey wood frame building 
in the Roxbury section. Mrs. 
Carvalho, the mother of Mrs. 
Gomes, and Mrs. Ahearn lived 
on the top floor.
Cause of the fire was not de­
termined.
Feed Rationing
LONDON (CP) — With Brit­
ain’s national dock strike in its 
11th day, farmers were holding 
emergency talks today to dis­
cuss rationing with manufac­
turers and importers of high- 
protein animal feeds.
The dwindling supplies of 
these special animal foods are 
the biggest cause of concern re­
sulting from a near-total lock­
out of imported supplies.
The agriculture ministry said 
Sunday that some fruits—or­
anges, bananas and lemons— 
were becoming scarce, but 
meat and eggs were still plenti­
ful.
But because Britain now is 
producing a large proportion of 
its own meat, the animal feeds 
situation is quickly becoming 
critcal.
Farmers have warned of 
serious trouble if the strike of
some 42,000 longshoremen 
beyond this week.
goes
Farmers warned they would 
have to start slaughtering ani­
mals they could not feed.
WANT JOB GUARANTEES
After several days of unoffi­
cial stoppages, the longshore­
men declared a country-wide 
official stoppage July 28. Their 
main grievance what they 
see as inadequate guarantees of 
job security in a profession 
where modernization is con­
stantly eliminating jobs.
Hundreds of ships, many car­
rying perishable cargoes, have
ver but no comment was avail­
able from department officials.
ALSO DISMISSED
An earlier charge of failing to 
obtain a building permit was 
also dismissed by Judge Coilver 
on a technicality.
The island and its developer 
Mr. Haymour have been the 
centre of debate in and out of 
the courts for the last four 
months. At one point the South 
Okanagan Health Unit was also 
involved when they claimed the 
island was not suited for sew­
age facilities planned by Mr. 
Haymour. It was the health unit 
which requested that Mr. Camp­
bell’s department in Victoria 
lay charges against the island 
developer.
its continuation to the Supremo 
Court if necessary.
The case before Judge Coll- 
ver was scheduled for comple­
tion on July 14 but the judge at 
that time held an unprecedent­
ed press conference in lieu of a 
decision and announced he need­
ed more time tc study the case 
and asked both the Crown coun­
sel and defence lawyers to pre­
pare briefs on the case.
At that time the judge indi­
cated he needed more assist­
ance with respect to certain 
concentration on the defendant 
by the municipal affairs depart­
ment which could have been 
considered discriminatory.
INTERESTING I
The Penticton judge said the 
case had been the “most inter­
esting and trying of my career.”
The island development which 
has been going full tilt in spite 
of the court proceedings is situ­
ate across Okanagan Lake from. 
Peachland on an island former-
ly known as Rattlesnake Island.
It was only a piece of repk, 
before the Lebanese-Canadian 
developer bought it at a price 
estimated at $100,000. He has 
built a complete resort area on 
the island including a nine hole 
miniature golf course which 
features replicas of the world’s 
wonders. The island also boasts 
of dancing girls and a story 
telling ancient mariner.
Mr. Haymour was not in court 
when Judge Coll ver announced 
his decision to drop the charges 
and he was not available for 
comment on his court victory.
said F-4 Phantoms 
2,000-pound laser 
three spans of the
Cao Nung bypass bridge 48 
miles northeast of Hanoi on the 
rail line to China. A spokesman 
said reconstruction of the 
bridge was near completion 
when the spans were knocked 
out.
The bypass bridge had been 
destroyed earlier In the air 
campaign and the main bridge 
has been knocked out three 
times.
North Vietnam claimed six 
American planes were shot 
down Sunday, but the U.S. an­
nounced only one loss.
area.
Catholic resentment led to 
major riot in Belfast when 




sports ground, tore down an 
iron fence with their hands, set 
an armored car ablaze and 
stoned troops.
After a peaceful demonstra­
tion to protest the army's 
takeover of Casement Sports 
Park, about 1,000 men and 
youths attacked the army post, 
cheered on by hundreds of by­
standers.
Chuvalo In Final Workout
For Title Fight In Nelson
NELSQN. B.C. (CP) - Cana­
dian heavyweight boxing cham­
pion George Chuvalo arrived 
here Sunday to 'begin final 
preparation, for his. scheduled 
H’-round challenge bout with 
[western Canadian champion 
[Tommy Burns Thursday.
[ The bout, second meeting of 
[the tv/o boxers, will mark 
[chuvalo'a first fight since early 
Elay when he battled and lost 
■q former world champion Mu- 
■innimad AU In Vancouver, 
I In the first meeting with Burns
Jumbo Jet Land
ROME < Reuter) A Pan
Mncricun World airways juinlm 
let with 33D passengers and 15 
brew members aboard on a 
chedulcd flight from New 
Fork to Rome successfully car- 
ricel out an emergency landing 
kxlny a: Itomci nirport with one 
If Its tires flat.
I An airport spokesman said 
pc the bui'.( (ifter takeoff 
koin New Yoik':, Kei'hcdv an- 
Lui but that the pilot decided 
p head on for Rome aay'way.
at Hamilton, Ont,, In 1970,
Chiivnlo scored n six-rotmd tech­
nical knockout against the 
Creston, B.C,, boxer who was 
bidding for the Cnnndlnn title.
Chuvalo, who will receive 
$10,000 regardless of the fight’s 
outcome, will meet Bums nt a 
welgh-ln early Thursday.
The thrcc-lxmt card, part of 
this city's diamond Jubilee fes­
tivities, will also Include the 
western Canadian middleweight 
crown bout between Jim Mc­
Gowan and challenger Totem,v 
Dowling, Both fighters are from 
Dublin, Ireland'.
Lightweight Jim Riley of 
Vancouver, who for the past 
week has been acting nr Burns' 
spurring partner, will light 
Tommy DclVccchio, also from 
Vancouver.
Chuvalo was confident of :iq 
early round victory when he 
arrived at Castlcgar nlrport.
“I expect to win It in a knock­
out but it's hard to toll just how 
early," he said.
Burns, with only four days to 
go before his second chance nt 
the Canadian title said he w|l| 
not »n»akr niiv changes In his 





CAIRO (AP) - Egypt has 
asked its ambassador in 
Moscow to return to Cairo for 
consultations, a government 
spokesman announced today. 
Mohamed Hassan cl Zayyat 
confirmed during a meeting 
with Egyptian correspondents 
earlier repots that Soviet 
Communist party leader Leo­
nid I. Brezhnev has sent an 
"important message" to 
Egyptian President Anwnr 
Sadat,
Man Is Termed 
Medical Rarity
MIAMI, Fla. (AP) Physi­
cians describe Wesley Jones as 
a medical rarity—his internal 
organs are on the wrong side of 
his body.
His heart is on the right, his 
liver on the left, his gall blad­
der on the left, his spleen on 
the right, his-stomach on the 
right, his colon turned around 
so that the appendix is on the 
left.
Jones, 44, of Clewiston, Fla., 
Is a former United States Air 
Force mechanic who has been 
under treatment at a veterans 
hospital here.
The irony, Jones explained, Is 
that none of his ills were 
caused by the reversed origins. 
His troubles Involved a col­
lapsed esophagus nnd a heart 
disorder that causes a narrow­
ing of the aorta, ailments that 
in 1970 brought him early re­
tirement from the air force,
Horses Killed
. COUJNSVILLE, III. (AP)— 
At least 14 riu;o horses were 
killed today when fire hit the 
barn where they\were housed 
at nearby Fairmount Park 
Race Track. Officials at the 
track just east of St, I-quix 
said there ,wcrc alxnit 39 
horses in the barn when fire






man of tho Le Dain commis­
sion on tho non-mcdlcal use 
of drugs says the govern­
ment's decision ,to. ivducr 
penalties for possc-siiion of' 
cannabis Js "« step tn Ine 
right direction,”
MAN KILLED 
VANCOUVER (CP) - A 39-
year-old Vancouver man, Fong 
Chong Yip. was killed curly to­
day when his car was In mill- 
slon with another at an Inter­
section on the city’s south side.
'Spiro saysKnight to Qumhi 
throo is your next mow.
Oobtryr
been left unloaded 






is continuing to search for 
guaranteed jobs for dockers 
made surplus by modern­
ization.
Vernon Girl Pinned By Car 
When Overturned In Ditch
Very Little Cargo Moving 
On Vancouver Docks Today
VANCOUVER (CP) - Al­
most no cargo was moving 
across Vancouver docks today, 
with longshoremen charging a 
lockout and maritime employ­
ers replying that the men were 
refusing to work.
Only three ships of a dozen 
were being worked by about 70 
longshoremen, while several 
hundred fellow members of Lo­
cal 500 of the International 
Longshoremen and Warehouse­
men’s Union paraded in front 
of the hiring hall with signs 
saying they had been locked 
out.
But Ed Strang, president of 
the British Columbia Maritime 
Employers' Association, cald 
the union had placed a picket 
line around the dispatch hall 
and were effectively on strike.
"We could have hired a num­
ber of men for certain jobs," 
he said. "But the union refused 
to allow any men to work."
The dispute concerns the sys­
tem of hiring longshoremen cn 
n long-term basis for such jobs 
as handling bulk coal, sulphur, 
potash and containers. Some 
550 men were working this way 
before the union voted to end 
the practice on Saturday.
This puts the entire 1,800-man 
work force on a dally call 
basis, with gangs dispatched by 
the union hiring hall.
Mr. Strang said the BCMEA 
would have refused to hire any 
men today for the long-term 
jobs.
(see earlier story Page 14)
FISCHER'S LEAD CUT
By THE CANADIAN PRESS
Ten persons killed in three 
separate Ontario multiple-fatal­
ity accidents were among 74 
persons killed accidentally 
across Canada during the week­
end as four provinces cele­
brated holiday weekends.
At least 13 persons died ac­
cidentally in British Columbia 
during the weekend, seven of 
them in traffic.
Three persons died and three 
were injured in a two-car colli­
sion at a Nanaimo intersection 
early Saturday. John Joseph 
Wagner, 59, the lone occupant 
of one car, and Berry Ilully, 18, 
and Shane Brydon, 17, all from 
Nanaimo, were killed.
Two persons were killed early 
Sunday when their pickup truck 
left the highway near Gibsons 
Landing, about 20 miles north­
west of Vancouver, Their names 
were not released.
Robert Donald Craig, 25, of 
Castlcgar, was killed early Sun­
day when his car went out of 
control six miles east of Nelson, 
B.C.
Holly Skoglund, 14, of Vernon, 
was killed Saturday when the 
car In which she was riding
overturned in a ditch, pinning 
her underneath.
Brenda May Ferguson, 9, of 
Chilliwack, drowned Saturday 
in a lake near Chilllwaek. The 
body of the child, a non-swim- 
mcr, was found in nine feet of 
water.
The body of six - ypar - old 
David Owen Dunn of Comox 
was recovered from the Punt- 
ledge River in Courtneay Sun­
day. Police said he apparently 
drowned while swimming.
An Abbotsford skydiver fell 
.19,000 feet to his deatli Sunday 
after he collided with another 
man in mld-alr at the Abbots­
ford Sport Parachute Centre. 
Observers said ho appeared to 
be stunned by tlie collision and 
did not open his parachute. His 
name was not released,
A 19-ycar-old woman, Susan 
Rawls of San Andreas, Calif., 
drowned Sunday while swim­
ming In1 the Kettle River near 
tho community of Gilpin, six 
miles west of Grand Forkes.
A 31-year-old mother of four, 
Alice Elizabeth Irwin of Lady­
smith, drowned Saturday-noon 
on Tent Island.
STILL NEEDS 12 POINTS
Spassky Plays His Best Game
REYKJAVIK, Iceland (AP) 
— Defender Boris Spassky 
played his best game of the 
world chess championships 
Sunday, beating American 
Bobby Fischer for the first 
time since the opener tn their 
match in July,
Spassky's convincing victory 
boosted the Russian champion's 
sagging prestige ami narrowed 
Fischer's lead after 11 games 
to OVr-4'i. Spassky needs 12 
points to geep his world, title, 
Fischer 12'^ to unseat him, A 
victory counts one point nnd a 
draw half a point. /They meet 
again Tuesday. , \
As the crowd hi Reykjavik's 
spoils hall rooted for Spassky, 
Fischer looked tense and dis­
couraged In the final stages of 
Sunday's game. But he was re- 
luxed and smiling when he re­
turned to his hotel a few hours 
later.
Spassky, playlpg tho white 
chessmen, had tho opening 
move Sunday. It was pawn to 
king four, a more aggressive 
opening than the pawn to queen 
four that he usually opened 
with against Fischer. Fischer 
arrived three minutes late. lie 
took tho game Into tho Sicilian 
defence, which he played to a 
drijw against Spassky in the 
seventh game, when the cham­
pion also was playing white.
PREPARED THIS TIME
As in tho seventh game, FIs, 
(■her accepted a poisoned pawn 
sacrifice offered by Spassky 
Experts any this Is highly dan­
gerous for tho player with the 
black pieces, and this time 
"Spassky was evidently well 
prepared,” grandmaster Isaac 
Kaslxlnn said in an analysis of 
the game for The Associated 
Press. "It is doubtful that Fis­
cher will ever again capture
tho poison pawn in on Impor­
tant contest."
Spassky’s 14th move waa a 
novel one. Ite retreated his 
knight to threaten Fincher's 
queen, Yugoalav grandmaster 
Svetozar Gllgoric said that this 
showed Spassky hud "found the 
solution he had been unable to 
find In 12 yqars" and mastered 
the Sicilian defence, "Now, 
cvch If he Joses the champion­
ship—and lie probably will— 
Spassky will not go home hu­
miliated," Gllgoric added.
The American slowed the 
tempo of his moves and began 
hunching over the table, Ite of­
fered a queen swap that was 
rejected, then launched a king- 
side attack that prompted Dan­
ish expert Jens Encvoldson to 









"It was time for Fhclicr tq 
resign," Kashdnn said, hut "the 
next eight moves wore an In­
credible exhibition for cham­
pionship chess. Fischer, without 
his queen, and hopelessly 
beaten, continued to make pur­
poseless moves."
Oil the 31st move, after 3',i 
hours of play, Fischer H topped 
his clock to signify that he wan 
giving up. Ite signed his score- 
sheet and left without walling 
to congratulate Spassky, who 
was momentarily off the stage. 
The Russian was greeted with 
loud applause when ho renpi, 
ponied, ,
Tho Russian won the opener 
on a blunder by Flsther aiul 
also collected a full point wjlen 
Fischer failed to appear for tho 
second game in protest against 
Riming of the competition. .
Fischer has won five games 
and the rest were draws.
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Brief Political Honeymoon loaded Tanker
No Change In Stance For PAN
?/*«! hnnpvmnnn hnRuAAn th* crhfvhilAd fircf cncclnn thA twn
Heads For Arctic
Tom' Alsbury, chairman of I 
Pensioners lor Action Now, de- I 
nied Sunday that any change | 
had been made m his group's » 
non-partisan political stance. In ? 
a prepared statement, Mr. Ais- s. 
bury referred to reports Satur- j 
day that his group was' allied I 
•with the anti-Social Credit | 
Teachers’ Political Action Com- | 
mittee. “Our goal is to win all- i 
candidate commitment, both | 
government and opposition, for 
better pensions." he said. PAN 
is after a $150 basic pension.
Mayor Jean Drapeau said 
Sunday the Quebec j.’stice de­
partment’s planned inquiry into 
organized crime in the province 
will “cost millions of dollars 
and lead nowhere." In an hour- 
long argumentative debate '"ith 
publisher Claude Ryan, Mr. 
Drapeau compared the inquiry 
ordered by Justice Minister 
Jerome Choquette, to "McCar­
thyism,” and said that Mont­
real was closed to organized 
crime. “We have been in of­
fice since 1960 and in that time 
the city has been closed to or­
ganized crime.” the mayor said. 
“I regret it; but it’s not true," 
replied Mr. Ryan, publisher of 
the daily Le Devoir. The in­
quiry, to begin this fall, was 
strengthened last month by a 
bill introduced by Mr. Choquette 
in the national assembly to give 
the Quebec Police Commission 
powers to make searches and 
seizure in any inquiry which the 
Quebec government asks it to 
carry out.
Soviet leaders are paving the 
way for a summit meeting with 
Egyptian President Anwar Sa­
dat who has recently ended the 
Soviet military presence in 
Egypt, the authoritative news­
paper Al Ahram reported Sun­
day. The Soviet move came in 
a message from Soviet leader 
Leonid Brezhnev submitted to 
President Sadat only one day 
after it had been reported in 
Cairo and Moscow that all So­
viet military experts had left 
Egypt.
Police and narcotics agents 
are hunting for the top operator 
of a drug ring allegedly based 
on Dr. Timothy Leary’s Brother­
hood of Eternal Love after a 
wide-ranging crackdown on the 
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MAYOR DRAPEAU 
. . . costly
persons in raids on the
land of Maui in Hawaii and
But there was no announcement, i den Harold Black said at least 
photographers and reporters 24 white convicts were injured 
want to seek help from Canada in the fight in the prison yard; 
or Australia in finding a home Two more seriously injured 
convicts, one suffering a possi-




a California desert commune 
founded by Leary. But they said 
they missed arresting the top 
man. Leary, a former Harvard 
philosophy professor and noted 
advocate of drug usage, was 
among 29 indicted in Santa Ana 
Thursday for being members 
of the international drug ring.
for thousands of Asians now ■ 
faced with expulsion from the 
African Commonwealth coun­
try. Kibedi made the .remark in 
answering a television inter­
viewer’s question as to how 
Britain can be expected to ar­
range for removing the Asians 
within the three-month deadline 
set by President Amin of Ugan­
da. The Asians are mostly of 
Indian origin or descent and 
were barred from the cere­
mony, and Miss Duke’s man­
ager ran up to each arriving 
guest and request that they say 
nothing. Despite the secrecy, a 
crowd of about 60 persons gath­
ered outside the house in Be­
thesda where Astin’s father 
lives. The wedding was held 
Saturday in the back garden. 
Miss Duke, 26, who won an 
Academy Award in 1962 for 
her role as Helen Keller in the 
Miracle, Worker, was married 
twice previously. Astin, who 
starred in the television series, 
The Addams Family, also had
, been wed before.
Toronto city council will be 
asked to pay the widow of a 
fireman killed while fighting a 
blaze Saturday his full pay. 
William Goldson, president of 
the Toronto Fire Fighters Asso­
ciation, said Sunday he will 
make the appeal to council for 
Sandra Getty. Fireman James 
William Getty, 36, died when he 
was trapped in the basement of 
a burning building. He leaves 
his 31-year-old widow and two 
sons, Douglas, 6, and John, 3. 
"This young woman should be 
given a chance to raise her
children properly. I 
city agrees and sees 




ble fractured skull and another 
with an eye injury, were taken 
to a nearby hospital. The rest 
were treated at the prison for 
cuts and bruises.
The Supreme Court of Estonia 
has ordered Herman Sikk to be 
shot to death for alleged war 
crimes during the Nazi occupa­
tion of the Baltic Republic in 
the Second World War, Pravda 
reported Sunday. The paper also 
said the court sentenced two 
other men—Kaarel Kiroboya 
and Yulo Ird—to 15-year terms 
in labor camps.
hope the 
fit to ad- 
said Mr.
Wanume
The 27th anniversary of Hiro­
shima’s atomic bombing was 
observed Sunday with the older 
generation praying for the dead 
while the young staged anti-war 
demonstrations. At official rites 
for the victims, Mayor Setsuo 
Yamada said the grief of Hiro­
shima had helped prevent an­
other nuclear war. But he call­
ed for an early settlement of 
the Vietnam war, an end to nu­
clear tests by all countries and 
total abolition of nuclear weap­
ons.
suggested About 300 to 400 black and 
Sunday night that Britain might white prisoners in the Kentucky 
hold British passports. state reformatory fought with
Actress Patty Duke and actor 
John Astin were married in 
Bethesda, Md., this weekend.
MONTREAL GIRL
WINS NUDE TITLE
FREELTON, Ont. (CP) 
— Jocelyne Lapine, wear­
ing only her best smile, 
won the title of Miss Nude 
World 1972 at a contest held 
Sunday near this commu­
nity 12 miles northwest of 
Hamilton.
The 22-year-old Montreal 
native was chosen from 22 
contestants,- The prizes of 
the petite 36-25-35 winner 
include a mink stole and a 
trip to Acapulco, Mexico.
Second place went to Lor­
raine Sauerland, 29, of 
Seattle. Wash., an' third 
place to Randy Lynne, 24, 
of Cincinnati, Ohio.
governments of North and i 
South Korea appears to • have 
ended in a deadlock over ar­
rangements for negotiations to 
unite families separated by the 
division of the peninsula.
It was just July 4 that the 
two governments surprised 
their own people as well as the 
outside world by announcing 
agreement to work peacefully 
for reunification.
They even agreed to abandon 
abusive words while pursuing 
their diplomatic goals, and 
each stopped calling the other a 
puppet regime.
HIT A SNAG
Two weeks later, after nearly 
a year of quibbling over techni­
calities, the two Korean Red 
Cross organizations agreed to 
get down to business Aug. E 
and meet alternately In Seou' 
and Pyongyang, the Korean 
capitals.
scheduled first session, the t o
sides hit a snag. Each insisted 
that the first session be held in 
its capital, then Pyongyang 
proposed that political and so­
cial leaders be invited to the 
first meetings in each capital.
The South reacted 
vehemently to this and called 
on the North not to attempt to 
inject politics into a humanitar­
ian matter.
It was also reported that the 
North balked at Seoul's pro­
posal to allow a large group of 
foreign and Korean news repre­
sentatives to cover the talks.
ROTTERDAM (API-The । 
first loaded tanker ever to at­
tempt a crossing of the North­
west Passage left today for the 
Canadian Arctic.
The Finnish tanker Paiva, 
16,254 tons deadweight, is 
bound for Rae Point on Melville 
Island. At Rotterdam she was 
loaded with 15,000 tons of air­
craft fuel destined for oil oper­
ations in the Arctic.
A previous tanker crossing of 
.the Northwest Passage was 
made by the American ship 
Manhattan in 1969, but the 115,- 
8 0 G-ton supertanker sailed
DEATHS
By THE CANADIAN PRESS ’ 
Durban, South Africa—
Khotsa Sethuntsa, between 74 
and 92, African multi-million- . 
aire herbalist who had more 
than 20 wives and about 200 
children, of a heart attack.
Niagara Falls, Ont.—Goerge 
Young, 63, named in a Cana­
dian Press poll in 1950 as the 
greatest swimmer of the half 
century.
Trois-Riviers, Que.—Senator 
Leon Methot, 77, named to the 
Senate in 1957, and a former 
municipal judge and batonnier 
of the Trois-Rivieres Bar. I1
Two private meetings failed 
to produce agreement, and the 
fulldress meeting has been 
postponed indefinitely.
Premier Kim Jong-pil ac­
cused the North of trying to 
turn the negotiations into a po­
litical forum.
North Korea charged South 
1 Korea with delaying tactics.
Stocks Put Up A Good Show 
In Past Week On Wall Street
empty. |
During his 24-hour stay in 
Rotterdam, Dr. Erik Faiosuo, 
head of the ice department oi 
the Finnish Institute of Marine 
Research, told The Associate 
Press:
"We are making this trip 
during the least difficult part of 
the year but there will be a lot 
of floating ice which can be 
treacherous. There is perhaps 
more about than in other years.
"Off Resolute Bay a Cana­
dian, icebreaker will come and 
assist us while Canadian planes 
will watch the ice situation. 
This, you might say, is going to 





• Local Cremation 
Facilities
• Services from $90
1134 Bernard Ave. 762-3040
M
NEW YORK (CP) The
Two Young Girls 
Missing 4 Days 
Found Unharmed
SAN ANTONIO, Tex. (AP) - 
Two young girls, missing and 
feared abducted for four days, 
were found alive and well Sun­
day in the closet of an unoccu­
pied house in which they acci-
knives, bricks and baseball 
bats for 15 minutes Sunday be­
fore guards put down the dis­
turbance, authorities said. War-
TODAY'S STOCK QUOTATIONS




Fara Fazi, .8, and Cherry
Lambert, 6, were taken to ihe
hospital at Lackland Air Force 
Base, where their fathers are 
stationed. They were described 
as weak, dehydrated and hun­
gry.
"The girls are in pretty good 
shape, considering their or­
deal,” said police Lieut. Alfred
New York stock market turned 
in its best performance in some 
time last week as hopes for 
peace in Vietnam and favorable 
second-quarter earnings and 
economic reports pushed stock 
prices higher.
The Dow Jones average of 30 
industrial stocks rose 25.06 to 
951.76 during the week.
Volume picked up during the 
week with 80.27 million shares 
traded on the New York Stock 
Exchange, compared with 76.26 
million shares the week before.
The catalyst for the rally was 
the White House report on 
Tuesday that presidential ad­
viser Henry Kissinger was in 
Paris again for secret negotia­
tions with Hanoi.
RALLY LACKS BREADTH
throughout the week that al­
though the market gave a good 
performance on good volume, 
the rally lacked the breadth to 
make the advance really sus­
tainable.
On Friday, with the Dow 
Jones average approaching the 
950-970 resistance area, profit­
taking on recent gains agiin 
set in and prices drifted 
throughout the session.
The Associated Press 60-stock 
average gained 5.2 to 320.2 dur­
ing the week. Standard and 
Poor’s 500-stock index rose 3.05 
to 110.43.
On the New York Stock Ex­
change, advances led declines 
1,130 to 595 out of 1,942 issues 
traded.
The New York Stock Ex-
SULPHUR SCOURGE '
LONDON (CP) — The square 
mile of London’s financial dis­
trict, the City, is to become a 
sulphur-free zone within 15 
years. The City council has or­
dered all industrial concerns to 
prohibit the burning of sulphur 
compounds after 1987 in an at­
tempt to save hundreds of 
crumbling ancient buildings, in­
cluding St. Paul’s Cathedral. 
"Sulphur dioxide is particularly 
dangerous for old stone con­





1. Industrial and commercial
2. Hotels and motels
3. Buy existing mortgages
4. Finance new subdivisions 
Funds are available for ex­
isting and new businesses. 
For competitive rates and 
fast confidential service con­
tact Harry Elias at Inland 
Realty, 501 Main St., Pen­
ticton, B.C. or phone 492- 
5806 or evenings 492,8746.
*1
(Toronto Market Closed)
MONTREAL (CP) — Prices 
were up fractionally in light 
morning trading on the Mon­
treal stock market today.
On index, industrials rose .64 
to 226.46, utilities .46 to 161.95, 
banks .38 to 278.75, the com­
posite .59 to 219.54 and papers 
.08 to 98.27.
Combined volume on the 
Montreal and Canadian stock 
exchanges to 11 a.m. was 200,- 
600 shares.




















$30, Logistec Corp. 1 to $10, Te­
xaco Canada % to $54, Domin­
ion Textile % to $317i and Ca­
nadian Javelin Vz to $157»-
Husky Oil dropped % to 
$15%, Border Chemicals to 
$9%, Velcro Industries % to 
$18, Royal Bank % to $367» and 
Rio Algom % to $20.
VANCOUVER (CP> — Prices 
were higher in moderate trading 
today as the Vancouver Stock 
Exchange reported a first-hour 
volume of 360,440 shares.
In the industrials, Gregory 





























































changed at .11 
2,900 shares, 
Monterey 'A' 
.01 to .40 on
on a volume of
led the oils, up 
a turnover of
201,000 shares.
In the mines, Granite Moun­




(Today's Opening Prices) 
Toronto and Calgary exchang­
es closed for Civic Holiday.









Great Pac, Ind. 
Grouse Mtn. 
Hys of Canada 
Into. Wood Prods. 
Melton Realty 
Ok. Helicopters 
Pac. West. Air, 




Tran Cda Glass 






































































































More than 400 persons were 
involved in the search for the 
girls before Stephanie Roy, 15, 
found them in the nearly fin­
ished, unoccupied house.
"I was walking my dog, and 
I heard a little girl screaming,” 
she said. "I came into the va­
cant house and looked around, 
and I heard her screaming 
again.”
Stephanie said she ran out­
side and asked a neighbor to 
enter the house with her. She 
said the two could hardly 
stand.
The market rose sharply 
Tuesday, Wednesday and 
Thursday, with the rally helped 
along by. the flood of excellent 
earnings reports and signs of 
strength in the economy. Fears 
about the international mone­
tary situation and the economic 
policies of Democratic presi­
dential candidate George 
McGovern, which had made in­
vestors timid for so long, took a 
















































Bank of Montreal 
Bank of N.S, 
B.C. Telephone 







Harding Carpets A 




































































Kaiser Resources .2.K() Bld 
Lnbatts 30% . 30%
MacMillan Bloedcl off at 28 




































Show Tim. -« p.m.
‘ WARNING—Fictitious story of a best seller, 
SKj* contains brutality arid offensive language. 
H. McDonald, B.C, Director.
Alt Pawea and Gnlden Age Cards (impended"
PARAMOUNT Serving Kelowna — Esciy Day at 






LUNENBURG (AP) - Nine 
East German refugees used 
various land and water routes 
to escape to West Germany 
during the weekend, border of­
ficials reported today.
A 16-year-old pupil and a 19- 
year-old construction worker 
swam the Elbe River at sepa­
rate points and reached the 
western bank exhausted.
Two East German truck driv­
ers, aged 25 and 30, jointly 
negotiated Communist barbed 
wire and a mine field in a Harz 
Mountain region to cross the 
border.
Bavarian police reported that 
five East Germans, ranging in 
age from 18 to 22, reached West 
Germany by circuitous routes. 
Two came by way of Czech­
oslovakia and three othets by 
way of Yugoslavia and Austria.
Missing Plane 
Lands Safely
WHITEHORSE, Y.T. (CP) — 
An American aircraft missing in 
the Yukon during the weekend 
turned up at Ross River, Y.T., 
Saturday night after landing 
safely with two persons aboard.
The Piper PA-12 was on a
change index of 1,400 common 
stocks advanced 1.62 to 60.75. |
The American Stock Ex­
change price change index 
climbed .18 to 26.92.
Mattel, the most active issue, 
dropped 4 to $17. The company 
said earnings were expected to 
decrease in the first half 
though sales should climb.
American Motors, third most 
active, rose % to $10% after the 
company reported sharply 
higher second-quarter results.
On the American Stock Ex­
change, Champion Home Build­
ers, most active issue, fell 1% 
to $20% and Anthony Industries 
dropped 5% to $34%.
Mobile home issues were gen­
erally weaker, analysts said, 
because investors were fearful 
the industry couldn’t maintain 
the strong sales it had so far 
this year.







Monday to Saturday 
2:30 p.m.
2 Hour Cruise
Sunday, 1 p.m. 



















VANCOUVER (CP) — Police 
reported about 1,500 persons at­
tended an orderly rally in Stan­
ley Park Saturday to protest the 
Vietnam war and mark the 27th 
anniversary of the bombing of 
Hiroshima,
flight from Watson Lake, Y.T., 
to Whitehorse, and a snokesman 
said the pilot took the wrong 
route out of Watson Lake. The 
aircraft is owned by a Montana 
resident, but none of those 
aboard was identified.
Meanwhile, the search con­
tinued for an American-owned 
Cessna 180 plane missing since 
Saturday on a flight from Fort 
St. John, B.C., to Watson Lake.
A Canadian Forces spokes­
man said owner-pilot Richard 
S. Holden of Anchorage, Alaska, 
left Fort St. John alone Satur­
day morning on the 200 - mile 
flight but failed to arrive in 
Watson Lake. Ills twin - engine 
ail-craft was equipped with a 
crash position indicator, but no 
signal was picked up.
Canadian Forces aircraft and 
helicopters were taking part in 
the search.
PRICE SHOOTS UP
KINGS LYNN, England (CP) 
— The cost of shooting is going 
up, it seems, even for hunters 
like Prince Philip and Prince 
Charles. Pheasants shot by the 
two members of the Royal 
Family this season went on sale 
in a Norfolk town at £1.10 a 







noon to 2 p.m.
"Always Good’ 1.99
1165 Harvey Ave. 
Phone 762-0789
| CALENDAR OF E
I COMING EVENTS I
The following space Is now available every Monday 
for service organizations, clubs, church groups, auxil­
iaries and sports to inform the public of their coming 
events. There is no charge for this service but they 
must be brief and to the point.
Any of the above organizations wishing to use this 
space must either bring in their copy or phone It to 
the newsroom of the Courier no later than noon Friday 
for the following Monday edition, When phoning in ask 
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OMAR . JEAN-PAUL . DYAN 
SHARIF BELMONDO CANNON
Plus: James Ntrwatt, George Kennedy
“FOOLS PARADE” \ 














Now nt the KoKo Chib
NIGHTLY SMORGASBORD
Monday - Saturday 
FEATURING 
Ukrainian -r- Chliwae — Canadian Cuisine 
(as mill'll ns you run ent on one Inigo pinto) 
5:00 - 10 p.m. rxquhlte Smorgnabonl dining In 
the bamboo lounge,
KOKO CLUB




Two films, Ballads of Crow­
foot and Death of a Legend 
Will be shown in the National 
Film Board theatre, Quecns- 
way at 2 p.m. for senior citi­
zens. Program Is free.
Kelowna chapter of Barber­
shop singing meets nt 8 p.m. 
In St, David's Church on 
Pandosy Street.
Kny Moriis from the Square 
Dance chib reminds dancers 
there will be no square danc­
ing In the city park until Aug­
ust 15.
WEDNESDAY
Regular meeting of army, 
navy and airforce veterans 
of Canada In the Dillman 
Room, Rutland L'cntcnnlnl 
Rall al fl p.m, AH'inlcrestod 








more Information contact 
Gunnar Gunderson, presi­
dent,
OORP bingo nt Elk's Hall, 
3000 Pandosy Street nt 8 p.m,
Do you like to sing? Sweet 
Adelines of Kelowna invite all 
who would like to sing four- 
part harmony to their meet­
ings. Contact Mrs. Paul Ncss- 
inan for limo and location of 
meeting.
Tn”'‘JDAY
Live miiH itorlnlnment 
nt the Log. , J to 12 p.in. 
Sponsored by the Legion, 
Same typo of entertainment 
Friday night, •
FRIDAY
Summer Theatre present.*! n 
variety of films at the Na­
tional Film Board thenhr on 
Qiieenswnx at 7:30 p.in. Pro­
gram is free.
LEMON FLAVORED
JUS! ADD ICE, 40 I L. OUNCES
T ■f Wf--
Kelowna's Annual Show
Financial Success Not Known
CITY P AGE Officials Are Optimistic





Snowbirds andAs Regatta concessions
Entertain
Thousands
I First-place awards were pre-
Teen Town Talent Contest





driver's licence suspended for i nniH li 1no definite nlnns. "1'11 probably 01)(; momi).iiu 4Iv;* iihv w***iin> a |i» ui/hui.v
just come back to the'Oknna-








Summer never really arrived 
in the Okanagan until July this 
year and even then the weather­
man didn’t relent until mid­
month.
Okanagan Lake is now below 
its agreed 102.5 maximum and 
stands at 102.35, or down 14 
one-hundredths of a foot from 
Friday’s reading of 102.49 feet.
Lake readings were 102.45 
102.40 Saturday and Sunday 
pectively.






Alfred Kllmlatcr p 1 e a d e d 
guilty to two charges which also 
arose from a local hotel inci­
dent. He pleaded guilty to as*
were highest in the five-year com­
parison period.
Temperatures began to climb 
steadily July 15 with an 81 de-
Few of the several thousand 
people who lined Hot Sands 
Beach or sat comfortably in
last year. Average means fori day. The turnstiles picked up 
July both years were 65.9 and! during the final two days, with
Larry fjeolt of Kelowna plead­
ed guilty to the same charge 
and was fined &00 and had his
operated this year on the mid­
way will go toward the service 
club’s swimming pool fund. No 
figures are available as yet.
He added a new feature this
43 .43 youth sponsored by the Kelowna
no record Teen Town Club.
_ ___ ;, best attended and most appreci-
lows and precipitation for July ated night show of this year’s 
from 1962 through 1972. Regatta was the Sunday night 
Low Prec. talent performance of Kelowna
of Calgary; two brothers, Tho-(to jKisscssion \>f a weapon dun- 
mas of Flin Finn and George gorous to the public peace. The 
of Winnipeg; and two grand-1 charges were remanded to Aug. 
»on». I 21 tor a prc-scntcncc rcixirt.r
mini- Attendance at this year's Re­
mums in July this year were gatta began 'mpressively Wed- 
recorded at 80.1 and 51.7, com- nesday with 16,890, dropping to 




Special commendation was 
again issued today for the 
crew of -Rescue Boat One 
which attended at the scene 
of a collision during the first 
day of Regatta hydroplane 
racing Saturday.
Russ Haag of Renton, Wash., 
was seriously injured in the 
mishap and was taken to Kel­
owna General Hospital where 
his condition was listed as fair 
I today with extensive head, 
arm and chest lacerations, a 
dislocated shoulder and leg in­
juries.
He was brought to shore im­
mediately after the accident 
1 by Mark Payer, Bill Cole ana 
Allan Farrant in Rescue Loat 
One.
Witnesses said a greater 
time lapse than tha-. needed 
by the trio would probably 
have resulted in tiie death of 
the injured driver who was 
only semi-conscious, bleeding 
profusely and in danger of 
asphyxiation from his own 
blood.
One spokesman among the 
drivers and crews said that 
even with a helicopter used in 
unlimited hydroplane racing 
events, "it would have taken 
I too much tirrie to save Russ."
The 66th annual Regatta at­
tracted a record 62,000 people, 
the highest attendance in a five- 
year comparison period since 
1967.
“It’s well over what we ex­
pected,” says a jubilant Ev Mc­
Kee, Regatta director-general, 
who adds financial success of 
this year’s classic won’t be 
known until all the receipts have 
been tabulated in a few days.
From a park attendance of
, — ------------------ • 30,412 in 1967, Regatta crowds
gree reading, finishing with alswelled to 34,737 the next year, 
blistering 92 degrees July 31, dropping to 32,311 in 1969 and 
Last year the comparison month 31,316 in 1970. Attendance jump- 
ended with a blazing 96 degrees. | ed to 48,023 last year, the second 
Overnight lows both years
year, extension of the midway to 
Sunday “proved very success* 
ful” as did the cash bingo 
which in previous years of­
fered prizes).
In fact, almost every Kinsmen 
operated concession was “way 
up" on financial returns, Mr. 
Gtonehouse declared, terming 
this year’s Regatta venture as 
“one of the most successful” 
Kinsmen operated midways.
GOOD RESPONSE
Although gate returns have 
not been tabulated, night show 
response reflected the overall 
popularity and success of this 
year's Regatta.
’ "I think it went very, very
68 respectively, with .68 of an 115,129 registering Saturday and 
inch of precipitation this year 19,578 attending Sunday.
compared with .52 July 1971 FEW COMPLAINTS
The following is a list of highs, .<The amoUnt of complaints 
lows and precipitation for July we received were few,” said 
this year. 1
booths are dismantled, swim­
ming lessons resumed today in 
Ogopogo Pool. Clean-up of var­
ious sorts continued throughout 
the day as the former Regatta 
grounds become City Park once 
again.
ANOTHER SUMMER DAY CLOSES IN THE OKANAGAN
(Courier photo by Bryden Winsby)
MANPOWER REPORTS
Placement Increasing
Some Farm Labor Needed
Sour cherry pickers are in At Penticton, labor supply is trades are in demand particu-r i r
demand in the Kelowna, Rut­
land, Winfield areas, where har­
vesting is currently underway. 
Pickers with their own camping 
equipment are asked to contact 
the Farm Labor office in Kel­
owna at 3-5546 or 3-6063.
■ The Penticton branch of Can­
ada Manpower reports the 
labor situation at Oyama is 
adequate to handle the apricot 
harvest now under way. Peach 
picking will commence about 
Aug. 12. Experienced labor is 
also available at Vernon where 
haying is still in progress, al­
though there is a slight demand 
for experienced hayhands and 
apple thinners.
Crowd
balanced for the completion of 
cherry harvesting as well as 
apricot and peach picking. Pear 
and apple thinning has been 
completed. Sufficient labor sup­
ply also exists at Summerland 
where apricot picking is under 
way to Aug. 10. The sweet 
cherry, harvest is finished and 
pears are expected to be ready 
Aug. 21.
Creston reports a surplus of 
inexperienced help for haying 
and completion of the cherry 
harvest. Apple thinning is still 
in progress, with a slight de­
mand for experienced thinners. 
Harvesting of White Dutch 
Clover is expected Friday.
A balanced labor supply
larly journeymen plasterers, 
carpenters, dry wall applicators 
and electricians.
The report adds sawmill and 
logging industries are back to 
normal, although shortage of 
fallers still exists.
Activities in the services field 
is also higher, with waitresses, 
short order eooks and hardres- 
sers with provincial certifica­
tion in demand, Shortages also 
exist in the clerical and steno­
graphy classifications, with a 
demand for fully experienced 
legal stenos, bookkeepers and 
experienced help in local 
banks.
The usual demand for “live
the bleachers at Ogopogo Pool 
Saturday and Sunday could im­
agine the sensation of flying a 
jet aircraft at several hundred 
miles an hour through a series 
of complicated manouevers 
high (and at times' not so high) 
above Okanagan Lake.
For the eight members of the 
I Snowbirds, the Canadian Arm­
ed Forces precision flying team, 
it’s the ultimate trip.
And for two of the team’s 
members, Major Glen Young­
husband, 37, and Captain Fred 
McCague, 31, last weekend’s 
visit to the Regatta marked a
sented to Gary Grant, Annick 
McCarthy, Lance Turlock and 
Valeri Hanet Sunday for their 
efforts in the third annual Re­
gatta Paint-In, held at City 
Park. The number of entries in 
the competition was described 
as disappointing by a Regatta 
spokesman, who said there 
weren’t enough in each cate­
gory for a proper competition. 
The winners each received $20 
in prize money from Regatta 
director-general, Ev McKee.
in domestic help and baby-
homecoming of sorts.
Maj. Younghusband, the'team 
leader, is from Summerland, 
while. Capt. McCague hails ori­
ginally from Keremeos.
Some would say it takes a 
certain type of individual'to fly 
the way they do, the same kind 
of person who drives super­
powered cars or flips around 
high above the ground on a tra­
peze.
As one observer remarked: 
"Hey, that’s pretty fancy, but 
I bet each one of those guys is
It’s nice to know mail with 
odd addresses sometimes gets 
through. A letter to the Depart­
ment of Parks and Recreation, 
Rutland Swimming Pool, Rut­
land, B.C., was returned to the 
sender marked “address in­
complete.” The person set it 
back in another envelope ad­
dressed to the Municipality of 
Rutland. It was delivered to 
the office of the Rutland Water 
works District. They handed the 












7 80 56 .09
8 64 56 .18
9 66 45
10 71 44 .01
11 71 55 .13
12 64 57 .26
13 74 58 —-
14 77 52
15 81 50
16 82 56 —
17 86 50 trace
18 71 >8 .01
19 79 15
20 81 45 trace
21 81 51 trace








30 89 54 ' —>
31 92 59
Listed below are the higl
Mr. McKee, adding “those we 
did receive were solved on the 
spot.” He said he was “disap­
pointed” wind conditions forced 
cancellation of Sunday's hydro­
plane races, but described the 
.Regatta generally as "very 
successful.”
The sentiments were echoed 
by Regatta manager, Glen Carl­
ton, who confirmed “more peo­
ple” attended this year’s classic, 
attracted by a “good schedule 
of events” as well as a “better 
program.” He lauded the news 
media for its co-operation and 
promotion of Regatta.
"Very successful,” was the 
word* from Kinsmen midway 
chairman, Alan Stonehouse, who 
said most of the proceeds from 
the eight Kinsmen concessions
good; it was a good show,” 
said night show director, George 
Donald, who added he had re­
ceived no complaints in spite 
of soundtrack problems Wednes­
day and again Sunday. “There 
are a few things we learned 
this year that won’t happen 
again next year,” he added.
For one thing, more variety 
with family appeal, and more 
local talent participation.
“There’s local talent here, It 
just has to be co-ordinated,” Mr. 
Donald stressed, which will 
make the program “better for 
Regatta and Kelowna.”
Apart from ideal weather, and 
attendance, success of-the night 
show program could also be at­
tributed from participation of 
local people, which Mr. Donald 
described as "very good.”
As soon as details have been 
cleaned up in two or three 
weeks, Glen Carlton says plans 
will get underway for the 67th 
annual Regatta which, of course, 
will be "bigger and better” than 
ever before.
What turned out to be the baton while It was on fire were
exists at Keremeos, where apri- sitters also preVails. knvtinrtlnrt Un I __ _ . _____  - ■__cot harvesting has passed its
Behaves
RCMP reported today that the 
overflow crowd here for the 
66th Annual Regatta was well 
behaved and gave the local po­
lice no real problems. Sgt. Vic 
Edwards said he was "very 
pleased" with the behavior of 
the 62,000 plus people who made 
Kelowna their home tor the 
week.
peak with early peach picking 
under way. The pear and late 
peach harvest should begin 
Aug. 15 to 20.
Peach picking is just com­
mencing and the apricot har­
vest is past its peak at Osoy- 
oos and Oliver where there is a 
surplus of inexperienced help. 
The corn and cucumber harvest 
is under way with very little 
demand for labor.
The Keio w n a Manpower
The police did report some ( 
motor vehicle accidents tlurirg
branch reports placement activ­
ity In the construction field has 
I increased over July, and all
DAVID THOMAS
Funeral services were held 
from The Garden Chapel, Sun­
day at 7:30 p.m. for David 
Thomas, 82, of 1415 Mountain 
Avenue, who died Friday.
Mr, Thomas is survived by 
ins wife, Cissie; one daughter, 
Mrs, Margaret Hosie of Vic­
toria: one son, David Lloyd* of 
Regina; nine grandchildren; 
and several nieces and nephews.
Rev Robert gtobie officiated, 
with the body of Mr, Thomas 
forwarded to Moose Jaw for 
burial.
the weekend.
Barry Moen of Kamloops win 
treated and reiea.ieu irom Kel­
owna General Hospital after he 
was involved in a two-car accl-1 
dent on Highway 37 north Sutur-' 
day when $2,200 damage was 
caused to vehicles driven by 
Richard Johnsume of Edmonton , 
and Gregory Shot* of Kamloops.
In another two-ear crash Sat­
urday, $500 was estimated ns 
damage to curs driven by Eric 
R, Sollosy of Wlndeld and John 
Wclb of Victoria, The iccident 
occurred on the Okanagan 
bridge and tied up traffic for 
nearly one-half hour.
a great crowd pleaser and hex 
sureness of action won her the 
$25 third prize. The prizes were 
$100 for first, $75 for second 
and $25 for third.
In the junior division of the 
competition, first place went to 
Harmona Crosby, also of Kel­
owna, who sang three' songs 
composed by herself.
Her first number was a col­
lection of her thoughts about the 
Amchitka blasts and the next 
two concerned her feelings 
about God. She accompanied 
herself on guitar during the per­
formance.
The second prize for juniors 
went to a Rutland trio called 
the Rutland Rockers. The three 
boys two at 10-year-old and 
one at 11 did a melody of in­
strumental Rock and Country 
numbers. The three were Tim­
othy Light, Bruce Beel and Al­
vin Turk.
Third place for the juniors was 
Cherly DeMara who did a piano 























1-20 The high attendance at the 
•67 show could be attributed to the 
L36 fact it was free but the well 
.53 | over 500 people at the show con- 
.tinuously showed their approval 
- the local acts by loud and 
1 52 boisterous applause.
The senior division of the 
show was won by a duo made 
[up of Tim Brecht and Virginia 
Slobodian. They performed 
three numbers starting with 
Longerboats by Cat Stevens and 
The weatherman promises T?lng '^1° ?0”,8 ,EltPn
more sunny skies Tuesday with n,?Mhiedoth?ir/ a,cJ
highs from 90 to 100 degrees. IWlthan °ld Buffalo Springfield 
High and low in the city Satur- number Eor What Tt s Worth, 
day was a warm 90 and 51 de- Second place in the competi- 
grees with no precipitation, tion was picked up by Tim, also 
compared* to a cooler 88 and 56 by way of a solo performance, 
degrees and no precipitation re- in which he did a crowd-pleas- 
corded for the city Sunday, ing song recorded by the Jethro 
High and low at the airport Sat- Tull rock group. He also did a 
urday was a hot 91 and 49 de- number orginally recorded by 
grees with no precipitation, Edgar White, 
compared to a warmer 95 and The third prize in the talent 
51 degrees with no precipitation competition was won by Brenda 
recorded for the airport Sunday. Melenchuk of Kelowna when she 
Overnight lows today will be | did a baton twirling and dance 
near 60 degree^.______ number. Her feats with the
There appears to have been 
some confusion over today being 
some form of statutory holiday. 
As you’ve doubtless already dis­
covered, it isn’t. The only peo­
ple not working today in Kel­
owna are federal government 
employees, a condition contain­
ed in their contract. Civic and 
provincial employees have no 
such agreement. The next statu­
tory holiday is Labor Day and 
it falls this vear on Sept. 4.
Mrs. Samuel Devine, 1884 
Glenmore St;, firmly advocates 
use of sun umbrellas by women 
golfers as life savers. Playing 
on the sixth hole at the Moun­
tain Shadows course Sunday, 
she was watching her husband 
tee-off and thinking what it 
would be like to be hit by a 
golf ball. That’s what happened 
. . . almost. Only the ball, from 
a bad swing by her husband, 
demolished the umbrella she 
was holding as a shield against 
the sun. "If it wasn’t for that 
umbrella, I wouldn’t be here 
today,” Mrs. Devine declared.
a little funny in the head.”
"Not so," claims Maj. Young­
husband, who received his 
wings with the RCAF in 1953. 
"It’s not really that much more 
difficult than the routine flying 
we do.
"Flying is a lot like painting 
pictures or playing a musical 
instrument. It doesn’t matte*.' 
how hard you practice, some 
fellows always seem to have an 
edge and for them it’s easy.”
Team members fly the Cana­
dian-designed and built Tutor 
training jet (CT-114), based at 
CFB Moose Jaw. The aircraft 
are capable of flying up to 41,- 
000 feet at a cruising speed of 
450 moh. For the technically- 
minded their single Orenda J-85 
engine is capable of producing 
2,700 pounds of thrust,
Even the hot weather and 
tricky mountains in the area 
didn’t affect the Snowbirds. 
“The conditions here don’t bo­
ther us," said Maj., Younghus­
band, “all of our manouevers 
involve climbing ahd there Is 
ample space to put oii a show,”
And he doesn’t let tlip—jrosst- 
bllity of a mishap bother’nlm.
An accident earlier this year 
claimed the life Of one of the 
team’s members,
"I've been flying for 20 years 
and I can honestly s'nv I'm not
HETTY TREWHELLA
The body of Mrs. Hetty Tre* 
whella,. 83, of 1450 Sutherland 
Ave., who died Friday, has been 





Less than, 15 minutes after .[si 
that accident another two cars 
collided on the bridge which fur-1
ther created traffic tie-ups along । 
the busy thoroughfare. In this 
one $300 damage was estimated 
to cars driven by Stove Suba 
of Red Deer and Warren Abram 
of Ashdroft. Again there were 
no Injuries.
An accident on the 2300 bjock 
of Abbott Street Saturday caus­
ed $500 damage to cari driven 
by Mark Bpltiiri of Burnaby and 
Leslie Ann AddisoVof Kelowna. 




Funeral service will lie held
from Tho Garden Chapel, Tues­
day at 2 p.m. for Charles Fre­
derick Dixey, 173, of No. 103 - 
523 RowcliRe Ave., who died 
Saturday.
Mr. Dixey was employed by 
the Kclown^i Canadian Uiglon 
tor 18 years and was a resident 
of the city for 26 years.
He is survived by his Wife,
Mag; one daughter,,
SPECIAL PACIFIC DISPLAY
Mrs. Josephine Rodgers 
from Suva, Fiji Island, dis­
plays some of her handiwork 
Inside. the agricultural fair 
tent in City Park, Mrs. Rod­
gers has her own souvenir
business In Suva, and hopes to
Mrs. । „(,( Up a m Kelowna She 
Peggy-Denter-of Kelowna; one t |,afl in ' Canada thr<*- 
brother'Mid one sister in Eng-(, htonths, visiting her daughter, 
land; ami two grandchildren I m,'s. Mima Woik end ton-ln- 
ard three great grandchildren, law Ben Work of 9’0 .Ias|M>r
Rev. B. S U'itCh will official > Road, Rutl’»nr’ She has been 
ith cremation to follow.' •
'doing her (artistic work for 
more than 15 years. In 1969, 
sho was in New Zealand for 
three months, and while there 
, appeared , on jolevislon, The 
mat-type article on t|ic back 
wall took alxnit a month of 
work. It Is ninth* out of tree 
Iniik and has Intricate designs 
on it, Tho donkeys took one 
Hay to complete. Among the 
other urtfclcs displayed wore 
hats beads and an assortment 
of purses. (Courier phoy»
IN COURT
Grant William Baulkham of 
Westbank pleaded guilty i.‘* Pro­
vincial Court <odav to failing to 
leave his name after an acci­
dent. The charge is a new 
amendment to the Motor Vehicle 
Act, He was fined $50.
sunorstitlous, But I'm sure 1 
many pilots are, but they don't' 
talk about It. They may hove 
strange little habits, like wear­
ing tho same pair of socks all 
the time,
For Mn|. Yoiinghusband, this 
year Is -the last of, n two-year 
stint with the team,
"Two years is the limit. H'h 
very hard work and there's a 
tremendous strain Involved. 
And like most people, I don’t 
want to nnen<l too much time 
away from the family," Maj. 
Younghusbund and his wife 
Jacqueline have four children.
He'll stay In the service until 
retirement, which wllj come be­
fore lie Is 45, After that, lie has
Harry James Lutz of Rutland 
pleaded not guilty to a churgo 
of driving with no insurance. 
The case was remanded for 
trial to Sept. 21.
James Garfield McCormick 
pleaded not gulliy to possession 
of liquor whjle under the age of 
19 and the case was remanded 
for trial to Sept. 12.
gan and suend my Hine fishing 
— but before you ask, I don't 
want to become on airline pilot.
"I don't think I could hack 
the routine," \
CHARLES HARKER T
The b<xly of Charles Ilalcrow 
Barker, 66, of 1910 Pnndosy, 
who died Thursday, has been 
forwarded to Flln Flon, Man. 
for funeral service and burial.
Mr, Barker Is survived by his 
wife, Margaret; one.son, Glenn 
of Ottawa; one daughter, Gall
Williuin Donald Radcliffe of 
Kelowna pleaded not guilty |n 
Provincial Court to driving 
while having i. blood-alcohol 
count exceeding .08. The ,cnse 
was remanded for trial to Oct.
Norman Joseph Nadeau of 
Kelowna pleaded not guilty to 
two charges arising out of an 
incident In a Kelowna hotel. He 
was charged with possession of 
an unregistered firearm and 
pointing a firearm. Both charg­
es were remanded for trial to 
Oct. 3,
Mrs. Robert Coble of Rut­
land, left, and Mrs. Mary 
Thomas of Enid Kelowna arc 
shown amongst their B.C, In­
dian crafts display In flic Re­
gatta agricultural tent In City 
Park. The two women, along 
with members of their family
made the displays a famlly\ 
winter project, Mrs, Thomas 
said the art of Indian craft is 
a dying one and she is deter­
mined to bring bock some of 
the art, The two women tench 
Indian craft io children on the 
reser^fl apd at night school
In George Bringle High School, 
Westbank. The articles on ex­
hibit included jackets, bus- 
kets, moccasins, totem poles 
and even some original Hud­
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IT HAPPENED IN CANADA
'Search For New Roles A PERIPATETIC POST OFFICE-rfUE ToWN «F UOfoMlNSfcR A OHfjE ALBERTA- SASKATCHEWAN 
BORDER WITH THE MAIN STREET OH 1ilB BORDERLINE • IN EARLY W/5 
IT WAS TWO SEPARATE COMMUNITIES WITH A FRAME POST OFFICE 
ONTNE SASKATCHEWAN SIDE- FREQUENTLY LLOYDMINSTER, 
SASK- CITIZENS AWORS OF A MORNING TO FIND THEIRALBERTA 
NEIGHBORS MDPULLED $£ RO-ACROSS MAtN STREET BORRER.
As U.S. Cuts Fighting Power
Russians Build Theirs Up
Subject Of I
Prime Minister Trudeau look of­
fice four years ago with the intention 
of cutting Canada’s foreign service 
down to size—and he proceeded to do 
just that.
Now, out of the confrontation, has 
grown a new harmony between, the 
government and professional diplo­
mats, exemplified by the external 
affairs department’s central role in re­
solving the James Cross kidnapping 
crisis of late 1970.
Such is the conclusion reached by 
Peter Dobell, director of the Parlia­
mentary Centre for Foreign Affairs 
and Foreign Trade, in a new book cal­
led Canada’s Search for New Roles.
The 154-page volume on Canadian 
foreign policy, published by Oxford, 
was commissioned by the Royal In­
stitute of International Affairs, pri­
marily for the British reading public.
Mr. Dobell, a former foreign ser­
vice officer, writes that when Mr. 
Trudeau became prime minister he 
was welcomed by most members of 
the diplomatic set “for his refreshing, 
progmatic, outgoing approach to the 
world.”
“They were not prepared for the 
attitude of suspicion of the foreign 
service held by many of the new min­
isters who came in with Mr. Tru­
deau.”
The prime minister was convinced 
that Canadian foreign policy needed 
updating, says Mr. Dobell. He also 
believed that too many talented peo­
ple were cooped up in the external 
affairs departments
“One effect, deliberate or accident­
al, of his downgrading of the foreign 
service has been that... a surprising 
number of foreign service officers 
have accepted senior positions in 
other government departments.”
Dobell Book
However, the prime minister “had 
no desire to destroy tjie foreign ser­
vice—as many of its members sus­
pected—but only to cut it down to 
size, and this has now been done."
A sign of renewed self-confidence • 
in the department is the careful but 
imaginative way it has taken up the 
challenge of integration with certain 
other federal departments and ;gen- 
cies in the conduct of Canadian gov- 
rnment activities abroad.
The integration process still is in 
its formative stages and it still is too 
early to know where it will lead, says 
Mr. Dobell.
Frustration over the way foreign 
policy decisions were made when he 
was justice minister in the cabinet of 
former prime minister Lester Pearson 
made Mr. Trudeau determined to in­
troduce changes when he himself got 
the top job, says Mr. Dobell.
Assessing the record of the Tru­
deau administration, Mr. Dobell 
faults it for failing both to work out 
a comprehensive policy toward the 
United States and to cultivate rela­
tions with Europe as a counter-weight 
to U.S. influence on Canada.
He adds his voice to frequently- 
expressed criticism of the government 
for neglecting discussion of Canadian- 
American relations in the foreign 
policy white paper of 1970, and for 
being content with the traditional 
“ad hoc” approach to dealing with 
Washington.
“At a time of public preoccupa­
tion with this issue, it is hardly sur­
prising that the informed public 
should have felt that the foreign-pol­
icy review was conspicuously incom­
plete . . . The truth is that the gov- 
. ernment has not decided generally 
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By JOHN D. HARBRON 
Foreign Affairs Analyst 
Thomson News Service
Separatism brought new ter­
ror to Canadians during 1970’s
a-7
FOUR MEMBERS OR /
Mi 1"^ CARTIER FAMILY 
RORI3Q YEARS
rise of rightwing and left-wing
By FRED S. HOFFMAN
WASHINGTON (AP) - The 
United States has conceded the 
Soviet Union a wide lead in 
ground combat forces by cutting 
the U.S. Army to its smaUest 
size in nearly a generation.
A drastic army cutback re­
sults from fundamental deci­
sions by President Nixon’s ad­
ministration to:
—•Disengage from future over­
seas involvement of U.S. ground 
troops, except in defence of 
Western Europe.
—End the military draft next 
year, if possible, and rely on 
volunteers to fill the ranks of 
the armed forces.
Both these Nixon policies 
were spurred by widespread 
reaction against the long Viet­
nam war.
Adding to concern.at the de­
fence department is growing So­
viet naval and missile capabil- 
. ity. The Soviet Union has been 
outbuilding the U.S. Navy two 
to one in recent years and is 
reported on the verge of a new 
surge. The missile race also is 
continuing, despite the new 
agreement to limit strategic 
arms. The emphasis will shift to 
increased numbers of warheads 
and their improvement.
If the Democrats win the 
presidential election in Novem­
ber, slashes in U.S. combat 
power could bite even deeper, 
BRASS CONCERNED
Military leaders express con­
cern that the pendulum may
The U.S. is way ahead of the cruisers would do their utmost S
Russians in helicopters. But, to sink American supply ships.
while the U.S. scored impres- Many U.S. military planners 
sively in Vietnam with helicop- believe the-only way the allies ->>
ters as gunships and troop-car- could stop a major onslaught
tiers, there are skeptics who into Western Europe would be > ,
question whether the chopper to resort to tactical nuclear
can live in the European battle- weapons.^ .
field environment. These skep- “ ’ * *-- *
tics say the Russians would 
bring sophisticated anti-aircraft 
missiles into play.
MORE PLANES
As tor tactical air power, It is 
the judgment of most American 
specialists that Soviet and War­
saw Pact air forces clearly sur­
pass the NATO allies in the 
number of planes in the region 
where a battle would be. One 
estimate is that the Communist 
bloc enjoys about a 2,900-to-2,100
The planners are far from J 
happy at such a prospect, be­
cause they are aware that once
tactical nuclear weapons start 
exploding, there is strong likeli- * 
hood of escalation into all-out 
nuclear war.
The U.S. has positioned in 
Western Europe some 7,000 nu­
clear warheads which would be 
delivered by about 2,250 
fighter-bombers, bombardment 
missiles and artillery.
The Russians also have forml*
Car-Free Malls In Town
FLQ crisis. For the first time, a 
group committed to independ­
ence for Quebec, expanded post 
office box bombings in Montreal 
into kidnapping and murder.
Yugoslavia, another federated 
state, sits on the timebomb of 
violent, historic separatism. In 
this presently Communist state 
formed as a monarchy in 1919 
from a union of Croats, Serbs 
and Montenigrins, Croats and 
Serbs are locked again in tradi­
tional hatreds.
Compared to Canada, where 
in 1970 we experienced the first 
tremor of the kind of violence 
Central Europe has known for 
centuries,. Yugoslav separatism 
has shaken the country since it 
was formed from the ruins of 
the old Austro-Hungarian mon­
archy.
Croats in the north are Catho­
lic, conservative and in the 
past, closely oriented to West­
ern Europe. Serbs in the south 
are Orthodox, more aggressive
partisan forces fighting the Ital­
ian and German occupiers of 
Yugoslavia.
The allies openly supported 
Josef Broz Tito, leader of the 
left-wing, and as it turned out, 
Communist partisans. In 1946, 
before Tito turned to "national 
communism,” he tried and exe­
cuted Gen. M i h a i 1 o v i c, the 
right-wing partisan for alleged 
collaboration with the Germans.
These terrible differences 
have never given Marshal Tito 
any peace. And paradoxically, 
Catholic and conservative Croa­
tia produced Tito the Commun­
ist who is a Croat, not a Serb.
And now the causes of 
Serbian and Croat nationalism 
have spilled outside Yugoslavia 
and have become an additional 
factor in growing world terror­
ism. Croat extremists have ad­
mitted to the assassination of a 
Yugoslav ambassador in Scan­
dinavia and attempts on the 
lives of others.
Serbian nationalists, still loyal 
to the monarchy which was 
overthrown during the Second
World War, preach bitter hatred
as warriors, and in the past against Tito’s communism and 






so far that the United 
might be caught danger­
short if a major emer- 
should arise.
army fell to about 801.000
There was a time when people 
dreamed of owning a car and when 
the aim of governments was to raise 
the living standard. high enough so 
that everybody, or as many as pos­
sible, could own a Car. Nations’ living 
standards were judged by the number 
of cars per thousand population.
People still dream of owning a car. 
But governments and various traffic 
and pollution experts arc beginning to 
have second thoughts about the advis­
ability of having too many cars on the 
road.
The automobile, which once intro­
duced miraculously high speeds to 
traffic, has multiplied so that it now 
contributes most to slowing traffic to 
a crawl in most urban centres, says 
the Peterborough Examiner.
This, and threatening pollution, has 
. long since started people thinking and 
contributed to the support in most 
cities of the world to the idea of 
creating car-free malls on downtown 
sections.
An article in The OECD Observer, 
a publication of the Organization for 
Economic Co-operation and Devel­
opment, of which Canada is a mem­
ber, gives a pretty good idea of the 
results of experience in European 
cities with the magic mall—the auto- 
ffee zone.
In Germany alone 28 cities institut­
ed some kind of auto-frep zone, but 
Italian, Dutch and English cities have 
experimented, too.
। Volumes could be written about the 
results—and about the many differ­
ent interpretations of the results—but 
some observations make interesting 
rending.
A ban on cars in parts of Vienna 
reduced pollution by some 70 per 
cent. Similarly impressive results 
were reported from Marseilles and 
Tokyo.
In some European cities the prin­
cipal reason behind banning cars was 
to preserve “the histm quality” of 
certain sections, like the He Saint- 
Louis of Paris, the Piaza Fontana det 
Trevi in Rome, the Gctreidegasse in 
Salzburg or the Rue du Gros Horloge 
in Rouen.
In other centres the idea was to 
create a more livable inner city core 
and to attract more shoppers and 
strollers and to make local businesses 
able to compete with other shopping 
areas. Such as the case in some sec­
tions of Leeds, Coventry, Bremen, 
Stuttgart, The Hague, Zurich, Klagen­
furt,-Bolton, and others. In Vienna, 
store owners reported “a 25 to 50 per
cent increase in business in the 
week after the traffic ban went 
effect.”




ccssful. Isolated pedestrian streets, 
lor example, are rarely able to attract 
enough people. When too large areas 
arc closed to traffic, transportation 
and related problems crop up.
“It’s probably no accident," the 
magazine says, “that existing pedes­
trian precincts seldom exceed' 500- 
500 metres in length; this may be the 
maximum distance which it is felt, 
the average shopper is willing to nego­
tiate on foot. Beyond it, some mech­






10 YEARS AGO 
August 1962
Vic Welder, sitting nt West 
with her two sons twice saw
lost only one game this season. Kam'
Byzantium which was the head­
quarters of the parent Holy 
Eastern Orthodox Church.
WARTIME DIVISION
have also been accused of at­
tack i n g Yugoslav diplomatic 
missions overseas.
No leader of a federal state 
with restless minorities like
During the Second World War Canada or Nigeria, or ones in 
and the German occupation of open conflict like Yugoslavia, 
Yugoslavia, the Croats took ad- can ever condone separatism.
vantage of the German intention This would end the nation’s ex­
istence.of breaking up the Yugoslav 
union to form a kingdom under 
a prince of the Italian House of 
Savoy.
Wartime Croatia was purely 
and simply a Fascist state, an 
appendage of Fascist Italy with 
a vicious right-wing militia 
called the Ustasi and trained in 
Gestapo methods,
Serbia, on the other hand, re­
mained under direct German 
military occupation. These con­
ditions were accentuated by the
eYt none of them have clear- 
cut answers to forestay a politi­
cal breakup.
Tito, a Communist dictator, 
will apparently try suppression 
of restless minorities.
For him, a solution from the 
old Austro-Hungarian empire 
might be possible, that is more 
division of important federal re­
sponsibilities, for example, for­
eign affairs and defence, among 
the major minorities.
men in May, lowest since the 
eve of the Korean War 22 years 
ago and about half what it was 
at the height of the U.S. ground 
war in Vietnam four years ago.
Adding the marine corps’ 
196,000 men, the total of U.S. 
ground combat troops is just 
under one million.
That is less than half the 2.2 
million Russian soldiers as­
signed to ground fighting forces.
Because of severe cuts—about 
340,000 men in the last year 
alone—only one of seven home- 
based U.S. Army divisions is in 
ready-to-go shape. These divi­
sions form the strategic pool 
from which the U.S. would draw 
in a sudden international crisis.
Three of these divisions are 
earmarked to reinforce the U.S. 
7th Army in Europe if the Rus­
sians should attack or seriously 
threaten, but it is doubtful they 
could meet the present require­
ment for deployment overseas 
within 30 days.
EYE RESERVES
For the long haul, the Nixon 
administration is counting on 
about 700,000 National Guard 
and military reserve members 
to reinforce the shrinking regu­
lar army and the marine corps 
in time of need. But both the 
guard and the reserve are hav­
ing trouble keeping up their 
strength.
Although Nixon policy is to 
avoid a further "poliieman of 
the world” mission for U.S. 
forces, the United States main­
tains strong commitments to 
NATO and to South Korea. For 
that reason, the five U.S. Army 
divisions assigned to NATO and 
one division in South Korea 
have top priority in seasoned 
manpower and modern equip­
ment.
airplane advantage there.
Geography gives the Russians 
a huge advantage, enabling 
them to bring major rein’orce- 
ments from Western Russia. 
U.S. intelligence says the Sovi­
ets have 60 divisions in Euro­
pean Russia, 20 of them in full 
fighting readiness.
While mobilization could raise 
allied strength in the central re­
gion by several hundred thou­
sand men, important reinforce­
ments would come from the 
U.S. These reinforcements, sup­
plies and equipment would have 
to travel by air and sea across 
the Atlantic.
A successful • U.S. reinforce­
ment would require that allied 
forces hold the line against Rus­
sian armor and motorized infan­
try until the fresh American 
troops and material could ar­
rive.
NAVY HAS ROLE
It also would require that the 
U.S. and allied navies check the 
growing Soviet navy, whose 
hundreds of submarines and 
missile-firing destroyers and
dable tactical nuclear power, in­
cluding about 700 medium- and „ 
intermediate range ballistic ’ 
missiles, some 850 tactical sur- ■ 
face-to-surface missiles as-; 
signed to their ground forces, " 
plus about 1,800 medium and 
light bombers and fighter-bomb­
ers.
Meanwhile, the U.S. is trying 
to overcome the Soviet conven­
tional firepower bulge with bet­
ter new weapons. And it is en­
couraging reluctant European 
allies to upgrade their forces.
But the Russians are not 
standing still either. U.S. offi­
cials report they are developing 
two new tanks and working on 
new high-fragmentation heavy 
artillery shells.
As a result of the Vietnam air 
war, the U.S. has developed and 
proved revolutionary new weap­
ons such as laser-guided bombs 
and perfected devices for foiling 
enemy radar defences.
This probably puts the U.S. 
Air Force and Navy air arm 





By FARMER TISSINGTON 
Ottawa Bureau 
of the Kelowna Courier
The news that the federal gov­
ernment and Newfoundland Re­
fining Co. Ltd. have reached 
agreement on pollution controls 
at the oil refinery at Come-By- 
Chance, Nfld. is welcome. At 
the same time, the argument 
which developed between the 
ministry of the environment in 
Ottawa and the company raises 
sortie fundamental questions.
The $200-million project has 
been in the planning stage for 
several years and federal loans 
have been made towards con­
struction of the wharf which 
will permit large tankers to 
dock at the Placentia Bay site. 
With construction well under 
way, Environment Minister 
Jack Davis threatened to half 
work on the big project unless 
the company made certain 
changes In the design to over­
come potential pollution haz­
ards.
Mr. Davis gave the company 
an ultimatum and a deadline to 
make the changes his depart­
ment felt necessary. As the
CANADA'S STORY
Lady luck No Help
To 2 Prime Ministers
By BOB BOWMAN
Prime ministers, like athletes, 
need a little luck. A difference 
of a few inches can make the 
difference between winning and 
losing In curling, hockey, base­
ball, golf, and several other 
sports. Skill Is essential, of 
course, but good fortune often 
playr the most important role.
Alexander Mackenzie, Can­
ada's first Liberal prime minis­
ter, was handicapped by a de­
pression when he was in office 
1874-1878.
R‘. B. Bennett suffered a 
worse fate when he became 
prime minister on Aug. 7, 1930. 
In fact It was W. L. Mackenzie. 
King, defeated by Bennett in the 
1030 general election, who was 
hicky. He escaped the responsi­
bility of leadership in - worst 
five years Canada has ever 
known.
Bennett began his career by 
earning $500 a year as a school, 
teacher In New Brunswick but
even then predicted that he
would become prime minister. 
He moved to Calgary in 1896
Europe is the only place deadline arrived, he sent one of 
where U.S. ground troops di- his deputy ministers to the 
rectly face the Soviet Army.
There, 185,000 men of the U.S.
whiit «he thought won Ogopogo playing 
In tho. lake, She first thought it was n 
big wave about 300 yards out In the 
luke, then two humps appeared. Both 
, Mrs. Welder's Hoon, Michael 5, and Billy
10, also saw Ihq creature. It was mov­
ing very slowly, parallel to the bench. It 
Wept down and then mtrfaced doser to 
the bridge,
20 YEARS AGO 
AukusI 1952
Tho Rutland Adanacs won the B.C, 
Interior Hasoball League pennant, They
loops and Rovelstoko were tied for 
second place. The play-offs will see 
Rutland play Winfield and Kamloops 
play Revelstoke'. A Cleveland Indian 
Scout is reported to have been scouting 
Umland’s 17-yeiir-old catching, pitch­
ing and hitting sensation, Hobby Cnmp-
2 b YEARS AGO 
August 10-12
llegnllu Noles-Joan Langdon of Van­
couver piled up over 100 points to win 
the women's aggregate. Runner up was 
, Pot O'Hara, Seattle, Carlos Rivas df 
Seattle captured the men's aggregates
BIBLE BRIEF
"And these slans shall follow 
them that believe; In my name 
shall they cast out devils; they 
shall speak with new tongues; 
they shall take up serpents; 
and If they drink any deadly 
thing, It shall not hurt them; 
they shall lay hands on the 
sick, and they shall recover.” 
Mark 16:17, 18.
If you arc a believer, you
and joined the law firm of Sen. 
James Lougheed, grandfather 
of the present premier of Al­
berta.
Another New Brunswick boy, 
Max Aitken, was also beginning 
his career at Calgary as owner 
of a bowling alley. He later be­
came famous as Lord Beaver­
brook,
Bennett developed a success­
ful law practice, Including a 
great deal of work for the CPR, 
and was a millionaire in his 30s, 
Then he was left a great deal 
more money by Mrs. E. B, 
Eddy, widow of the Ottawa 
matchmaker.
After a career In Alberta poli­
tics and as a member of Borden 
nnd Molghen federal govern­
ments, Bonnett became leader 
of the Conservative party in 
1927.
, He was rich nnd powerful 
when he boenme prime minister 
in 1030 nnd despite the depres- 
Blon snld he would solve the un-
7th Army form the core of 
NATO’s defence. American 
armed strength in Europe totals 
about 300,000, 1 n c 1 u d i n g air 
force, support and, other ele­
ments.
If all the NATO allies lived up 
to their commitments, in n 
crunch they and the United 
States could muster about 
780,000 men In about 26 divisions 
and equivalents In the first 
stage,
OUTNUMBERED
On the other side, U.S. analy­
ses report, Russia and her War-
scene for personal negotiations 
with company.officials. This led 
to the agreement on the water 
pollution control measures and 
removed the threat of a work 
stoppage.
BALANCE NEEDED
With pollution such a popular 
subject today, it is probably 
hercsay to suggest that govern­
ments and citizens’ groups may 
have gone overboard on the 
issue. Pollution of any kind Is to 
be avoided and the pollution of 
waters by oil spills is certainly 
one of the worst kinds. But 
there should be some balance of 
judgment and politicians should
saw Pact allies—East Germany, be wary of getting carried away
Poland and Czechoslovakia— by the popular Issue, 
would have Immediately avalln- At about the time the Come- 
ble about 925,000 men in some 
85 divisions, Western divisions
are bigger than those in the So­
viet bloc.
The Soviet bloc’s military ad­
vantage is much greater in con­
ventional firepower than In 
manpower.
The Russians and their allies 
can send about 14,009 tanks 
against, Western Europe, NATO 
allies in the central region could 
counter with about 7,000 tanks, 
1,500 of them American, U.S, 
military lohdors any the War­
saw Pnct countries, including 
Russia, hnvo more than double 
the number of NATO artillery 
pieces.
To offset somewhat the Rus-
By-Chance affair was in the 
news, there was a small oil spill 
off Cherry Point In British Col-
umbia. It rated large headlines 
for several days and became 
the chief topic in the Commons 
daily question period. A special 
debate on the issue occupied the 
House for a day. Yet the spill 
was quickly brought under con- | 
trol and almost as quickly cle­
aned up, with no apparent long­
term deleterious effects.
At Come-By-Chance, the com­
pany was "trying to do things 
on the cheap” and has since 
said that the federal and provin­
cial governments will keep after 
the company about air pollution 
controls, now that the water pol­
lution problem has been re­
solved.
WHY IN PUBLIC?
The Newfoundland situation 
raises the question of why Mr. 
Davis chose to make threats 
and such a public issue out of 
something that would appear to 
be a straight business dealing 
between the company and the 
department. One can only spec­
ulate that it was done deliber­
ately because it was the first 
major test case of the govern­
ment’s new and touch legisla­
tion.
It also raises the issue of 
whether federal criteria on 
anti-pollution measures may be 
too restrictive, to a point where 
companies may find It too 
costly to operate and will decide 
to move to some other country. 
The measures insisted upon by 
Ottawa in the Newfoundland sit­
uation, for example, will cost 
the company several millions of 
dollars more than originally es­
timated.
Finally, the government must 
always bear in mind the import­
ance of such projects to employ­
ment, particularly in economi­
cally stagnant areas such as 
Newfoundland. There arc nearly 
2,000 workers involved in the 
construction nt Come-By-Chnncc 
and once the refinery Is operat­
ing It will continue to provide 
employment nnd make a signifi­
cant contribution to the general 
economy of the province and 
country.
Possible Frost And Labor Lack 
Worry Ontario Tobacco Growers
, . ,, ' sian edge in armor, the U.S, . Is
.employment problem or "perish equipping It's units with a new
in the attempt”, lie did perish wirc-gukled anti-tank missile
politically in 1935, when the Lib- ............
crals nnd W, L, Mackenzie King
were returned to office, Bennett, 
then went to Britain to join his 
old friend, Beaverhrdok, and be­
came Viscount Bennett of Mick­
leham, Calgary, nnd Hopewell,
OTHER AUGUST 7 EVENTS
16-10—Lauzon gave Montreal
and will buy another tank-kill­
ing weapon culled Dragon for 
Its Infantry platoons,
TlLLSONBlHlG, Ont. (CP) - 
Possible frost anti a shortage of 
labor are two of the biggest 
headaches facing Ontario to- 
bncco growers ns they approach 
this year's harvest of about 
88,000 acres,
A target of 200 million pounds 
has been sol,
A killer June frost which 
forced replanting of 00 to 70 per 
cent of the tobacco crop, will 
make tills year's harvest liiler
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George Athans, one oL the continent’s 
star divers,' sustained n\ broken i 
while clown diving, '
40 YEARN AGO 
Augunl I9J2
At the Emprcus^-Mondny nnd 




goincry in "Lolly Linton": Wednesday
and Thursda»y, Hlchard Arlen, 
Virginia Bruce InOaklc nnd ’ ___ _
Hi Ide"; Friday and Saturday, 




- r, Crowd Honrs." , ,
50 YEARS AGO 
August 1922
W, 11. Foster won the K.A.A. silver 
t up for the greatest aggregate of jxtlnts 
won nt the Regatta, with 72 jx>ints. 1., 
Stokes, Vancouver, was second with 54 
points, and J, F. But ne, Kelowna, third 
with 42 poljits.
have a right to pray for the to sulplclans.
nick and a reason to believe for 161)7—LaSalle launched Griffin
results. "These signs shall fol- at Niagara Falls, the first ship
low them that believe," God’s Io sail west, of fh^ro,
word works ns we act on II, .....................1803—-Flrnt Selkirk settlers ar­
rived In Police Edward Island.
LETTER TO EDITOR
It has been the policy of 
the Dally Courier for many 
years that when a public 
election been announced 
letters to the editor concern­
ing the election or candidates 
running for nubile office will 
not be published, Premier W. 
A. <’. Bennett has called an 
election In B.C, Aug. CO and 
In accordance with the news­
paper's policy any letters
1805—P r e ft c n I day llldcnu 
Hall nt Ottawa was lensed sit 
home for Governor-Generals,
1911—Union Station was 
<i pc net I al Winnipeg,
1910—Captain E, C, Hoy com­
pleted flrsUlight across Rockies 
from Vancouver to Calgary,
1927—E d w n r <1 Prince i of 
Wales, prime ministers Baldwin 
and W. L. M a c k c n z 1 e King 
Joined vice president Dawes of 
United States to dedicate Pence 
Bridge between Fort Erle and 
Buffalo, 1
1951—Britlsli limner Koger 
ennrernina the elections will HannDirr broke four-minuin 
not b« publbhed. nul« at Vancouver,
TODAY IN HISTORY
Ry THE CANADIAN PRESS
Aug. 7, 1972 . . .
British and C n n a d I a n 
troops broke through the 
German lines mound Coen- 
28 years ago today—In 1944 
-mid slriick out towards 
FlihiiHO, i\eoklng In ineel 
American forces advancing 
from tho Houlh and chi off 
Ilie Gei'iniiiis in werinn 
France, , .
.. 1956—Dynmnite’■ trucks ex-
'ploiled m Cali, Cdtomblii, ' 
killing 1,100.
1912— United Stales Mur­
ine:! landed on Gundiilcmial 
in the Solomon Iiilmidii,'
1925— B r I fn i n nilojiird 
Daylight Time porinanemly.
1919— WilIIam I<yon Ma<- 
kenzlc King Iwcmn'e fedvi id 
l.llx'iid, r>mI,v, lender.
1911—Primer invaded Al- 
mice mid l/ii'ialne duGiig 
i thfl Fiijft World War, ,
Hinn usual,
Another bad frost tim ing har­
vest might be disastrous, Some 
harvesting has already begun, 
Late planting came from plants 
flown In from the United States.
A repent of last year's lalxir
harvesting lenm from Barbncton 
ns he hii;; done for the last sev­
eral years,
G. A, Demo,vere, chairman of 
the tobacco board, snkl he doc;i 
not think there Is “anyone who 
can forecast the avallabllty of 
labor fcr Ihto crop/’
Ontario tobacco > growers use 
about <10,000 people each year to 
harvest the crops, ho mild, 
STUDENTHIMPORTED
Tobacco workers this year 
ngiilu will come from the ranks
shortage also might bo a prob­
lem, ■
Stanley C, Smith of Port Stan-
of area high schoql nnil nniver- 
iiily rimtoniH, who miike up 40 
por’etni of the tola) lalior force; 
iituitonto from Austria, Franco, 
England, Belgium nnd Ger­
many; nnd workers from tho 
M.'iriilinos, Quebec aid North-
ern Ontario.to MIIIIVII U* « Ulfc '
ley,' Ont, a director of the On\ The number of overseas stu- 
tnrlo Flue-Cured Tobacco Grov.-' deirts this year will lx> down to
m’ Marketing Board, sold ihr GOO from 900 laid .y<>nr, Mr. De- 
labor hiliinllon In "just .plain inoyere ttnld, More Cunndlni) 
awful." , , fdiidtnls are lieing used ..... .
HEI.I* NEEDED yenr as f,iiincrs add tiiecli.uil-
"I don't know v.lial we're cp| 'aids lliat make harvesting
going Io do for help,” he Hdi'l in easier;
. an intorvlcw Tuesday. "There's .Some tot mej'.s. have Iteifiiii to 
not it man available." , Imrvi st their dopa and the uin- 
lle su'd Cmmdh Manpowe'r jority i.liould be nturted |>y Aug, 
15. .does not weoin Io bo doing iniieh 
to allcvinte the shortage of Io-' 
■ luu'i'o hnrvi'stiirs because the
mon referred by'Manpower <ire 
not iilways tho moiit willing 
WUlkl't'S, •
1 ■ Bill, i|eii|i||<> the labor short- 
kith-, " ,’i.ihehow w<-'ll ’ get ti e 
'.'loo i/r," he 'Hided. 1 *(
Mr, Himlh said im k.otild by 
again this year to gel a rix-inan
Ontario exported ’HO million 
pounds of tobacco Inst year nnd 
has 11m iiaiiic' target’for thin 
year.
"I can'tnay If wtdll rpmh the 
Jrgiiie," Mr, Drnii'yere said. "I 
llilnk thciq will he enough If Hie 
liahistry Inborn) I'ompnnit’M 
supplies || from their atock, 
They’r^ orci stocked. ’’
cess Unes and featuring
held at the 121
minutes, Fischer 104 minutes.


















must at least be 
present level.
“This is the 
the overriding
Your llobts ' 




church. Attending a Saturday 
mass counts the same as at- 
,' tending a Sunday one.of.------------------------------------—
TOLD TO LEAVE
President Idi Amin
four-day Okanagan tour Sunday Sown of imported cotton with 
and will begin his campaign inUace medallions, styled on pnn- 
Victorla today. cess llnes and featuring a
B.C. coast. . , - , - . „ ,
Mr. Anderson wound up a {or her wedding a full length
Vinegar
Winston House. 128 oz. gallon jug


















SUMMERLAND. B.C. (CP>- 
British Columbia Liberal leader 
David Anderson says a Liberal 
government would preserve 
agricultural land by purchasing 
development rights and remov­
ing education taxes.
Mr. Anderson told a Summer­
land meeting of about 25 party 
supporters that the Social Credit 
government's $25 million green 
belt plan was not designed to 
save farm land bu’ only to buy 
Up small tracts beside high­
ways. He said 33 per cent of 
arable land in the Okanagan
DISTRICT PAGE Sit
Rutland, Winfield, Oyama, Peachland, Westbank REYKJAVIK. Iceland (AP)
has already been taken out of KELOWNA DAILY COURIER, MON., AUG. 7, 1972
agricultural use.
“Excluding the Peace River, 
the amount of agricultural land 
in this province is very small," 
he said. “It is a limited re­
source. Steps must be taken to 
preserve our farmland or we 
will be lacing a critical situa­
tion in the next 10 or 20 years."
In Kelowna, the Liberal lead­
er hailed as a “tremendous vic­
tory" a predicted delay in the 




LONDON (CP) — Resistance 
seems to be growing here 
against permitting entry to 
Britain to thousands of Asians 
facing expulsion from Uganda 
amid suggestions that some 
new homes should be sought in 
Canada.
The Daily Mail comments to­
day: ‘The number of colored 
people coming into this country
— The moves in the 11th game
MONEY/ORDERS FOUND
VANCOUVER (CP) — Ray
mond Mitchell, 25, was to ap­
pear in provincial court today 
charged with possession of
stolen money orders with a face 
value of 120,000. One hundred
PAGE 51 of the world chess champion­
ship between titleholder Boris
Spassky and challenger Bobby
money orders were found Friday 
in a routine check of a parked
lake-McCall Ming Vows
faken In Summerland Church
PEACHLAND (Special) - 
Roses from the groom’s moth­
er's garden decorated the altar 
at the Church of the Holy Child, 
Summerland on Saturday, JulyU.S. Interior Secretary Rogers _
Morton said in Anchorage that 22, when Patricia Ann Lake of 
legal action by Mr. Anderson Westbank, daughter of Mr. and 
and other pipeline opponents Mrs. A. E. Lake of Westbank, 
could delay the project for up!formerly of Calgary, became 
to 18 months I the radiant bride of Raymond
Mr. Anderson said the longer 'Paul McCaU of Peachland, only 
the project is held up, the more 
likely an alternate route through 
the Mackenzie Valley becomes.
Conservationists are opposed 
to the Alaska pipeline which 
would carry oil through the 
state to be shipped down the
the British government owes to 
all of us who live here—what­
ever the color of our skin.”
Ugandan Foreign Minister 
Wanume Kibedi said in a Brit­
ish television interview recently 
Britain should seek homes in 
Canada and Australia for the 
Asians, about to lx expelled
Fischer:
Spassky white; Fischer black.
car. Police say they are part] 
of 1,000 taken during a break-in 
of a post office branch in a 








Aztecs, Hurons and other Indi
Bird
ne Hornby of Calgary, 
flower girl was ’Kathleen 
of Westbank.
The bridal attendants
gowned in pale lilac crepe over 
satin and wore nylon picture 
hats and carried bouquets of 
white carnations.
Best man at this wedding was 
Dennis Lloyd from Kelowna,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence 
McCall of Peachland. Rev. Fa­
ther M. J. Guinan, MA, of Sum­
merland, officiated while James 
Schneffer of Summerland acted 
as organist.
The beautiful bride, given 
in marriage by her father, chose
while acting as 
Maurice McCall 
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Chicago, Ill.—A free offer of
special interest to those who
Specials
PEOPLE'S




Masses may be held Satur­
days at Catholic churches in 
Kelowna district. This will be 
discussed at a meeting of 
priests and bishops of Nelson 
diocese this week in Nelson.
mauve flower chain at the neck­
line and on the cuffs. This trim 
was repeated on the Juliet cap 
which held in place her elbow­
length veil and she carried a 
bouquet of mauve and white 
carnations. The bride’s gown 
and headdress were both hand­
made by the groom’s mother, 
Mrs. L. McCall. '
The bride’s something bor­
rowed was her veil, this being 
the groom’s sister’s confirma­
tion veil, her something new a 
exquisite gold watch, a gift 
from the groom and she wore a 
blue garter.
Maid of honor was Miss Daph-
At the reception held at the 
Totem Inn, Peachland, 
then at the McCalls’ residence, 
the bride’s mother received in 
a brown coat suit trimmed in 
white with which she wore a 
corsage of yellow roses. The 
bridegroom's mother chose for 
her ensemble a printed silk 
gown and chose a corsage of 
white carnations.
Toast to the bride at the wed­
ding was given by the bride’s 
uncle Arthur Walkden, with the 
bridegroom ably replying. The 
best man toasted the bridal at­
tendants.
Out-of-town guests attending 
were Mr. and Mrs. A. Walkden 
of Seattle, Wash., Mr. and Mrs. 
Ames and Mr. and Mrs. Horns­
by of Calgary, Emile St. Ger­
main and Mr. and Mrs. Maurice 
McCall from Edmonton, Mr. 
and Mrs. May from Calgary 
and Mrs. Alice St. Germain 









30. R Bl-Kl, B-K2.
31. RxKP, black resigns. 
Elapsed time: Spassky
hear but do not understand
words has been announced by
Beltone. A non-operating model
MERCY KILLING
INGLEWOOD, Calif. (AP) — 
The staff at the Osage Palms 
nursing home told police later 
that Lillian Slater, who was 
partly paralysed, had said sev­
eral times that she didn’t want 
to live any longer. Investigators 
said her husband, Harry, 
walked into her room Sunday, 
killed her with a shot in the 
head from a .45-calibre pistol, 
then returned home and killed 
I himself. Both were 71.
of the smallest Beltone aid ever 
made will be given absolutely 
free to anyone answering this] 
advertisement.
Try it to see how it is worn 
in the privacy of your own 
home without cost or obligation 
of any kind. It’s yours to keep, 
free. It weighs less than a third 
of an ounce, and it’s all at ear 
level, in one unit. No wires lead 
from body to head.
These models are free, so we 
suggest you write for yours now. 
Again, we repeat, there is no 
cost, and certainly no obligation. 
Write to Dept. 5694, Beltone 
Electronics, 3637 Metropolitan
Blvd., E., Montreal 38, P. Q.
PRICES EFFECTIVE
MONDAY, TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY 








Uganda has given the Asians in 
his country who hold British 
passports three months to 
leave. The actual numbers in- * 
volved are not clear but esti­
mates place these at 60,000 to
f 80,000.
I Most of the Aslans are of In- 
I dian origin and British officials 
I here are searching for some ar- 
I rangement under which large 
I numbers might be allowed to 
I move to India.
| President Amin has said the 
I Asians have created grave so- 
I cial and economic problems for 
I his near-bankrupt regime.
I The Telegraph says today all I Commonwealth countries bear 
I some responsibility for helping 
I the Asians. The full burden 
I should not fall to Britain when 
I countries such as Canada and 
I Australia have ample re- 
I sources, wealth and living 
I space.I Conservative MP John Hunt,
I chairman of an all-party com- 
I mittee on United Kingdom citi- 
I zenship, is urging a meeting of 
| all Commonwealth countries 
| directly concerned with the 
| Ugandan situation.
I INVOLVES CANADA
I This would not likely involve
I Canada, however. Kenya, Tan- 
fl zania and India, in addition to 
H Britain, would likely be the 
■ states considered most imine- 
H diately concerned with the 
fl problem.
■ The Daily Express notes that 
B a good deal of British aid and 
B . investment has gone to Uganda 
B in the past.
■ “Now Amin repays us with a 
B plan that could break down 
■ Britain’s immigration barriers 
H with a flood of refugees.
B| “The government must make
■ it clear that Britain is not a 
■ vast refugee, camp to be filled 
■ at the whim of African dicta- 
■ tors,” 
■ In London, Harold Soref. a 
B right-wing Conservative, called 
B on the Commonwealth secretar- 
B jat, headed by former Canadian 
B diplomat Arnold Smith, to de- 
B velop plans for meeting the dif- 
B ficulties posed by Amin's ac- 
H tions.
fl The Telegraph says: “It Is
H time . . . for a reassessment of 
fl British policy towards Com- 
fl tn an we a It h African states 
fl whose continuous . , . criticism 
fl has worn our patience thin."
fl BRITAIN TO BLAME
fl The Guardinn, however, says 
■ Britain alone must assume re­
fl sponslbllty for the Aslans if 
■ Amin cannot be persuaded to 
■ change his policy,
B Britain had pledged In 1902 
B that Aslans and Europeans in 
B East Africa would hgv.n the 
■ right of, free entry to the United 
B Kingdom and thfs pledge must 
B bo honored, The Guardian iuiys. 
B The present British quota for 
■ Aslan imiplgrnnts trom the 
■ three East African states of 
|B Uganda, Tanzania and Kenya is
3,500 families a year. But this 
■ figure also Includes Aslans who 
BB have left East Africa for India 
|fl since 1968 when British Iminl- 
fl| grallon laws were tightened, 
|B A British passport alone .Is 
fl| not enough for those wishing to 
BB Kettle in Britain, The passport 
BB must *,nve n voucher attached H| and these arc allocated spar- 





— NORTHGATE — 
695 Windsor Rd.
Next to Joe's Trading Post 
1 Block Off Highway 07
SPECIALIZING IN . . .
GROUND BEEF X......... lb 72c
3 lb. pack 2.09 s ib .3.49
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One of the biggest problems facing 
young people is that of preparing for use 
ful and rewarding employment. An.
youthful employee...by sharing in the pay­
ment of wages and salaries.
This special program for youth will 
be put into effect — along with the otherimportant answer to this problem is con
tained in the Kelowna Charter, announced provisions of the Kelowna Charter
recently by Premier Bennett.
The Charter will give youth of school 
and university age sjpecial aid in gaining 
on-the-job training, through a new social 
assistance program. Under this plan, the 
Provincial Government will subsidize the
special session of the Legislature in Octo­
ber. Policies of this kind prove, once again, 
(hat the Government headed by Premier 
Bennett represents all people of all ages 
in British Columbia.





Mason widemouth. Ball 
12 quart jars....... ......... *2.79
Flour











Ice Tea Mix COr
“Nabob” Instant. 13 ounce jar............ B W
FEATURED AT OUR IN-STORE BAKERY
RI IKK Hamburger or H°t Dog. n aq
DUli J Fresh from our oven. Zdoz. O/l»
CINNAMON BUNS , Qr
“Fresh bom our oven”............O pack vJu
Orange Crystals 
swing. ' c O
3^4 ounce............. ................... for
YORK CARLOAD CANNED FOOD SALE 
FEATURE PRICES
We Reserve the Right to Limit Quantities,
4




many out-of-town coaches as 
well as local personnel.
is Lower at Safeway!"
WOMEN’S EDITOR. MRS. H. R. GREER
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P. ‘Cap’ Capozzi left Sunday proved a happy gathering of 
by air for his home town, S.
'A
RECEIVING THE guests at 
the wine and cheese reception
co-sponsored by the Kelowna
■ ~ Associ-International Regatta 
ation and the Toronto Dornin-
ion Bank were, left to right, Kce
Mrs. Ev McKee, Nolen Peters, 
Mrs. Peters, social director, 
John Peacock and Mrs. Pea­
cock. Director-General Ev Mc-
was attending
duties at the Regatta
official 
and not
present. Mr. and Mrs. Pea­
cock graciously loaned their 
home on Watt Road for the 
hospitality event during which
out-of-town guests and Regat­
ta 'workers' and Kelowna 
business and Chamber of 
Commerce members were 
able to meet and mingle.
—(Courier Photo)
"Check and Compare 
Your Total Food Bill ;
They made a late landing but 
they flew high in the fashion 
scene—at the wine and cheese 
party co-hosted by the Kelowna 
International Regatta Associa- 
tion and the Kelowna branch of 
the Toronto Dominion Bank. Set­
ting for the event was the spaci­
ous lakeshore lawns at the home 
of Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Peacock, 
Watt Road.
The annual event, which is al­
ways a fashionable scene with 
both men and women decked 
out in the latest summer attire, 
was highlighted by the appear­
ance of two of the members of 
the famed Canadian Armed 
Forces Snowbirds, Gordon 
Brown and John Hackett. The 
two were impeccably dressed in 
red, white and blue hound’s 
tooth check trousers, scarlet 
red blazers and white shirts 
with woven patterns in white, 
completed with white ties with 
red and blue polka dots. The 
blazers featured a white insignia 
on the breast pocket, symbolic 
of the golden wheat province 
where their Moose Jaw home 
hase is located and white tutor 
aircraft the. flying team flew in 
the aerobatic shows on Satur­
day.
■ Other men attending the func- I 
tion were representative of the , 
style freedom of the seventies । 
for the males; to wear what­
ever toggery they choose. Some 
wore cool summer whites, trous­
ers, shoes and jackets; others 
were in colored checks and tans 
and solid colors. Perhaps one of 
the most outstanding among the 
‘men about town’ was the outfit 
worn by Aiderman Richard 
Stewart, white pants and shoes 
with a bright navy and white 
geometric print jacket. His 
navy blue shirt was topped with 
a bold print tie.
Other city officials in attend- 
dered the high round neckline 
the armholes and three red 
stars dotted the top of the bod­
ice.
Among the out-of-town guests 
were CNR public relations offi­
cer Allen Menard and Mrs. 
Menard. The dark haired Mrs. 
Menard was attractive in a long 
gown featuring a cerise cross­
over top with multi colored long 
skirt, in shades of gold and 
mauve predominating. A high 
wide set-in waist caught the 
softly gathered skirt and jewel- 
anie were Mayor Hilbert Roth 
land Mrs. Roth; Aiderman Syd
Lone Female
Pole Climber
No Use For 'Lib'
EDMONTON (CP) — 
“Women’s lib means nothing to 
me," says A 1 b e r t a’s only 
woman who climbs telephone 
poles to Instal and repair tele­
communications equipment.
Marilyn Lastiwka, 19, rather 
than react indignantly to co­
workers' and customers' sur­
prised reactions and teasing 
when they find an attractive, 
slender, blonde Installing tele­
phones, says: “It's human na­
ture to react that way, so it 
doesn't bother me."
During her six weeks with Ed­
monton Telephones as a jour­
neyman line and station in­
staller, Marilyn has climbed 
poles to a height of 25 feet.
“I wanted to do something 
different after high school and 
the thrcc-year telecommuni­
cations course at Northern Al­
berta Institute of Technology 
sounded Interesting.
"NAIT accepted me in the 
course without question or com­
ment because I had senior ma­
triculation with the mathemat­
ics and physics requirements 
you need to enter the course," 
ENCOURAGED IN JOB
She says her co-workers and 
the 25 members of her graduat­
ing course were encouraging to 
her job ambitions once,they got 
over the unfamiliar experience 
of having U female colleague,
“It was difficult at first for 
me to adjust to having all-male 
classmates and co-workers and 
they probably had > adjust to 
me, Hut I feel we nil get along 
really well.”
Ray Goss, Marilvn's suirervl-
Stefano Del Sole in Italy. He 
wad accompanied by his two 
nephews, John Tctretta and 
Lorenzo Romar of Kelowna and 
a niece Maria Picone of Trail. 
During their three-week holi­
day they will visit the church 
to which Mr. Capozzi donated 
the doors a couple of years ago 
and this time he will inspect the 
marble floors installed in the 
church, another gift from Mr. 
Capozzi.
Male visitors to the Regatta 
were entertained Friday morn­
ing at the annual Chamber of 
Commerce cider party at the 
home of Mr. and Mrs. T. C. 
McLaughlin, Okanagan Mission.
Among the many socials dur­
ing Regatta week was the an­
nual coaches’ party at the resi­
dence of Dr. W. F. Anderson 
and Mrs. Anderson, Abbott 
Street. The evening started with 
a buffet dinner at 6 p.m. and
Saturday morning, a Regatta 
Round Table Reception was 
held at the Kelowna Club on 
Leon Avenue, and a recovery 
brunch Sunday noon rounded off 
the week of socials, held in con- 
unction with the Regatta; all 
part of the hospitality and 
courtesy extended to out-of-town 
guests and local ‘workers’.
led shoes to match, completed 
her outfit.
Hodge and Mrs. Hodge and Ai­
derman Walter Green and Mrs. 
Green. The latter chose a long 
patio gown of white with red, 
white and blue nautical emblem 
on the front torso. The range of 
summer styles worn by women 
in attendance included many 
similar patio gowns, with hot 
pants in both long and short ver­
sions, next in popularity.
THREE STAR
A three star ensemble was the 
long white patio gown worn by 
Mrs. Lawrence Gourlay. Thigh 
high side slits revealed match­
ing hot pants. Bands of red bor-
Marilyn has succeeded because 
of her personality and tempera­
ment,” he said.
SOUGHT OTHER WORK
Before being hired by Edmon­
ton Telephones, Marilyn said 
she applied to Alberta Govern­
ment Telephones, Canadian Na­
tional Telecommuncatons and 
Calgary Power, where she was 
told working conditions were un­
suitable for a woman.
‘‘If I had been unable to find 
a job I liked without much trou­
ble. I would have become more 
militant about being turned 
down as a qualified female ap­
plicant.
“Without the support of my 
family I probably wouldn’t have 
completed my Course because it 
was so difficult at times and I 
had |M»riodlc doubts if I was en­
tering the right career field for 
me.
“I no longer have any doubts. 
I really enjoy the technical as­
pects of tile job and learn some­
thing new every day,”
Marilyn lives in Edmonton 
with her parents, sister and 
brothers,
sor al city-owned Edmonton 
Telephones, said the company 
accepted Marilyn for employ­
ment on h. r quailfcntoni nlone 
and would accept other suita­
bly-qualified female applicants, 
“Where many people, In her 
altuution might have failed,
DIDN’T KNOW AGE
DURBAN, South Africa (API 
— Khotsa Sethuntsa, South Afri­
ca's multi-millionaire herbalist 
who had more than 20 wives 
and some 200 children, has died 
at a hospital of an apparent 
heart attack. He was between 74 




CONTRACTORS . . ., 
"We rent most everything




1043 llichtrr St 
d Sales and 
; Rentals Ltd, 
762-0412
OPEN 6
DAYS A WEEK 
7:30 ’til 5:30 
MAINLINE RENT-ALL LTD
RENTALS — SALES — SERVICE 
everything for the ...
ContractorIndnMry Home Owner 
2000 Spell Rd. Phone 763-4471
FELT NO PAIN
RANGOON (AP) — The 
state-owned Morning Mirror 
newspaper reported Burmese 
doctors made their first use of 
acupuncture, the Chinese 
method of anesthesia by’insert­
ing needles in the body, to oper­
ate on a woman’s goitre. The 
paper said the 67-y e a r -o 1 d 
woman was alert throughout the 
operation and did not feel pain.
Among other out-of-town 
guests were Mr. and Mrs. Char­
les Crook of Vancouver. Mr. 
Crook is freight sales manager 
of the B.C. Division CNR. Don 
McDougall of Vancouver also 
enjoyed taking candid camera 
shots and hopefully catching a 
good one of Halford Wilson, 
Vancouver aiderman making 
friends with the Peacocks’ dpg, 
Brutus.
Other guests included Regat­
ta officials and their spouses 
and people in the community 
connected with the promotion 
and production of Regatta. The 
function not only affords the 
various groups to meet and talk 
things over, but is a gesture of 
appreciation by the association 
for the ‘extra mile,’ and co-oper­
ation that helps to make Regat­
ta a reality.
Ian S. Moss, son of Mr. and 
Mrs. Alan Moss, is taking part 
on a sailing trip up the St. Law­
rence to Halifax, with a federal 
fisheries vessel. He is the 
'school boy’ representative from 
Western Canada on the expedi­
tion which is recording the 
sounds of whales. So far the 16- 
year-old youth has had a turn 
at the tiller and the crowsnest. 
A CBC film crew is also aboard 
and is recording the expedition, 
so Kelowna residents may have 
a chance to see the highlights 
of the six-week trip.
FAMILY PLANNING
SINGAPORE (AP) — The 
government reports 70 per cent 
of married SinP''"'"-e women 15 
to 44 years o’ • e accepted 
family plannL.o i.clp and more 












• Estee Lauder 
Cosmetics
• Full Time Cosmetician





















Corn on the Cob
Prices Effective: Monday mid Tuesday, Aug. 7th mid
TWO LOCATIONS TO SERVE YOU 
Downtown Open Mon. - Frl. 0:09 a,m. . 0:00 p.m. 










Orchard Park Open Mon. - Wed. 9:00 a.m. - 0:00 p.m.; 
Thur, and Frl. 9:00 a.m. - 0:00 p.m.; Hat. 0;(|0 a.m. - 41:00 p.m.






\ The annual coffee party - the Lake Lindsay Ritchie and 
Mrs. Shirley Doake. The' sponsored by the Kelowna 
International Regatta Assoc­
iation assisted by the Kelowna 
Lady Lions included a fash­
ion show with styles from 
'Eve’s. The collection was 
’modelled by, left to right, 
Mrs. Nonie Aitken, Princess 
! Donna Mae Hamilton, Mrs. 
'Margaret Bensette, Lady of
styles ranged from current 
summer styles to a sample of 
fall and winter street and 
after five fashions, as shown 
in the varied collection here. 
The printed velvet modelled 
by Mrs. Doake, was one of 
two printed velvets which 
are new on the fabric scene
Assisting Miss Langstaff In A buffet lunch was servedIt  a
\nA\AZPr Hnnnr^ opening her many gifts were with Mrs. R. Manesmith and a UlIVvvvl I IVI ivi v her jjrSt Lome Lang- niece, Linda assisting.' Mrs.
August Bride
A lovely shower for Peach­
land bride-to-be, Jane Langstaff 
took place Friday evening at 
the home of Mrs. Hennes He­
bert on the Fitz-Gerald Road. 
The hostess arranged the happy 
event in her beautiful garden, 
with a large table piled high
staff and sister Judi and her 
future mother-in-law, Mrs. Rex 
Fitz-Gerald.
Ryofuke Nakahara made the
delicious chow mein which 
everyone enjoyed.
After viewing her useful gifts I Jane Langstaff, the daughter 
Mr. and Mrs. Lome Langs- the guest of honor expressed staff of PeacUand wlll m*r. 
her thanks to everyone individ-1 ried to Gerald Fitz-Gerald on
ually. Aug. 5.
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CAN KEEP JOBS
NEW DELHI (AP) — Women 
in the Indian administrative 
service can now keep both their 
Jobs and husbands. The home 
ministry said it lifted the. re­
quirement that women resign 
when they married as a step 
against sex discrimination.
POOR MATCH
NEW DELHI (API - Balbir 
Singh gave a friend about $735 
to find him a bride. But the pro­
spective'bride and the match­
making friend both disappeared 
the day before, the wedding was 
to be held.
'ANN LANDERS
; Love Me-Love My Cat 
: Is Way To Happiness
with the miscellaneous gifts. A 
floral arrangement of tangerine 
and white edged the table with 
a large heart of the same de­
cor. Pink roses centered the 
table and a huge basket of 
double pink hollyhocks set on 
the lawn were an added attrac-1 
tion.
Mrs. Herbert greeted the • 
guest of honor and presented her i 
with a pink rose corsage she 
had made, then welcomed her 
to the community and intro-। 
duced the honoree tp the 45 
guests present.
USE TOWEL
A dry paper towel inside a 
perforated or untied plastic bag 










ofand brought exclamations 
surprise and admiration. The 
morning social during which
current royalty and Princess 
Trudy Walker, who will be 
leaving for the Miss PNE con­
test shortly, were guests 
along with out of town visit­






All Summer Sandals,. Dress, and Casual Shoes and Handbags.
Buy 1 Pair at the regular price and receive another up to the same value FREE
• BRING A FRIEND AND SAVE • SALE EFFECTIVE AUGUST 7-12 •
BOURNE -i-MF W W B H WB® Kelowna B.C.
410 Main St., Penticton Thompson Park, Kamloops Phone 763-6559
SIMPSONS-SEARS
• ■ Dear Ann Landen: All my r 
life I have loved cats, so natu- ’ 
Tally I found the letter from the 
‘reader who wrote about her 
^adorable Angora whom she 
{called Lady Chatterly, very in­
teresting.
,1 doubt that her fiance, the 
^medical student, was actually 
-allergic to cats. He probably
( ‘just disliked them. Cats have a 
jway of sensing such things and 
.1 would bet my bottom dollar 
•that Lady Chatterly did. The 
(young woman was wise to break 
'the engagement.
I * I have always known that peo­
ple who don’t like cats are not 
/o be trusted. Such a person is
I .invariably mean, vicious and 
I Hinderhanded. I have never met 
| *a cat hater who wasn’t a scoun- 
I Jdrel.
I • A person who loves cats 
I 'should, not marry a person who 
I |does not share these feelings. 
I (Such marriages are destined to 
I ’fail. A cat hater should marry 
| 'his own kind—they deserve each 
I .other.
I t We can learn much from 
I I these scrupulously clean, unfail- 
I tingly dignified creatures. The 
I ' ancient Egyptians were the wis- 
I 'est of all. Anyone who hated a 
■ |cat was put to death. Tucson 
I >Friend
soap box, Ann. Uriah, Califor< 
nla Reader
Dear U: Thanks for sharing. 
Mrs. Bird and I must have gone 
to the same school.
•' Dear Tucson: I have learned, 
'after 17 years of writing this 
column, that cat lovers are Uie
Engagement 
Announced
Mr. and Mrs. Wilfred John 
Ramsay of Kelowna wish to 
announce the engagement of 
their eldest daughter, Dorothy 
Lynn of Edmonton to Gregory 
George Giese, eldest
Dear Ann Landers: The prob­
lem is my father-in-law. We ' 
gave him his first grandson and " 
he is so nutty about the kid, it’s 
embarrassing.
He smothers the baby (six 
months old) with kisses and 
carries him around for hours at 
a time. I’m so afraid our child 
will get some sickness because 
grandpa coos in his face and 
breathes on him constantly.
Both my husband and I have 
asked grandpa not to have such 
close contact with the baby, for 
health reasons, but we might as 
well talk to the wall. It’s a mir­
acle that the baby has never 
been ill.
My husband says his dad 
never paid half Ulis much atten­
tion to his own kids, and that he 
has flipped out over Ulis child. 
Please tell me how to deal with 
the problem. Orlando Worries
Dear Or: Babics just seem to 
have a natural immunity to 
germs that go along with grand­
parents’ kisses. Stop discourag­
ing what sounds like a beautiful 
tiling and count your blessings, 
Lady.
and Mrs. Theodore Alfred Giese 
of Edmonton. The weddmg «.a 
take place at First Lutheran 
Church, Kelowna, Oct. 7 at 7:30 
p,m, Pastor Ernest Rath will 
officiate.
NEW POTATOES WITH DILL 
12 small new potatoes
(about 2 pounds) 
1 teaspoon dill seed 
2 tablespoons butter 
1 tablespoon flour 
:/4 teaspoon salt 
% teaspoon pepper 
% cup light cream 
% cup potato liquid 
1 tablespoon lemon juice 
1 tablespoon chopped parsley
Scrub potatoes, cook with dill 
seed in boiling water (1 cup 
water, 1 teaspoon salt) until 
just tender (15 to 20 minutes). 
Drain, reserving liquid. Melt 
butter, stir in flour and season­
ings. Gradually add combined 
cream and cooking liquid. Stir 
and cook until smooth and 
thick. Add lemon juice. Pour 
sauce over potatoes and garnish 




[most fiercely dedicated segment 
•of society in all the world. 
^Moreover, they are more vocal 
about their devotion than dog 
Covers. Death to all cat haters, 
•however, lays it on a bit heavy, 
Jin my oplnon. Will you settle for 
Jlifc imprisonment?
J Dear Ann Landers: I just fin­
dshed a delightful book written 
•by a great lady who has nine 
^children and, I suspect, a very 
Jhappy husband. She decided to 
isharc the secret of her success­
ful marriage, bless her, and I 
just ran across a quote which I 
(Would like to repeat for the ben­
efit of every married woman in 
Jyour audience.
. So many of ,us complain be­
cause our husbands are slobs, 
JOften they drop things wherever 
K happen to b e — s h o e *, 
Is, shirts, towels, socks, We 
•either nag or we pick up after 
(them, but not until we've made 
g* point of It, to make certain 
the guy is aware of the great 
^services we render.
I । Mrs. Bird tells us: “If you 
want to stay married, do some 
(rational thinking. Pick up his 
|*ocka without comment and 
thank God he dropped them be- 
wide your bed."





CUSTOM MADE OR 
BUT THE YARD 
largest selection of fabrics 
in the valley. Custom made 
swags and covered valances.








“Uniforms of Distinction" 
410 Lawrence 763-3669 
Downtown
// *"
mi. / ‘o 
'V" 
Let Briscoe's 25 Years 
of Experience and Fair 





To-day you can get all the practicality you want 










•‘Custom Care In 
Ready to Wcnr" 





Specializing In Home., Food
Freezer Plans
5 Days Only
Sale starts Tuesday, August 8 and 






Now, shag lovers, a new twist in our tousled casuals—cable 
shag with thick stand-up fibres—as tough as it is up-to-date. 
For "Wyndmoor" Is a beautifully practical carpet of Du Pont 
certified spun nylon, hard-wearing, rugged enough to go in 
any room of the house, No problem to maintain either - just 
fluff it up now and then with a shag rake and vacuum cleaner 
Most spots and stains can be wiped up with a damp cloth t.o 
It takes on kids and pots with ease, Durable fibres aim lufled 
into nylon needle punched polypropylene primary backing foe 
bettor appearance and tuft bind. Additional jute backing \ 
gives stability, '
And Wyndmoor is available in 6 rich color' i ern Green,
' Moss Green, Bronze Gold, Spanish Gv|d, Pumpkin 
Fire Red. In 12' widths, V
and
A fully qualified
Siinpsiinn-Srarn; Floorcovcrin** <371 Phono Enqulrlra: Kelowna 7W-5M4,i'J Food
Park Free While You Shop Simpaom-Searo, Orchard Park, Kelowna.
| J Food and ITcc/cr
BRISCOE'S MARKETS LTD. 
No. 12-435 Bernard Ave., Kelowna 8’’NAMEADDRESS
PHONE
Miltnnt will he plmcd Io 
call your home with your , 
choice of sample*; measure 
and give you a free estimate 





St. Catherine's Crews Take
12th Title At Henley Event
Phone 762*2016
St. Catharines let Ridley Boat 
Club, the junior winners, set 
the early pace in the 2,000- 
metre event but by the midway
235 Bernard Avenue * Phone (403) 708-4435





□ $400 lirnployod by
□ $300 Aillrew




Other offices In Vancouver and Victoria




the referee stopped the fight Porsche.
following the 13th round after Follmer earned $13,000 for his 
Buchanan had been floored by victory. Oliver picked up $10,- 
l a low blow after the bell. , 1000 and Minter $7,000.
O'Connor 28.7, Nor. 2.
Doughty, 29.8, Ric. 3.
Smith, 31,2, Ver.
Girls 15 and 16 Free—1 UARANTEED 
TE 
E
PA. ~ 8 KELOWNA DAILY COURIER, MON., AUG. 7, 1972
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Lake Chop Halts Hydroplane Races
that day was manracing
FASTBALL FINALS
Dave's Bat At It Again
As Rovers Take Opener
had one mis-
Can-Am Win 1054 Ellis St.
For Follmer




































Willow Inn Willows made 
for a disappointing season
of seven final series Tuesday 
in King’s Stadium at 8 p.m.












Budget Boys only 
cue.
The two clubs 
the second game
who bad reached base on a 
fielder’s choice.
The Rovers committed two er­





after it was over, 
called a halt to the
ngs, as lake conditions had 
lamaged several boats. Sat­
urday’s action was also cut 
short because of the chop and
by a collision in the 225 Clast 
which sent Russ Haag, of Ren­




picking up first place at a Sen-
Wash.,
Rough water conditions on 
Okanagan Lake cut in half the 
racing card of the annual 
hydroplane races during the 
weekend as part of the 66th an­
nual Kelowna International Re­
gatta.
Races on both Saturday and 
Sunday were stopped before the 
second set of heats could be 
run as drivers were having ex­
treme difficulty handling their 
boats in the choppy, white-cap- 
ped water.
the boats damaged took on wa­
ter and sank, while the third 
was able to limp to the pits. 
As of Sunday evening no at­
tempts had been made to sal­
vage the sunken boats.
Tbp honors in the two days of 
racing went to Bob Campbell, 
who picked up the perpetual 
trophy in the 145 cu. in. class 
in his boat Sgt. Bodacious, 
while the 150 cu. in. perpetual
Saturday’s racing was mar­
red by a serious accident in 
which Russ Haag of Renton, 
Washington, was taken to Kel­
owna General Hospital after 
colliding with another boat in 
the warm-up prior to a race. 
Haag, driving his 225 class 
craft, Mountain Fresh Express, 
received serious facial injuries, 
a dislocated shoulder, chest 
lacerations and pulled tendons 
in his leg.
Several other drivers felt the 
sting of the turbulent conditions 
as three boats were ripped open 
luring racing action. Two of
went to Ordano Ramon, of Che- 
mainus, in his craft “Muska- 
teer".
Ron Derrickson of Kelowna, 
who placed second in his heat 
on Saturday, missed his chance 
of taking the perpetual for the 
145 cu. in. bracket by jumping 
the gun and being disqualified 
in his heat on Sunday.
PIT TALK
Rescue operations in the Haag 
accident were most impressive 
and were highly complimented 
by all drivers and crews. Doc­
tors on the scene commented 
that if it were not for the quick 
and efficient procedure in which 
the rescuers transported the in­
jured Haag from his boat to 
the, pits, the injury could have 
become worse. The high respect 
and closeness of the drivers and 
all people associated with the 
hydroplane races have for each 
other, was evident following the 
accident, as crews donated all 
their tow money to help pay 
for hospital bills, as Haag is 
expected to remain in the Kel­
owna hospital for another ten 
days.
SATURDAY’S RESULTS
145 cu. in.—1. Denny Hutch­
ings, Summerland, “Miss Skaha 
II". 2. Ron Derrickson, Kelow­
na, “War Canoe." 3. Bill Gra­
ham, Burnaby, “Sundowner."
150 cu. in.—1. Lock Madell,
Chester, Penticton, "Miss Oka­
nagan”. Cracker Box—1. Ken 
Hiebert, Matsqui, B.C., "Cap* 
tain Scrunch". 2. Wayne Wiens. 
3. Ron Bestward.
SUNDAY’S RESULTS
145 cu. In.—1. Bob Campbell, 
Aloha, Oregon, "Sgt. Bodaci­
ous". 2. Larry Campbell, Lake 
Oswega, "Warrior". No finish­
ers. 150 cu. In.—1. Ramon Or­
dano, Chemainus, "Muskateer". 
2. Pat Bertram, Eatonville, 
Wash., “Van Eaton Special". 3. 
Young William, Maple Ridge, 
“Alky Too”. 225 cu. in.—Don
Vancouver, B.C., “Spitfire II". 
No other finishers. 225 cu. in.— 
1. Don Ryan, Belleview, “Alou- 
ette Angel.” 2. Dan Painter, 
Vancouver, Wash., “Hey 
Jude”. No other finishers. 280 
cu. in.—1. Ed Kupers, Spokane,
Ryan, Belleview, Wash., "Alou- 
ette Angel’’. 2. Andy Anderson, 
Auburn, Wisconsin, "Rag Doll".
3. Dan Painter, Vancouver, 
Wash., "Hey Jude’.’. Crackers— 
1. Ken Hiebert, Matsqui, B.C., 
"Captain Scrunch". 2. Jerry 
Chambers, Bellingham, Wash., 
"Gangbuster". 3. Leo Robidoux, 
Port Coquitlam, "Wisecracker". 
280 cu. in.—1. Ed Kupers, Spo­
kane, Wash., "The Godfather". 
2. Roy Chester, Penticton, "Miss 
Okanagan".
Crackerbox class hydro 
Jane Gangbuster, driven b. 
Jerry Chambers, of Belling­
ham, Wash., bounces along 
the choppy waters of Okana­
gan Lake off Hot Sands beach
Sunday during final event of 
•aces staged as part of 66th 
Kelowna International Re­
gatta. Race was won by Cap’n 
Scrunch, driven by Ken Hie­
bert, of Matsqui and soon
Rutland Rovers brought out 
‘ their heavy bats Sunday and 
- went on to defeat Budget Boys 
5-1 in the first game of the 
? Kelowna and District Senior 
* Men’s Softball League finals. .
Rovers banged out seven hits 
, off loser Gib Loseth, including 
a home run by left-fielder Dave 
! Kroschinsky. Loseth gave up no 
walks in going the distance for 
i the Budget Boys, and struck 
* out four Rutland batters.
Tension of playoff action was 
> evident as three ball players 
. were involved in incidents which 
j resulted in ejection from the 
5 game. Mickey Kroschinsky, Ro­
ver’s second baseman, and the 
Budgies* first baseman, Wayne 
Horning were thrown out fol­
lowing a shoving match. Bud­
get Boys manager Nick Bul­
lock also suffered the same con- 
4 sequence after he was involv­
ed <in a heated argument with 
the plate umpire over a strike 
call.
Dick Beetlestone gained the 
victory before giving way to re­
liever Arnie Rath in the top of 
the fifth inning. The two hur- 
■ lers gave up a total of four hits, 
one walk and had six strikeouts.
Kroschinsky, who has been 
the Rover’s powerhouse 
throughout the playoffs, also 
collected two singles aside from 
his homer. Jack Yamaoka also 
had a good night at the plate­
rapping out a double and single, 
while Tim Rieger and Joe Uy- 
eyama each had a hit.
Leading the Budgies was Den­
nis Kranabetter with a pair of 
hits while lan Angus banged 
out a triple.
Rovers struck first in the se­
cond inning for a pair of runs 
as Uyeyama and Yamaoka hit 
back to back singles, followed 
by a run-scoring hit by Reigcr.
Uyeyama again started things
in the sixth inning by slash­
ing a hit through the hole bet­
ween shortstop and second 
base. Kroschinsky then smack­
ed the ball over the fence io 
score two runs and put the Ro­
vers ahead by four.
Budget Boys picked up their 
only run in the fifth inning as 
Kranabetter drove in Loseth,
Ogopogo Swimmers Benefit 
From All That Hard Work
Willows Win 
In Kamloops
Many hours of practicing and 
hard work by Kelowna Ogopogo 
Swim Club coach Bruce Clarke 
and his swimmers paid off over 
the weekend as they placed sec­
ond in the Regatta swim meet 
held in Ogopogo Pool.
Kamloops Swim Club took 
first place honors with a total 
of 773 points compared to Kel­
owna’s 526 points. Third place 
went to Richmond with 300 
points, followed by Abbotsford 
with 284 points and Penticton 
with 273 points.
In the individual aggregate 
awards the Ogopogo club had 
one swimmer tied-for top hon­
ors, while three were runners- 
up. Ginny Wilson, of Kelowna, 
tied with Corrine Reimer of 
Abbotsford for the girls’ 8 and 
under aggregate while Ogo­
pogo's Holly Beal was runner- 
up in this category.
Other Ogopogo runners-up in­
cluded , Joanne Ritchie in the 
girls’ 11 and 12 group and Mar­
ion Wahl in the 15 and 16 girls’ 
bracket.
Coach Clarke feels his club’s 
depth is the main reason for 
their successful showing in the 
meet. "We only placed a hand­
ful in the individual aggregate 
awards which shows the balance 
and depth of our club. Most of 
the top contending clubs enter-
ed 30 swimmers at the 
while we entered close 
competitors,” he said.
FINAL RESULTS
ior B Men’s Softball Invitational 
tournament In Kamloops dur­
ing the weekend.
Willows, who have been elimi­
nated from further play In the 
local loop, went through the 
double-knockout tourney unde­
feated,
In their opening game Satur­
day, Willows defeated Don’s 
Auto from Kamloops 6-2, with 
Dave Jackson picking up the 
win. They advanced to the final 
by defeating Kelowna’s Club 13 
— Sunday by a score of 9-2, as 
Larry Yeast earned the win,
In Sunday’s final against Ver­
non Kal-Hotel, Willows came on 
strong to register a 6-0 win and 
capture the tourney, Jackson 
again picked up the win, get­
ting help from the bat of Da­
ryl Wenlnger, who rapped two 
singles,
BUNCE IS BACK; 
HIGHBAUGH CUT
VANCOUVER (CP) — B.C. 
Lions reactivated import 
quarterback Don Bunce and 
Canadian defensive lineman 
Bob Currie Sunday in prepar­
ation for their next Canadian 
Football League game, Tues­
day against Hamilton Tiger-
Cats at Empire Stadium here. I A blazing hot day turned into
Dropped from the roster a perfect cool evening for rac- 
were import receiver Larry ing at Tillicum raceway, but it 
Highbaugh and non-import was one of those nights.
It Was One Of Those Nights 
On The Track At Tillicum
-Boys’ 9 and 10 Free—New 
Record—1. Woody Reimer, 29.4, 
Abb. 2. Trent Kandal, 33.2, Abb. 
3. Doug Ritchie, 33.3, Ogo.
Girls’ 11 and 12 50 Back—1.
Michele Tooley, 35.0, Ogo. 2. 
Sheryl Ramsell, 35.0, Ogo. 3. 
Cindy Kaak, 35.3, Kam.
Boys 11 and 12 50 Back—1. 
Darrell Reimer, 34.2, Abb. 2. 
Brian Campbell, 35.0, Nor. 3. 
Brad Davies, 35.2, Kam.
100 Back 13 and 14—1. Vai 
Houck, 1:19.0, Nor. 2. Tracy 
Ryan, 1:21.1, Bur. 3. Cathy A. 
Jameson, 1:23.0, SA.
Boys 13 and 14 50 Yd. Back— 
1. Brent O’Connor, 1:11.3, Nor. 
2. Brent Recnagle, 1:12.2, Wet. 
3. Kent Johnston, 1:13.2, SA.
Girls’ 15 and 16 100 Breast- 
New Record—1. Janice Connell, 
1:21,2, Bur. 2. Agnes Balson, 
1:23.5, Kam. 3. Nancy Clarke, 
1:27.4, Ogo.
Boys’ 15 and 16 100 Breast- 
New Record—1. John McCon-
Girls’ 11 and 12 Fly—1. Cindy 
Cask, 36,0, Kam; 2. Sheryl 
Ramscll, 36.1, Ogo; 3. Michelle 
Tooley, 36.7, Ogo.
Boys’ 11 and 12 Fly—New 
Record.—1. Ted Hansen, 30.8, 
Let. 2. George Stewart, 32,0, 
Kam. 3. Tim Hansen, 32.8, Let.
Girla’ 13 and 13 Fly—New rec- 
ord-1. Vai Houck, 32.5, Nor. 2. 
Laura Iwasaki, 33.4, Kami 3. 
Terri Lawrence, 33.5, Pen.
Boys’ 13 and 14 Fly—1. Brent
Jackson was rewarded for his 
outstanding pitching In the 
tournament by picking up the 
most valuable pitcher award. 
Another Kelowna player receiv­
ed individual honors was Club 13 
third baseman Gil Atkins earn­
ed the batting title with a .467 
, average.
Club 13 was able Io pick up 
’ third plate In the six team tour­
ney, which Included three clubs 
from Kamloops, one from Ver­
non and the two Kelowna en­
tries.
punter Ken Phillips. First mishap of the night
Bunce, 22, quarterbacked came when Paul Dunbar's Che- 
Stanford Indians to their sur- vene developed clutch prob­
prise Rose Bowl victory over hemSi scattering parts all down 
Michigan last Jan. 1. He had hhe front stretch. The Hilltop 
been dropped from the Lions’ special Dodge, with Ab Funk 
roster prior to the CFL open- I the controls, went about 10 
er last Monday. laps before the Kelowna ace
Currie, 23, is a Coquitlam blew his engine, taking him out 
native who played college oj competition for the evening, 
football at the University of it was a disappointing eve- 
Hawaii. Like Bunce, he had ning for visiting driver Earl 
been dropped at cutdown day, whutzke of Surrey for after tow- 
then put oh a five-day trial ing from the coast he made two 
Aug. 3. laps before crashing into the
Highbaugh came to the cement safety wall. The car 
Lions midway through the I was not capable of running but 
1971 season and caught 27 I the driver assured officials that
he would be back in two weeks 
for another try
In the claimer dash Keith 
Hart, of Lumby, came through 
to take the trophy and in the 
super stock dash it was the 
Jolly Green Giant, Bruce
ST. CATHARINES, Ont. (CP) 
— The St. Catharines Rowing 
Club showed why its name is 
synonymous with the Royal Ca­
nadian Henley Regatta as its 
oarsmen swept to victories in 
seven of 17 final events Sunday.
The wins gave St. Catharines 
its 12th consecutive points title.
St. Catharines rolled up 454 
points during the 1972 Canadian 
championships and finished 310 
points ahead of second-place 
Hamilton Leanders.
The club climaxed Its impres­
sive showing by gliding to a 
l’/2-length victory in the senior 
eights competition.
point had moved into the lead. 
The winners slashed home in 
the pouring rain pounding out 
38 strokes per minute and were 
clocked in 6:06. Syracuse Row­
ing Club finished second and 
Ridley third.
Ridley, making its first ap­
pearance at the Henley, fin­
ished third in the point stand­
ing, 24 points behind Hamilton. 
Buffalo West Sides were fourth 
with 101 points.
passes for 488 yards and 
three touchdowns.
Phillips played almost three 
complete seasons for the 
Lions. He joined the team for 
the third game of the 1969 sea­
son, called up from the Van­
couver Junior Blue Bombers. 
He led the Lions in scoring 
last season with 59 points. । T _ vrkTrinv«.T (4piEric Guthrie, another rookie LEXINGTON, Ohio (AP) — 
from Boise State, will handle Po?'s. tte.r 
the Lions’ punting against ned his sleek Porsche to a wir 
Hamilton to-wire victory Sunday in the
Hammon. rain . marred $83,200 Mid - Ohio
Can - Am, beating the mighty 
McLarens for the second time
Georgcson, picking up the gold.
First heat for ciaimers went 
to Glen Shook of Kamloops in 
Bill Hiebert's 22 car. In the 
super stock first heat John 
Horning of Kamloops picked up 
his first win of the year. Eugene 
Desnoyer was second and Bruce 
Georgeson picked up third spot.
The claimer main was started 
twice due to spinouts, with Glen 
Shook finally emerging as win­
ner with rookie Ken Bengston 
second.
The super stock main saw 
King Cam and Eugene Des­
noyer tangle on No. 4 corner 
with both crashing into the safe­
ty wall. Both drivers were un­
injured. Once again Georgeson 
emerged as the winner.
Featured was a mechanic 
race for ciaimers, winner of 
which was flagman Jack Tor- 
doff.
MY LORD!
LONDON (CP) — Another 
bastion of male supremacy has 
fallen, this time at the Old Bai* 
ley. A woman judge, Rose Heil* 
bron, 57, will preside for ths 
first time in the 70-year-old his 
tory of the famous courthouse.
GLASS! GLASS! GLASS!
Complete line of . . .
GLASS SERVICING
PATTERN GLASS, STOCK AND CUSTOM MIRRORS 
Your most complete glass and window department 
Experienced staff to handle all installation needs.
KELOWNA BUILDERS SUPPLY
key, 1:15.9, Kam, 2. David 
Hewko, 1:18.5, Wet. 3. Dave 
Somerset, 1:19.6, Ric,
Girls’ 17 and Over 100 Breast 
—1. Beth Rimell, 1:25,9, Arm. 
2, Dot Hedges, 1:31.6, Ric. 3. 
Jill Gibson, 1:35.2, Abb.
Boys’ 17 and Over 100 Breast— 
1. John Farley, 1:17.1, Ton. 2. 
Tom Hewko, 1:19.7, Wet. 3. 
Dave Hewko, 1:28,0, Wet.
Girls’ 8 and Under 50 Yds. 
Back—New Record — 1. Holly 
Beal, 48.6, Ogo. 2. Valita Gale, 
49.8, Ogo, 3. Corrine Reimer, 
50.3, Abb,
Boys’ 8 and Under 50 Yds 
Back—New Record — 1. Sean 
Doughty, 44.6, Ric. 2. Michael 
Szarmes, 46.4, Tws. 3. Martin 
Callum, 47.2, Wet.
Continued on Page 14 
... see Regatta
ice Connell, Bur, 1:03.6, 2, Mar­
ion Wahl, Ogo, 1:08.2, 3. Peggy 
Jcnse, Rich, 1:09.0.
Boys’ 15 and 16 100 Yds. Free 
—I, Don Jameson, SA, 58,5, 2. 
Bill Gale, Ogo, 58,8: John Mc­
Conkey, Kam, 1:01.5,
Girls 17 and Over 100 Yds.
Free—1. Jill Gibson, Abb, 1:12,7. 
2, Dot Hodges, Rie, .1:12.1). 3. 
Beth Rimell, Arm, 1:18.9.
Boys1' 17 anti Over 100 Yds.
Free—1, John Farley, Toi;, 58,5. 
2, Darcy Szlgcty, Abb, 1:03,5.
3, Tom licwkal, Ric, 1:04,9, ,
Girls 8 and Under Free—1, 
Ginny Wilson, Oro, 42.2, 2, Dena 
Burr, Kam, 44,1, 3. Kathryn 
Reynolds, Cre., 44.8.
Boys' 8 and Under 50 I'ree— 
New Record—1. Scan Doughty, 
Ric, 35,5. 2, Michael Sznnnes, 
Tws, 38,2. 3. Larry Slegrlst, 
Pen, 43.0. ;
Girls’ 0 and 10 Free—1, Jan­
ice Houck, 33.6, Nor. 2, Kelly 
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CITROEN
BMW - RENAULT ' 
Test Drive Thera nt 
PARTHENON MOTORS 
(KELOWNA) LTD.
. 735 Baillie Ave. 
763*7832
Follmer, subbing for injured 
__ Mark Donohue in the factory-
Tm» backed Porsche 917-10, stayed
LOmPDAfK I iw hith drytires aU tl\e way ?nd WIIIVlAlVIl Il f covered the 192 miles m two
. . , hours’ four minutes and 2.815
NEW YORK (APk- Carlos an average
Ortiz, a two-time fortner world f 92g7g miles an hour, 
lightweight champion staging a _ T ■ 
comeback, will meet light- McLaJ“® Dpnnv 
weight titleholder Roberto Du- serious ^allenger^^ Denny 
ran of Panama in a 10-round Hume pittedIfoui• times for tire 
non-title bout Sept. 20 at Madi- changes and fishedJourth. 
SmiaiP Garden Team-mate Peter Revson s car
The bout, announced Monday, broke a transmission eary n 
will be ■ a co-feature to the 12- the 80-lap race.
round heavyweight fight be- Jackie Oliver of England nn- 
tween Muhammad All and ished a surprising second in the 
Floyd Patterson. Shadow MK 111 while Hilt Min-
Ortiz has won all nine of his ter of Tarzana, Calif,, driving 
bouts, scoring eight knockouts, another Porsche, took third, 
since returning to the ring last Oliver was a full lap and 
year after a two-year layoff. more than 1% minutes behind 
Duran won the title from Ken Follmer, who won for the first 
Buchanan in a controversial time this year after Road At- 
bout June 26 that ended when lanta in the turbo - charged
Charley 0.
Gets Rapped
CHICAGO (AP) — Charles O. 
Finley said Saturday he has 
been reprimanded and fined 
$500 by baseball commissioner 
Bowie Kuhn for remarks the 
owner of Oakland Athletics 
made prior to the signing ear­
lier this season, of pitcher Vida 
Blue.
Finley said he has 10 days in 
which to pay the fine, but 
hasn’t decided yet if he will. 
However, Finley added that if 
he did pay the fine, he would 
do so under protest.
WHATEVER YOUR
LINE . . . WE’LL FIT
EVERY NEED
Style . . , Vocational ... 
Varigray . . . Photosun ... 
made for your own prescrip­
tion. For genuine comfort 
and safety,

















































Now available frorri \
Money 
.order
| If you’ve never had a 
loan with us before, this
■ will get us started.
■ Clip out the coupon.Ibn 
" us how much you need. 
| (We will ask you a few 
M more questions, 
| but we can handle it 
_ by telephone.)
■ Then watch us go to
| work. Same day service 
is our way of saying,
| “Glad to meet you?'
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Aaron's Not Excited
FINAL ROUND SCORE WINS B.C. OPEN
About Record HR
By ALEX 8ACHARE I 
Associated Press Sports Writer!
Hank Aaron broke Babe 
Huth’s home-run record Sun­
day.
No, not THAT record.
Aaron clubbed two home 
runs, including the game-win­
ning shot in the 10th Inning, lift- < 
ing Atlanta Braves to a 4-3 vic­
tory over Cincinnati Reds.
His first homer was* No. 660 
for his illustrious career, the 
most ever hit by cne player 
with one team. Ruth had held 
the record, having belted 659 
with New York Yankees.
But Aaron downplayed his 
achievement, preferring to look 
ahead—to that other record.
“This club record does not 
have too much significance for 
me,” declared the 38-year-old 
slugger, who came uo with Mil­
waukee Braves in 1954.
WINNIPEG (CP) Janice
Stargell hit three home runs
Tindle recovered from a second 
of shock, fired her racket high 
into the air and beamed in real­
ization of a dream come true. I v*>„™,,vnr
in the Bucs’ twin-bill, driving in uThe 2^'yeav‘<’JdxV1 Van.C0TLu 
six runs and taking over the brunette reached the pinnacle 
major league RBI lead with 86. her Canadian tennis am - 
He also had a single and three tions Sunday, winning the
‘That 714 is still the big 
fo me—or maybe 715.” 
STILL 53 SHORT
one
theRuth, of course, holds — 
major league homer record of 
714, having hit 659 with the 
Yankees plus 55 more with Bos­
ton Braves and Boston Red
Sox.
Aaron’s pair against the Reds 
gave him 22 for the season and 
bis career figure to 661, just 53 
short of Ruth.
In other National League 
games Sunday, Pittsburgh Pi­
rates swept a doubleheader 
from Montreal Expos, 8-0 and 
7-2; Houston and San Francisco 
split a ■pair, the Astros taking 
the opener 7-3 and the Giants 
winning the nightcap 6-2; New 
York Mets clubbed Chicago 
Cubs 12-2, and Los Angeles 
Dodgers blanked San Diego 
Padres and St. Louis Cardinals 
zipped Philadelphia Phillies, 
both by 6-0 scores.
In Saturday’s action, Pitts-
HANK AARON
... beats Babe’s mark
Chicago edged New York 3-2, 
Houston clipped San Francisco 
4-3, Cincinnati downed Atlanta 
4-2, Philadelphia stopped St. 
Louis 5-0 and Los Angeles 
nipped San Diego 1-0.
Aaron hit a solo homer oft 
starting pitcher Wayne Simp­
son, a right-hander, in the 
fourth to give Atlanta a 3-0 
lead.
After the Reds tied the score 
in the sixth on Tony Perez’ two- 
run double, Aaron hit his game- 
winner, a solo shot with two-out 
in the 10th oft lefty reliever 
Don Gullett.
WIELDS BIG BAY
Another slugger who got 
around on a pitch—or, more
walks, reaching base safely 
seven times out of eight trips to 
the plate.
Mike Torrez gave up Star­
gell’s two first-game homers. 
He smacked a grand-slam in 
the fourth to break up ? score­
less tie. then added a solo 
homer in the eighth.
In the second game, Stargell 
homered to lead off the second 
inning, erasing an early 1-0 
Montreal lead. Richie Hebner, 
picking up his team-mate's cue, 
blasted a three-run shot tn the 
fourth for the Pirates.
STEALS NO. 36
, Cesar Cedeno and Lee May 
led Houston to five runs in the 
sixth and seventh innings of the 
openpr of their twin-bill against 
the Giants. Cedeno singled, 
stole his 36th base and scored 
on May’s single. May also had 
an RBI single in the seventh.
precisely, three pitches—was
Pittsburgh’s Willie Stargell. |
ladies singles crown at the Ca-
nadian closed championships.
And she did it the hard way, 
playing Vicki Berner’s game 
ahd beating the defending 
champion from Vancouver 4-6, 
6-4, 6-2. The victory all but as­
sures her the No. 1 ranking 
next year.
“Yes, I’ll be upset if I'm not 
ranked number one next year.” 
Miss Tindle said after her vic­
tory. “I won the Quebec Open 
and now here and as long as I
VANCOUVER (CP) — 69-68- 
69. They aren’t figures calcu- < 
lated to turn the eye of a man­
about-town, but they were good 
enough for a win Sunday for 
Terry Small in the 54-hole Brit­
ish Columbia open golf cham­
pionship.
Small, a former military po­
liceman, locked up the cham­
pionship in Sunday's final 
round at the Vancouver Golf 
Club with a comfortable four- 
stroke victory.
His 206 total easily beat the 
pair of 210s turned in by John 
Calabria of Rochester, N.Y., 
and Mahlon Moe of Spokane, 
Wash.
Small, a three-year profes­
sional from Long Beach, Calif., 
took home $3,000 from his first 
win on the Canadian golf cir-
, “On the final nine boles, I 
didn’t use my driver very of­
ten,” the 28-year-old said.
“Using a one iron or a three 
wood doesn’t get you in trouble 
like a driver can. There really 
aren’t any holes on this golf 
course on which you can gain 
an advantage by using a
who began play Friday crack­
ing the par 72.
The tight course, heavily 
treed, played even shorter after 
being baked hard by bright 
sun, but the greens, several of 
them new, frustrated many 
golfers with their uneven con-
ON THE RUN
YEOVIL, England (CP) - 
Two juvenile delinquents from a 
reform school entered for the 
mile run at a youth athletics 
meeting in Somerset. The two 
boys won the race but kept run­
ning—out of the stadium to fro 
dom. Local police mounted a 
search.
burgh staggered Montreal 7-4
BASEBALL 
STANDINGS




W L Pct. GBL
Detroit 57 45 .559 —
Baltimore 54 47 .535 2V4
New York 52 48 .520 4
Boston 51 49 .510 5
Cleveland 47 55 .461 10
Milwaukee 41 61 .402 16
West
Oakland 62 41 .602 —
Chicago 58 44 .559 3^
.Minnesota 52 47 .525 8
Kansas City 47 54 .465 14
/California 47 56 .456 15
Texas 41 62 .398 21
National League 
East
W L Pct. GBL
! Pittsburgh 64 38 .627 —
New York 55 45 .550 8
.Chicago 54 50 .519 11
' St. Louis 49 51 .490 14
Montreal 45 55 .450 18
; Philadelphia 39 63 .382 25
West
Cincinnati 61 39 .610 —
Houston 58 46 .558 5
Los Angeles 
Atlanta
53 48 .526 8^
47 57 .452 16
', San Francisco 46 59 .438 17U
San Diego 41 61 .402 21
don’t really blow 











is a former United 
collegiate champion
whose hopes for a professional 
career were interrupted by 
army service in Vietnam.
“They have golf courses over 
there, but I never got a chance 
to play them," he said. "I 
guess you could say it held up 
my career."
The Vancouver course, only
cuit and said he did it by play- 6,439 yards long, stood up well, 
ing conservative golf. ' with only 15 of the 192 swingers
Dave Kingman, Chris Speier 
and Ken Henderson hit solo 
homers and Ed Goodson rapped 
a pair of run-scoring singles for 
San Francisco in the second 
game.
Cleon Jones and John Milner 
hit first-inning homers to get 
the Mets off and running. They 
added four runs in the fourth, 
four more in the sixth and one 
in the eighth.
Wes Parker’s, bases-loaded 
single in the sixth inning broke 
open a pitching duel between 
the Dodgers’ Don Sutton, 13-6, 
and the Padres’ Fred Norman.
Al Santorini fired a six-hitter 
for the Cards, while Luis Me­
lendez and Ted Simmons drove 
[in two runs apiece.
pleased was Mike Belkin, a vet­
eran of international com­
petition. The 26-year-old Mon­
treal native romped to his sixth 
Canadiap title by beating Dave 
Brown of Port Credit, Ont., 6-1, 
6-2.
In the doubles competition, 
Miss Berner teamed with An­
dree Martin of Montreal to beat 
Miss Tindle and her Vancouver 
team-mate, Susan Stone, 7-6, 7- 
5. Brown and Don McCormick 
of Vancouver won the men’s 
doubles, beating Jim Boyce of 
Toronto and Pierre Lamarche 
of Montreal 6-4, 7-5.
Miss Tindle. whose good 
looks make her as big a hit off 
the court as well as on, said 
thoughts of victory were "al­
ways in the back of my mind.”
'Bellies Beat
That Pop Was Only A Scare
By HERSCHEL NISSENSON 
Associated Press Sports Writer
Sparky Lyle, left-handed 
pitcher, New York Yankees, 
felt something pop Sunday but 
it turned out to be only a scare.
Denny Riddleberger, left­
handed pitcher, Cleveland In­
dians, heard something pop and 
it turned out to be the late-in- 
ning home run bats of Detroit 
Tigers' Willie Horton and
BASEBALL STARS
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Batting—Willie Stargell, Pi­
rates', clubbed three home 
run s—including a grand 
slam—and a single in five at 
bats, drove in six runs and 
walked three times, as Pitts­
burgh swept a doubleheader 
from Montreal Expos 8-0 and 
7-2.
P11 o h I n k—Don Sutton, 
Dodgers, hurled a six-hitter 
as Los Angeles beat San 
Diego Padres 6-0 for Sutton's 
sixth shutout of the season, 
raising his record to 13-6.
Mickey Stanley.
When all the popping was 
done, the third-place Yankees 
had swept a doubleheader from 
Milwaukee Brewers’ 3-0 and 6-4 
in 10 innings, while the Tigers, 
four games ahead of the Yanks 
atop the American League East 
Division, had salvaged a 1-2, 6-5 
split with Cleveland that set up 
a key four-game series begin­
ning Tuesday in New York.
The Tigers continued to open 
their lead Saturday, trimming 
Cleveland 4-3 while Baltimore 
suffered a 6-3 setback at the 
hands of Boston and Milwaukee 
blanked New York 4-0. Else­
where it was Minnesota 4 Oak­
land 0, Kansas City 2 California 
1 and Texas 11 Chicago 5.
The Tigers, who lost a rain- 
shortened game to Milwaukee 
last week, almost were done in 
again by the weather. After 
they dropped the opener to 
Cleveland on solo home runs by 
Jerry Moses and Chris Chamb­
liss and the clutch relief pitch­
ing of Steve Mingori for their 
fifth settack in six games, 
Stanley’s two-run homer and
score. Stanley then smacked 
another home run to settle the 
issue.
Meanwhile, the second-place 
Orioles ended a four-game los­
ing s’.-eak on the hitting of 
Merv Rettenmund, Boog Powell 
and Paul Balir and. Jim 
Palmer's six-hit pitching.
The Birds banged Boston 
pitching for 15 hits. Retten- 
mund, who started a two-run
first inning with a single, 
crashed a tie-breaking two-run 
homer in the fifth and doubler 
a run across in the seventh. 
Baltimore sealed it with six 
runs in the eighth, two on a 
homer in the fifth and doubled 
home run by Powell and three 
on a double by Blair.
SOX MOVE IN
The White Sox climbed to 






double powered them to 
lead in the nightcap.
CHUCK SHOCKED
But the rains came
a 3-1
after
Chuck Seelbach took his warm­
up pitches prior to the Cleve­
land seventh and when Seel­
bach finally got back to the 
mound almost 114 hours later 
he was peppered for four runs.
But in the eighth,. Bill Frce- 
han singled and Horton tagged 
Riddlebcrgcr for his first home 
run since June 30 to tie the
Tables Turning For Player 
Following Humble Pie Feed
BIRMINGHAM, Mich. (AP) ; 
— Gary Player, one of golf’s 
might mites, has suddenly re­
couped his fading prestige.
Four months ago Player was 
eating humble pie after pulling 
within a stroke of the lead in 
the Greensboro open golf cham­
pionship heading into the final 
round, then being disqualified 
for not signing his scorecard, 
which read 67.
Today, the South African is 
the ne w Professional Golf Asso­
ciation champion and $45,000 
richer. His second PGA title, 
his first coming in 1962, will 
probably reinforce the belief 
that he is one of golf’s Big 
Three, along with Jack Nick- 
laus and Lee Trevino.
"It just goes to show you 
what a humbling game golf is,” 
the 5-foot-8, 159-pound Player 
said Sunday. “But it all seems 
to even out.”
Salmonbellies scored five 
straight goals over the latter 
part of the first period and 
early second to defeat 
Peterborough Lakers 10-6 Sun­
day in ■ a National Lacrosse 
League interlocking game.
It was the first game of a 
four-game eastern swing for 
the New Westminster squad. 
The Salmonbellies are in To­
ronto Tuesday, Windsor Thurs­
day and Brantford Friday.
Peterborough took a 4-0 leac 
before the game was nine min­
utes old, but the unflappable 
Salmonbellies bounced back for 
three goals in the first period 
and then added two more in 
early stages of the second to
the West when Wilbur Wood 
stopped Texas on five hits arid 
Tom Bradley fired a seven-hit­
ter in the nightcap.
The Sox exploded for six runs 
in the second, their largest in­
ning of the season, as Wood 
tied Detroit's Mickey Lolich 
and Cleveland’s Gaylord Perry 
at 18 victories.
The Athletics withstood Har­
mon . Killebrew’s game-tying 
homer in the ninth inning of 
their first game, his 534th, and 
pushed across three runs in the 
13th on Tim Cullen’s tie-break­
ing single and a two-run double 
by Bert Campaneris.
Killebrew tied Jimmie Foxx 
for fifth place on the all-time 
1 i s t—two behind Mickey 
Mantle—and 534 is. the most 
ever for a right-handed hitter 
in the American League.
The Twins won the second be­
hind the six-hit pitching of 
rookie Dave Goltz and a three- 
run burst in the first inning.
California's Lee Stanton dou­
bled and came home on Sandy 
Alomar’s two-out single in the 
ninth to lift the Angels to vic- 
tqry.
take a 6-5 lead.
The Lakers rallied again, and 
it took a short-handed goal by 
playing coach Paul Parnell to 
put the Salmonbellies out in 
front for keeps.
Dave; Matheson, Ray Bennie 
and Ken Winzoski scored two 
goals each for the winners and 
Kerry Gallagher, Ed Goss and 
Al Luthwaite got the others.
Ken Henderson and Grant 
Heffernan scored twice for the 
Lakers while John Davis, and 
Joe Todd had singles.
Dionne Signs 
With Wings
and a share of fourth at
*'l aak for firewood 10 timni. 
After that I chop up the boat I’
Berra, Koufax Among Five 
New Hall Of Fame Members
COOPERSTOWN, N.Y. (AP) 
— Baseball's Hall of Fmne 
opens its doors today to Sandy
Koufax, Yogi Berra, Early
KELOWNA 
HEARING CENTRE 
451 Lawrence Avc. 
' Kelowna, B.C. 
Call 762-2131 — days 
769-4656 — Nights 
$50 AIDS 
AV All’ABLE
Wynn nnd five other groat 
ninnes from the past.
The eight now entries nro 
being officially Inducted into 
the shrine in ceremonies near 
Ilie natlonnl baseball Hall of 
Fame and museum whilo thou­
sands watch the annual, mid­
summer pageant,
Along with Koufax, Berra 
mid Wynn, Lefty Gomez and 
Buck Leonard arc receiving tho 
honor in nerson. Three of the 
new members are being hon­
ored iKisthurnously—Ross
' Youngs, Will Harrldgc nnd Josh
Gibsoiv, ' .
। Koufax, the youngest player 
lover to inaljo the Hall n| 36, re­
tired prematurely from base­
ball because of an nrlhi Itlc left 
arm. But lieforc leaving I ms 
Angeles Dodgers, ho estab­
lished himself as tho bout
I pitcher in the game from 1!W3 
> through 19GG.
Dominion Concrete Products Ltd.
\ Specialists In • Retaining Walls and Cappings • Paun 
' Blocks • Curbing • Septic Tanks • Picnic Tallies 
ILwit ,Cellars and other pioducts cm request, All
products arc reinforced and atcum 
strength.
curi'd for added
Ixic.led on Ntevrn Rd., We Mb link 
( all 7«1M6»7 - Evenings
IiiduM ri al Park
Ui71
tours.
Small led after Saturday's 
second round with 137, one bet­
ter than Rafe Botts of Los An­
geles and Dave Shuster of Juno 
Jeach, Fla.
But after playing the first 
nine holes in two-under-par 33 
Sunday, he was four shots 
ahead of his competition, with 
both Shuster and Botts one over 
on the opening nine.
FAILED IN CHASE
Botts, who was chasing Greg 
Pitzer of Pacific Palisades, Ca­
lif., for over-all money-winning 
honors on the Canadian tour, 
ended the tourney with a 211 to­
tal, good for $950 for third 
place.
Pitzer finished with 216 total 
and $85, giving him total earn­
ings of $5,684, while Botts took 
home $5,025.
D. C. (Don) Johnston
Don’t let an accident ruin 
your future ... be sure your 






with 1969 winner Ray Floyd 
and Billy Casper. It was the 
best round of the day, equalled 
only by George Archer who fi- 
niished far down the list.
Bunched at five-over 285 were 
second-round leader Jerry 
Heard, Doug Sanders, Gay 
Brewer, Canadian Open champ, 
and Phil Rodgers.
DREAMS DESTROYED
Player harnessed a balky 
putter on the key holes down 
the stretch to salvage a two- 
over-par 72, destroying Jimmy 
Jamieson’s dream of glory and 
finishing with 281 for 72 holes— 
one-over-par at the 7,054-yard 
Oakland Hills Country Club 
south course.
Jamieson, who won the 
Western Open this year, bo­
geyed the last three holes to 
drop out of a brief lead and end 
up with a 70 for a four-round 
total of 213, two strokes behind 
Player.
Veteran Tommy Aaron came 
in with a 71 to tie Jamieson for 
second, both earning $20,850 of 
the $225,000 purse.
Three-time champion Sam 
Snead, now 60 and always a 
sentimental favorite, blitzed the 
front nine in three-under 32 en­
route to a 69, good for a $9,275
B.C. Girl Tops
In Pony Event
LANGLEY, B.C. (CP)—An 18- 
year-old Cowichan, B.C, girl 
took top honors in Sunday’s fi­
nal round of the Canadian Pony 
Club national rally.
Lindsay Joyce completed a 
fault-free round in the stadium 
jumping event to finish the 
three-day rally with just 46.8 
penalty points against her.
In second place was Calire 
Sronfille of Lake Oswego, Wash., 
with 77 penalty points. Jill 
Smith of Central Ontario took 















Windsor Rd. — Just off Hwy. 97 Phone 763-7733
Exhaust Systems for Any Car, Truck or Tractor 
Shocks and Headers
FREE INSTALLATION ON ALL WALKER 
TOP LINE MUFFLERS. LIFETIME GUARANTEE.
Custom Tube Bending Machine 
Any Exhaust System . . .
R & E ENTERPRISES
SPECIALIZING IN
• Subdivision Road* 
• Excavating
• Gravel and Fill 
• Culverts
• Custom Lowbed Hauling 
FREE ESTIMATES
• TANDEM DUMPS 
• WHEEL LOADER
Our Equipment Includes:
• TRACK LOADER 
• D4 BULLDOZER
Phone 763-4109 or 763-2538
TOWNHOUSE DISTRIBUTORS ।
' 1054 Ellis St, Kelowna
* "Lighting Fixtures' [










(CP) — Marcel Dionne has 
signed a three - year contract 
with Detroit Red Wings of the 
National Hockey League, it was 
announced during the weekend 
here.
Ned Harkness, team general 
manager, made the announce­
ment at the young centre’s 21st 
birthday celebration,
Dioniie registered 77 points 
during his rookie year with the 
Red Wings last season.
Details of the contract were 
not announced.
Once he was able to harness 
his fastball and curve, the boy 
from Brooklyn led the National 
League In enrned-run average 
those last five seasons, winning 
the Cy Young Award three 
times and most valuable player 
once.
Koufax struck out 300 batters 
or more three, times and 
pitched n record four no-hlttcrs,
He was voted Into the Hall by 
the Baseball Writers Associ­
ation of America on 311 voles 
the most ever accorded a can­
didate, It was necessary to be 
mentioned on 207 ballots to 
make the hall this year, ।
While Koufax was the golden | 
arm of the Dodgers, Berra was । 
n golden but for Now Yorii 
Yankees. The catelirr bad a 
modest ,285 lifetime batting nv-' 
(•rage, but was one of) the< 
game's bent clutch hit tors, ।
VOLVO
. - SALES & SERVICE
.*■ Vlsll Kelowna's 
Exclusive Coaler
’ REID'S CORNER
, . Imported Can Ltd,






• Ronson • Phllishnve
6 Payer-Lux • Remington














Toro, Briggfi A Stratton, Tc- 
cnmseli. Lmison power pro­
ducts. Lombard chnin snw- 
E‘ika, OHM, Little ,Wonder 




\Ilccls, Rotary, Etc. 
REPAIRS TO' Al J. MAKES 
. ' AMI) MODELS
HEPS
SERVICE DEPOT
It25 Glcnimiri' St, N.









2 tor 10.48Sale Price
Engine Trouble!
*
SimpNoiih-Scarh; Automotive (2H) Phone Enquiries: Kelowna 763-5841.
Park Free Whilo You Shop Simpions-Scars, Orchard Park, Kelowna
1 u» anrt Auto Conlrr
SIMPSONS 
SEARS
Guaranteed for 24,000 miles, Better 
riding control for greater safety. For 
freauent travel over. rough roads, 
pulling any kind of weight.
Super heavy-duty shocks give a super 
firm ride. Extra rugged, dependable. 
28% larger piston, 50% greater fluid 
capacity. ,
Guaranteed For 30,000 Mites 
Or 30 Months For Most Cars
shock absorber guarantees 
Standard! Guaranteod 10 months or 
18,000 miles. Heavy-Duty Supra- 
matlo; Guaranteed 24 months or 
24,000 mllos. Hlgh-Porformanca; 
Guaranteed 30 months or 30,000 mllos, । 
Should any of the above shock absorb- i 
ora fall due to faulty materials or work- I 
manahip, or weord out within the I 
specific guarantee period shown above, ' 
return the shock absorber to Simpsons* j 
Sears, and wo will, at our option: i
1. Furnish a now shock nbtorbor Free I 
or 2. Rotund the amount of tho original i 
purchase, ;
if the' defective shock absorber was I 
Installad by Slmpsons-Sours, wo will j 
Install a new ehock with no labour ' 
charge, This guarantee la void whan 
shocks nro usod , In commercial or 
competitive vehicles,
Don't nettle for a patchod-up 
Job dr others* problem* ,
iSImpsons-Sears has remanufactured 
engines at low, low prices. Our guar­
antee for engines with heads is 24,000 
miles or 24 months — try and 'b<?ot 
that! Fast delivery of engines for most 
cars.
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15. HOUSES FOR RENT
TWO BEDROOM. AIR CONDITIONED 
borne; aemi furnUhed. aaven mile* from 
Kelowna. UtUltlea included for $200 per 
month. Reference* required. Telephone 
762-7858. _____________________ H
TWO BEDROOM. FULL BASEMENT 
In aixplex. Clo*e to Shopper*' Village 
and school in Rutland. Stovo and re­
frigerator available. $150 per month. 
Telephone 765-9038.' 7
TWO BEDROOM DUPLEX IN BEAU- 
tUul Caaa Loma area. Available end of 
August. Pleue telephone morning* or 
after 6:00 p.m.. 762-5385.tf
16. APTS. FOR RENT I
AUGUST 1st. ONE BEDROOM APART- 
meats, ground floor and second floor, 
beautifully landscaped gardens and 
swimming pool. 1135 and $140 per 
month. Also two bedroom second flow 
apartment with view $157 per month. 
Includes all utilities. Retired or pro­
fessional couples preferred. No child­
ren or pets. Apply Mrs. Dunlop No. 1— 
1281 Lawrence Avenue or telephone 762-
21. PROPERTY FOR SALE
"CUSTOM, BUILT HOME"
2 Bdrms., fireplace, carport with storage, utility room on main floor, electric 
heat. Pine treed lot in Lakeview Heights with a view of the lake and Kelowna. MLS. 
Ph. Gordon Stuart 94295.
21. PROPERTY FOR SALE
LOVELY THREE bBDROOM HOME, 
plastered, full basement. 1400 squaro 
feet. Carport. Paved driveway, Qm. 




CERAMIC & MOSAIC TILE 
QUARRY TILE - GAIL TILE 
CULTURED STONE
FOR RENT IMMEDIATELY. TWO 
bedroom mobile home, furnished. Set

















Suite 205 - 1460 Pandosy St
HAMPSON, MILAN & CO.
Chartered Accountants
Telephone 762-4434
477 Leon Ave., Kelowna
or
F 16
BULLDOZING, all types 




76Q-4697 days. 769-4671 
M. W. F tf
THREE BEDROOM EXECUTIVE Du­
plex. full basement, fireplace, carport. 
$170 per month. Available September
1st. Telephone 763-5875. 7
FOR RENT IN PEACHLAND, FIVE 
bedroom duplex. Four major appli­
ance*. Available September 1. Tele-
phone 767-2708. <
NEW THREE BEDROOM GLENMORE 
home. Reidy now. $180 per month.
Telephone 763-2234 or 763-6586. tf
TWO BEDROOM GLENMORE COT- 
tage on Curtis Road for $85 per month* 
Telephone 763-6586. tf
TWO BEDROOM DUPLEX, FULL 
basement, electric heat. Available now. 
Telephone 764-4478 after 6:00 p.m. tf
THREE BEDROOM SPUT LEVEL 
house in Rutland, available immediately.
CONTINENTAL MANOR. ROWCLIFFE 
Avenue; one and two bedroom deluxe 
aultea available for immediate occu­
pancy. Wall to wall carpet cable TV. 
undercover parking, laundry facilities, 
elevator, and a reduction' for tenants 
60 yean and over. Adulta only. No 
pet*. Must be seen. Telephone 763-4209. 
tf
MOSAIC CENTRE, 1449 ST. PAUL ST. 
(awarded Park and Tilford trophy, Cer­
tificate ' ci honor,- 1971). One-two 
storey townhouse apartment available. 
Two bedrooms, 1V4 baths, two patios, 
air conditioning (individual control), 
washer, dryer, stove, refrigerator. One 
car space. $307 per month. Lease., 
Terms available. Telephone 763-4811. U
EXCLUSIVE ONE BEDROOM UN- 
furnished ground floor <uite available 
immediately. 1797 Water Street.' Stove, 
refrigerator, wall to wall carpets, cable 
television, heat, lights, laundry and 
parking included. No children, no pets. 
Retired or professional tenant* prefer-
red. Telephone 763-3695. tf
phone 763-2548.
REPAIRS
$185 per month. Telephone 765-7821. tf
NEW, THREE BEDROOM HOME FOR 
sale or rent on Richmond Street. Tele­
phone 762-5045. 10THE FIX-ALL SHOP
NOW OPEN
General repairs, household, in­
dustrial. etc. Specializing in 
custom woodwork.
Corner WATER & CAWSTON
13
16. APTS. FOR RENT
Centennial House Apartments 
located adjacent to 
Centennial Park. Rutland 
NOW RENTINGROOFING____________ •
pets. Telephone 768-5875.
looking lake and city. 769-4489.
AVAILABLE SEPTEMBER 1st ONE 
bedroom fully furnished apartment, wall 
to waU carpet, wood fireplace, dishes, 
linens, etc. supplied. Includes utilities 
except telephone. Beautiful view over-
TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS IN 
Westbank, refrigerator and stove, car­
peting throughout. Sweeping view of 
Okanagan Lake. $125 per month. Family 
unit also, available September 1st. No
FURNISHED APARTMENT ON BER- 
nard Avenue, close to , United Church. 
Ground floor, attached to private home. 
Private entrance, self contained, car­
port. all facilities. $90 per month. Middle 













Roof coating, flat roof, asphalt 
shingles, repair. Eavestrough 
and downpipe installations.
Free Estimates — 765-9267




Electronic Data Processing 
Accounting — Auditing 
Income Tax Service 
Trustee in Bankruptcy 
Notary Public
286 Bernard Ave. Ph. 762-3631
ELECTROLUX
(Canada) Ltd.
SALES & SERVICE 
1963 Harvey Ave. 
762-3012 tf
CALL COURIER CLASSIFIED ADS 
DIRECT 763-3228
t BIRTHS__________
Monday*a child ia fair ot face;
Tuesdays child ia full of grace: 
Wednesday'* child la full of woe:
Thursday’s child has far to go: 
Friday's child Is loving and 
Saturday's child works hard 
living:
And the child that is bom 
* Sabbath Day, 





Children hearing the verse by Countee 
Cullen alwaya want to know which day 
of the week was their birth date. A 
Kelowna Dally Courier Birth Notice 
will provide a record In print for your 
child. A Kelowna Daily Courier Birth 
Notice aa low as $2.50. To plsce a Birth 
Notice, dial 763-3228.___________ _
2. DEATHS
1 and 2 Bedroom Suites 
Spacious deluxe suites 
Air conditioning 
Carpet throughout 
Colored appliances and 
drapes 
Free laundry facilities 
Cable TV
TWO NEW TWO BEDROOM FOUR- 
plex units in Rutland. Wall to wall 
carpeting; no refrigerator or stove. 
Small pets welcome. Available Septem­
ber 1st. 3137 per month. Telephone 
765-8733. tf
VERY QUIET, ONE OR TWO BED- 
room, fully furnished basement suite. 
Good for non-smoking, working people 
or students. Close to Vocational School. 




* Close to all shopping areas.
RESERVE YOUR SUITE NOW
11. BUSINESS PERSONAL
FOR THE FINEST IN PAINTING, 
call on 25 years experience, Daniel 
Murphy, 763-4946.7
12. PERSONALS
TO COURIER SUBSCRIBERS: WOULD 
the carrier’s name and address and 
the Courier subscribers please make 
sure they have a collection card with 
telephone number on IL If your carrier 
has not left one with you, would you 
please contact The Kelowna Daily 
Courier, telephone 762-4445 M. W. F. tf
ALCOHOLICS' ANONYMOUS - WRITE 
P.O. Box 587. Kelowna. B.C. Telephone 
765-5335. 763-5057 or 765-6923. in Winfield 
766-2107. Is there a drinking problem 
in your home? Contact Al-Anon at 763-
Telephone Manager 
765-9133 or 762-0928 
tf
6675 or 765-6766.
BARKER — Mr. Charles Halcrow Bar­
ker of 1910 Pandosy St. passed away 
on Aug. 3rd at the age of 66 years. Mr. 
Barker Is survived by~hls loving wife 
Margaret, one son Glenn of Ottawa; 
one daughter Gail of Calgary; two bro­
thers, Thomas of Flin Flon and George 
of Winnipeg; 2 grandsons also sur­
vive. The remains have been forwarded 
to Flin Flon for funeral services and 
interment. THE GARDEN CHAPEL 
FUNERAL DIRECTORS have been en­
trusted with funeral arrangement*. (Te-
lephone 762-3040). 6
FAMILY HOME
Top notch 2 or 3 bdrm. home. Lot 44x143, fuUy fenced. Taxes only $321 gross. Vendor 
transferred and wants action. Asking price only $16,000, open to offers. Phone Bren 
Witt 94326 to view. MLS.
"QUIET SUBDIVISION"
$21,750 for a 3 Bdrm home with full basement, some work required to “dress it up”, 
but possibilities are great and price is low. Ph. George Trimble 24)687. MLS.
APPLE VALLEY REALTY »
1451 Pandosy St. *** SERVICE WITH INTEGRITY *♦* Office Ph. 3-4144
PRIVATE SALE: EXECDtlVE HOME 
with every convenience tor gracloua 
living. Near lake with beautiful view. 
Leaving province. mu*t aelL Telephone 
769-4171._______ tf
$16,500 . HOME NEAR SHOPPING 
centre, close to hospital, schools. New 
furnace, garage, on sewer. Immediate 
occupancy. Easy terms. 835 Burne Ave- 
nue. Telephone 763-4201. 11
PRIVATE SALE. TWO BEDROOM 
country home with acreage near Kel­
owna. FuR basement, spacious living 
room, kitchen and dining room. Tele. 
phone 762-7W8. ________ >0
BY BUILDER: THREE BEDROOM 
housea in. all locations. Lou Guidi 
Construction Ltd. Telephone 763-3240 ■ 
and 768-5367. _______________  tf
TWO BEDROOM HOME. PART BASE- 
ment. gas heat, lot is 53* x 13914*. $15,> 
000. 793 Coronation Avenue. Telephone 
763-4863. __________ <
GOOD TWO BEDROOM HOUSE. FULL 
basement, furnace. 220 wiring. $13,500.












SPACIOUS TWO BEDROOM SUITE. 
Rutland. Available September 1st. Re­
frigerator. stove, heat, water includ­
ed. Only $145 per month. Telephone
764-7129 or 765-8467. tf
DELUXE SUITES IN KELOWNA’S Ex­
clusive concrete and steel high rise 
apartment. Maximum safety and quiet­
ness. Breathtaking view. Telephone Roth
Towers, 763-3641. tf
TWO BEDROOM SUITE, GROUND 
floor, wall to wall carpet, colored ap­
pliance*, cable television. $150 per 
month, utilities included. Telephone 764-
4966.
Inland Realty
1607 Ellis Street Phone 763-4400
KELOWNA — 762-3713 RUTLAND — 765-5155
RESIDENTIAL
GLENMORE AREA, Only $3,500 down. Family type 3 
bedroom home. Well built and stylish. Finished up and 
down, two fireplaces, ensuite plumbing plus complete 
bathroom up and down.-Wall to wall rugs throughout, large 
wrap-around sundeck. Phone Gerry Tucker or Fred Smith 
4-4573 or 3-4400. MLS.
PRICE REDUCED BY $1,000 I WESTSIDE SUBDIVISION - 
— Spanish style home: 3 bed- I 2 bedrooms, 2 bathrooms, 2 
rooms 2 fireplaces, ensuite bedrooms finished in base­
plumbing, built-in barbeque, ment, and covered sundeck. 
Beautifully landscaped with I Nicely finished all for $22,- 
excellent view. Owner mov- I 900 with a good Credit Union 
ing and must sell. Try offers mortgage. AlUandscaped and 
to $31,300. To view please call I fruit trees. To see call 
Clare Angus at the office or Gordon Marwick at 7694662. 
evenings at 7624807, .MLS, I MLS.
9% INTEREST AND $300 I NEAR NEW HOME WITH A
DOWN — Will let you own a I BRAND NEW LOOK — Only 
85x124 view lot. To see it I 1 yr. old, but the landscap- 
phone Ken Mitchell days 2- ing is all done to perfection. 
3713 or evenings 2-0663. MLS. Patio and sundeck give, ample
I opportunity for outdoor hv- 
BRING US AN OFFER — I ing. 2 bedrooms with extra 
Vendor says sell. Very cozy I bathroom and bedroom in full 
4 yr. old 2 bedroom home. I basement. Utility area con- 
Additional bedroom finished I veniently located on main 
in full basement. Large 82x I floor. $4,500 down payment. 
200 ft. lot with large work- I To view call Mary Ashe 2- 
shop. To view call Sylvia I 3713 days;, 34652 evenings. 
Roberts at 5-6936. MLS.' I MLS.
JUST LISTED — A new recreational land opportunity — 
230 acres which includes % mile of river frontage, 
meadows and some lovely shady beaches. Two creeks, 
small cottage, out buildings and some machinery. All this 
for only $60,000. Call Dan Einarsson at 763-4400 or 766- 
2268 collect. MLS.
13 UNIT MOTEL AND CAMPGROUND. 400 ft. shady 
creek frontage giving access to Okanagan Lake. Modern 
3 bedrooirf home and extra house. Winter rentals. Shows 
good returns. Full price $169,000 details from Dan Einars- 
son 766-2268 or 763-4400.
6% % MORTGAGE — SEE.IT. Beautiful family type home 
overlooking the golf course. 3 bedrooms up plus 2 down. 
Bathroom up and down. Plus ensuite plumbing. Large 
wrap around carpeted sundeck. Completely finished up 
anti down. Wall to wall rugs plus brick fireplace, on both 
levels. Many more extras, built-in G.E. push-button range, 
intercom, stereo and much more. PAYMENTS ONLY 
$179.00. per month, including taxes. MLS. Call Fred 
Smith 7644573. '






Spacious, deluxe 3 bedroom 
family apts, in gardenlike set­
ting.
AVAILABLE AUGUST 15th. SPACIOUS 
three bedroom suite in Fairlane Court. 
Fully modern, close to Shops Capri and 
People’s. Elderly people preferred. No 
children or pets. Telephone 763-2814. tf
AUGUST 1. RUTLAND. TWO BED- 
room fourplex. $150 per month includ­
ing garbage and water. Call Joe Lim- 
berger at Royal Trust. 762-5200 or 763-
2338, evenings.
CARMAN MANOR, 1946 PANDOSY 
Street. Extra large one bedroom suite. 
Broadloom, drapes, stove, refrigerator, 
cable television, elevator. Adults. Tele-
phone 763-2819.
tf
COUPLE, AVERAGE INCOME, MID 
twenties, like fishing, canoeing, hunting, 
skiing, camping and social drinking, 
would like to meet couple of same In­







two bedroom basement suite, with- stove. 
Vi block from Shops Capri. No children 
or pets. $110 a month. Apply 1254 Suth­
erland Avenue, if
FURNISHED ONE BEDROOM SUITE, 
I $90 per month utilities included. No 




1330 Highway 33 
9
S.O.S.! SINGLE. OPTIMISTIC SWIN- 
gers Club. Lonely? — wish for com­
panion or matrimony? — special action 
received. Write Box A778, The Kelowna
BASEMENT SUITE, FOUR ROOMS, 
large windows, kitchen tarnished. near
Daily Courier.
ELECTROLYSIS
M, F, 24 
HELEN GRAY
Cl irniHAAIN kA AMAH I hospital. $120 per month plus utilities. 
Qr|t|\WUUU AAANUiX I Available September 1st. Telephone 762- 
I 0176. 8
Comer Ellis Street and
COMMANDING VIEW — Of DISTRIBUTORS LIMITED 
Okanagan Lake and Valley I CO. — This is a well estab- 
from this large lot on quiet I lished distributing Business 
cul-de-sac in Peachland. I in Kelowna area, no out of
LAKEVIEW HEIGHTS. 3 bedroom family type home. 
Located on % acre lot with beautiful ponderosa pines. 
Underground sprinkler system. Terrific view of Kelowna 
and Lake. Only $26,000 with just $4,000 down. MLS. 
Call Fred Smith 44573 - 34400.
DIXEY — Mr. Charles Frederick Dlxey, 
of St. No. 103 — 523 Rowcliffe Ave., 
passed away on August 5th at the 
age of 73 years. Mr. Dixey is survived 
by his loving wife Mag, one daughter, 
Mr*. Peggy Denter of Kelowna; one 
brother and one sister in England; two 
grandchildren and 3 great'grandchildren 
also survive. Mr. Dixey was employed 
by’ the Kelowna Canadian Legion for 
18 years and was a resident of the city 
for 26 years. Funeral services for the 
late Charles Dixey will be held from 
The Garden Chapel, 1134 Bernard Ave. 
on Tuesday, July Sth at 2 p.m. Rev, R. 
S., Leitch officiating. Cremation will fol­
low. The family request no flowers 
please. If desired donations may be 
made to the Canadian Legion ' Poppy 
Fund. THE GARDEN CHAPEL FUN­
ERAL DIRECTORS have been entrust­
ed with funeral arrangement*. (Tele-
wishes to announce she will be avail­
able August 7. Telephone 763-6512. 6
13. LOST AND FOUND
LOST: PAIR OF LIGHT BROWN JHM 
ladies glasses. On Hot Sands Beach. 
Monday July 31st., Reward offered. Tele­
phone 765-6539. 7




Intercom, shag rugs, air 
conditioned, electric heat. 
Utilities included, covered 
parking. No children or 
pets.
ONE BEDROOM DUPLEX WITH 
basement. Refrigerator, range, oil heat­
er. Suitable for married couple only. 
Available immediately. Telephone 762-
4695.
ONE AND TWO BEDROOM UNITS 
Kitchens, children and pets welcome, 
very low rates, weekly or monthly,
Telephone now 769-4511.'
DELUXE, SPACIOUS. BRIGHT SUITES 
for rent. Knox Manor Apartments. For 
Information telephone 762-7918. Adults, 
tf
Priced at $4,500. For more in- I town travelling. A limited 
formation please call Bud I Company which is netting 
Dalley at office or 7694875 I $12,000 - $16,000 per year, 
evenings. MLS. I $25,000 down payment will
GROCERY BUSINESS — rS? 2°Sri
Looking for a family thatis willing to work and be I °f^c„eT or 44027 evenings, 
independent. Can be pur- |
chased for $8,500 full price I GARDENER’S DELIGHT — 
including stock. Take oyer I immaculate 3 bedroom 
immediately. For appoint- I home on over % acre of,view 
ment call Ernie Donnelly at I property in Winfield. Beauti- 
2-3713 or 2-2558 evenings. I fUiiy landscaped and comes 
EXCL. I complete with greenhouse
LAKESHORE AND VIEW — and workshop. See this one 
On Poplar Point Drive. Over now by phoning Blanche 
120’ of Lakeshore property. I Wannop at 2-3713 or 24683 
One of the few available at I evenings. MLS.
WTdavq CLOSE IN - REVENUE — 2-2558 evenings or 2-3713 days. Up an(}| Down Duplex 2 jarge 
■ I bedrooms, in each well plan-
LOCATION and QUALITY — I ned suite, large yard; fruit 
A well built 2 bedroom home I trees. Live on th? ground 
in a choice Rutland area. De- I floor and let the tenants pay
veloped basement, land- I for it or an excellent return
scaped lot, large garden I as an investment! Full price
space, close to schools, I $21,000, 8'/2% financing avail-
Call I able! Call Dave Deinstadt, 
even- I days 2-3713 or 34894 cven- 
| ings, EXCL.
OKANAGAN MISSION, 1 year old, 1400 square feet of 
spacious living plus fully finished basement. 3 bedroom 
family type home. Large brick feature wall and fire- . 
place. Many extras. Large wrap-around covered sundeck. 
ONLY $32,400 with just $5,000 down. Call Fred Smith or 
Gerry Tucker at 763-4400 or 764-4573. MIS. ,
THE LEADER IN RESULTS
NICE LITTLE HOME, ON SPRING WATER
2 bdrms, upstairs, 1 1g. bdrm. down. Large screened 
sleeping porch. In eWstbank area. Please call Luella 
Currie at 2-5030 days, or evgs at 8-5628. Excl.
TAKE ADVANTAGE!!
Take advantage of this year old 4-plex located in a multi­
dwelling area. Only $11,000 down to good mortgages. 2 
bdrms, in each unit, plus sliding glass doors to sundeck 
and a carport for each. Building is attractive and in A-l 
condition. Electric heating in this well insulated building. 
1972 taxes only $119. Take advantage of the tenants who 
will pay off this investment for you. Call now!! Orlando 
Ungaro at 2-5030, or 34320 evgs.
phone 762-3040). 6
THOMAS - Mr. David Thomas of 1415 
Mountain Ave. passed away Aug. 4th at 
the age of 82 years, Mr. Thomos Is 
survived by hl* loving wife Clsslc; one 
daughter, Mr*. Margaret Hoxie of Vic­
toria I one son David IJoyd of Reginut 
9 grandchildren and several nieces and 
nephew* al no survive. Funeral service* 
for the late David Thomas were hold 
from The Garden Chapel, 1134 Bernard 
Ave., on Aug 6th at 7:30 p,m, Rev. Ro­
bert Stable officiated and the romuin* 
were Rewarded to Moose Jaw for In­
terment, T'<E GARDEN CHAPEL FU- 
NERAI. D P' ' TORS wire entrusted
SANDY BEACH .
Close to city, 2 BR, large living 
room, F.P., sunporch, partially 
furnished. $175 per month. 
Available Sept. 1st to June 30th. 
936 Manhattan Drive, Kelowna.
6
COUNTRY LIVING WITH LOVELY 
view at' MucKenzle Manor fiveplex, 
MacKcnzic Road, Rutland, Two hath*, 
2>.a bedroom*, spacious living. Some 
children welcome, Water and garbage 
collection tree. $115 per month. No 
pets, Telephoho, 763-3172 or 769-4546. tf 
C O U nVh Y ATMOSPHERE, NEW 
Ihrec bedroom fourplex, large kitchen, 
balcony and sundeck, basement with 
carport, Children welcome. Large lawn, 
play area, Located close In Glcnmore. 
$170 per month. Telephone 762-3713 or
763-4176 evening*, tf
with lut ।.. 
;■!
Til EW HELLA
Ute, lent*. (Telephone 
6
Vr«
ol ,1450 Muth rlunrt
tty Trowhella 
' panned away
on Aug. 4th, 1972. The remains have 
been forwarded to Trail for funeral ser­
vices and Interment. THE GARDEN 
CHAPEL FUNERAL DIRECTORS have 
been entrusted with funeral arrange-
menu. (Telephone 762-30401. 6
FLOWERS
Convey your thoughtful, 
message In time of sorrow,'
KAREN’S FLOWER BASKET
, 451 Leon Ave. 702-3119
M. W, Ftf
church and shopping. 
Frank Hauk at 2-4562 
ings. EXCL.
1.44 ACRES — CLOSE IN
A lovely level piece of land close to lake and beach. Could 
be subdivided into 4 lots. A BARGAIN at $15,950. For de­
tails and to view please phone Olivia Worsfold at 2-5030 
days, or 2-3895 evgs.
DUAME TWO BEDROOM SUITE IN NEW
rHUlNil /OZ-UoOl I apartment block, close, to Capri Shop- 
tf Ping Centre. Immediate occupancy. 
----------------------------■------------------------ Telephone 763-6931. if
NOW RENTING
THE LATEST IN 
APARTMENT LIVING
LAND AND ACREAGE
$95 PER MONTH, TWO BEDROOM 
apartment in Rutland. Refrigerator and 
stove included. No pets. Telephone 765-
7233.
WINDSOR MANOR. UNFURNISHED 
deluxe suite available. No children or
pets. Telephone 763-7234.
twf? npnrtCTnw manor besponsible .'business* girl inn DKUCIVlUiN MANUK wanted to share furnished apartment
1831 Pandosy Street. downtown. 785 Lawrence 4ve,
Select your suite now 
for immediate occupancy,
ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT FOR 
rent in Rutland. $70 per month. Tele-
phone 765-5838.
DELUXE SUITES FOR RENT. HOCHE- 





bedroom suite. With or without stovo 
tf and refrigerator. Telephone 765-6530, tf
FOR RENT - SEPTEMBER 1. LAKE- 
shore home — Okanagan Mission, near 
new four bedrooms, three hath*. fully 
furnlnhed. Excutlve quality throughout, 
2355 per month. Cali Don McConachie, 
Lupton Agencies Ltd. 762.44OO, evening*
7611-5995, a
IMPERIAL APARTMENTS, ONE BED hnv Ai a rt a rx-r a a ri it room "ultes, no children or pet*. Tele- ROYAL APARTMENT I „
4. ENGAGEMENTS
BAMSAYdllESE Mr. and Mr*, wih 
freil John llnmw of K"lo«nn wlali tn 
•nominee the rn n'ieim ut of their clilcet 
daughter. Dorvt.i) l.)im nl, Edmonton 
to Gregory George Giese, eldest.aon nt 
Mr. and Mrs. Theodore Alfred Giese of 
\JKdmonton. The wedding will take place 
>t First Lutheran Church, Kelowna, 
October 7. 1973 at 7iM p.m. Pa*tor
SPACIOUS THREE BEDROOM SUITE 
In fourplex. Clone to Shopper*' Village 
In KiiUiinil. llelrlgeriitor, *tove and 
drape* Included, $150 per month. Avail­
able September Ut, Telephone 765-9038, 
10 
two mniiiooM, full basement 
Glcnmore duplex, with masonry (Ire- 
wall, earport, fireplace, 5145 per month, 
available August Ut, Telephone 763- 
22.11 or 763 6.166, tf
AUGUST 15,~TllllEE liF.i)ii60M~i)UP- 
lex on Bernard Avenue, Two Inti bath*, 
lull basement, carpet, No children, nn 
pet*, $160 per month, Telephone 768- 
5108. , , , tf
ini anTCnew-" i)uiu.Ex~nv<r’in:i)' 
loom*, wall to nil enrpet, mil h,t*e.
543 Rowcliffe Ave.
One bedroom suites on quiet 
street close to downtown, air 
conditioned, cable TV, laundry 
facilities, elevator, intercom,
SPACIOUS TWO BEDROOM APART- 
ment In xlxplcx. Rutland. $130 par 
month, Telephone 765-9566. tf
™cFTIedi’^
Immediately In new nlxplcx, Telephone
765-7939, «
SLEEPING ROOM FOR RENT WITH 
kitehen facilities. Telephone 763-3015. H
mrlll •lib* Con'
Krneit Rath will officiate. 6
5. IN MEMORIAM
IN MKMORIAM VERtlEl
A coHtctlon of lultabl* venea for ua« 
fa In Memoriam* I* on hand at The 
Kelowna Daily Courier Offlc*. in Mem-
1 oclam* are accepted until 4:30 p,m. day 
preceding publication, It > you wish 
smm to our Clanlfled Counter and 
make a (election or t«lephone ter a 
trained Ad,writer to a**l«t you in th* 
choice ol an appropriate vers*, an: I 
to writing th* In Memoriam. Teli- 
pbona 7O-12M. M. W. F. 0
LAKEVIEW MEMORIAL IWuFcEME-' 
l*ry naw address: 1790 Hollywood Md. 
tend) Rutland. Tslspbons 765-6I94, tt
11. BUSINESS PERSONAL 
r k'p'a i Ra 'to 1 "iAwn mowers'.
pump*, chain laws. outboard 
Kelowna UlM Industrial. 14$ 
Avenue. Kelowna. Telephone








piastsrs and stonework. > Call Sebastian,
covered parking. Reduction 
rent to tenants 05 and over.




PRIVACY, PINES and PHEASANTS!! A 2 acre setting only 
Mother Nature could create. Tall trees, green lawn and> 
bright flowers, A captivating view of the lake and mountains. 
A rustic rambling ranch style residence with over 1900 sq. ft. 
of happy living. A gorgeous wall to wall stone fireplace. 
Summer time living on the large sundeck. 4 bdrms, for the 
large family. All this and more for only $33,800, Hurry, it's 
a dandy. Call Frank Ashmead 5-5155 or 5-6702, MLS,
COUNTRY LIVING — 2 and 3 acre lots with domestic and 
irrigation water, some pines and fruit trees and view going for 
the price of a city lot, To view call Fred Kyle 5-5155 or 5-8804 
evenings, MLS,
Wilf Rutherford 3-5343, George PhilUpson 2-7974
CREEKSIDE HOME — CLOSE TO LAKE
Immaculate attractive 1375 sq. ft. 3 bdrm. Ranch-style 
home beautifully decorated king-size fireplace in.attractive 
L.R.-D.R. overlooking creek and huge trees! Convenient 
utility room off a pretty kitchen, large bdrms., carport 
and storage room. $29,950 (MLS) For details and to view, 
call Olivia Worsfold at 2-5030 days, or 2-3995 evgs.
FANTASTIC LANDSCAPING — 6%% 1NT.
This lovely 3 bdrm, home located on quiet street near 
schools and churches, boasts beautiful landscaping, in­
cluding stone barbeque and covered patio. Built-in stereo 
system. Full basement is ready for family living. Built-in 
range and all drapery included. Owner leaving country 
Present all offers on $24,900 with $11,700 mtg. of 6'4 
See this lovely home by calling Orlando Ungaro at 
2-5030 days, or evgs. at 34320, MLS.
Kelowna: 483 Lawrence Ave., 762-3713 







Hoover REALTY426 Bernard Avenue 762-5030
i did in,,. 1 । i1 u v* Vrilui*, Tele-
phuiii' 7WilH2n, ewnini;* 762-3465, H 
THREE BEliilOO^ 
almost new iluplcx, near Orchard Park 
Whopping Centre and ncliool*. Children 
welcome, Available Hcplembcr lat. $165 
per month, Telephone 763-2063, tf 
TWO llEi)li()OM”ll6ME IN RUTLANP. 
Carpeted living room, gas furnace, no 
batement, lawn, tree*, Available now. 
Couple preferred, No pet*. Telephone 
765-5854. It
FURNISIIED i-AKEHHOlii-: NOUBE 
lor rent, three bedroom*, tiroplacc, love­
ly location. PiMiaeiislon September 15th, 
$300 per month, (’all Luplon Agencle* 
Ltd. Telephone 762-I4W, ( tl———
modem cottage. Itelrigcinlnr. Move and 
water supplied, No pe|», wo per month, 
Available September hl, Tel<phon* 761, 
5518. , If
TiiuEE bedroom’' dui'lex/fiill 
b*>eiiienl, carport, dose to school* amt 
shopping In Rutland. Available August 
l$4h. $16$ P»r month. Telephone 7M-571I.
_ ' — 11NKW~ SPANISH7 STYLE. miifUH'.KX. 
Rutlsnd. I>6 bsths, Iwo bedroom*, lire* 
living carpeted. Children wet.
come. Available Augiut I and 13, Tele.
, phone 7*3-«7»l| । -, Ik
THREE' DEDHOOM, NEW DtTI.EX 
caipetrd I hr oo«t|o<ii. full basement and 
carpoll In Rutland. Vrsilahl* im­
mediately. Telephon* 7*3 714*. 4i
Central City Manor
1980 PANDOSY ST.
One and two bedroom suites In­
cluding: range, refrigerator, air 
cond., cable TV, drapes; laundry 
facilities, w-w carpeting, eleva­
tor, parking and storage room. 
No pets. Mature adults. Central 
location.
17. ROOMS FOR RENT
SLEEPING ROOM FOIl RENT CLOSE 
to Orchard Park. Linen* provided, No 
cooking fncllltie*, Telephone 762-6069, 
11
FuitNisHED iiobM'wiiii kitcihcn 
privilege*, Suitable for two. $90 per 
month, Telephone 7113-6951, 7
working gentleman. Telephone 762-8124. 
(I
TELEPHONE 763-5147 । 
M, W, Ftf
PARKWOOD TERRACE
Spacious 2 br, units located just 
off lakeshore and city limits.
20. WANTED TO RENT 
WANTED iirilEN'i’i GAIIAGE FOli 
■mall boat and utility trailer, Prefer 
clone tn lukn or downtown area, Tele­
phone 765-8769. II
TWO BEDROOM oi^Eli^it)UH?r, 
reasonable rent, lor family of two chil­
dren, Kelowna or llulland, by Septem­
ber 1, Telephone 762-2329, 10
"filRKirTDEDnOOM HOME WITH 
ghaded yard by Ilie end ol Augunt, 
Country location preferred, Telephone 
763'6983, . 'I
wanii:i>7 iAMF’<iB~riiHi':i',~in:i); 
room hou** or duplex, ■, Immediately, 
Wealhank' or Kelowna, llelerence* 
available, Telephone 763.7,126 7
woiTli) like io iu;nt one’oh •'$•«<» 
ItedrOotn (unixe, out of town aa of hop. 
lemlter l. Marrlril couple, no rhlhlren, 
Telephone 6869. 7
Inc, range, refrig, air 







“NEW LISTING — RUTLAND!’’
Owner has purchased acreage and MUST SELL, This 
home hits, 2 bdrms., sliding glass doors from DR to sun­
deck. Kitchen has extra cupboards, There , me 2 more 
bdrms, and nn extra bathroom finished in the base­
ment, Asking $23,700 - $6,900 down — balance $169 P.I.T, 
“TRY YOUR OFFER". Call Clift Wilson at 762’314(1, evgs. 
and wlcnds. 702-2958, MLS.
COMMERCIAL RENTAL COMPLEX
Well built concrete block building with 5 rental units, all 
rented, Situated on North Glcnmore St, in centre of busy 
commercial area, $25,000 will handle, Call J, F. Klassen at 
702-3140, evgs. and wknds. 762-3015, MLS,
STOCKWELL AVE. — CLOSE IN!
Reduced to $14,900 which mnkcH this homo an excellent 
buy (or anyone who wants convenience nndi plenty of 
room. Kitchen completely rc-modcllcd, n|cc lot with some 
fruit trees, Only $5,000 down — balance only $110 per 
month. To view this now listing, call Harry Rist nt 702-3140, 
evgs. and wknds. 704-7221, MLS,
DO YOU LIKE —
"A LARGE KITCHEN" with nn eating area? A home so 
"CLEAN" you could eqt off the floors? An “IMMACU­
LATE YARD"? 3 Bedrooms? , Carport? Sundeck? also 
carpels and f|rnpcs throughout? ALL for $25,300"? THEN 
- Call Mel Russell nt 7O2-?14®, evgs, and wknds, 7094409. 
MLS. ' . , 1 ’
Dale Brooks\... 704-7338 ' ,,
Mid valley Realty
429 Hwy. 33, Rutland, Phone 765-7704
STRATEGICALLY LOCATED GROCERY STORE In Kel­
owna, Fully equipped and stocked. This store boasts one 
of the highest incomes for Its size In the area. Two bed­
room living quarters attached, A terrific opportunity, 
Selling price $90,000.00, If you arc Interallied call Mldvallcy 
Realty 765-7704. Exclusive,
BEAUTY SAIX1N, Busy long time establishment and well 
patronized. This shop is located In Rutland's business 
centre, All new equipment and laid out for 8 operators. 
Present owner wishes to retire. Excellent financial state­
ment. Cull Mldvallcy Realty at 705-7704. Exclusive,
APARTMENT SITE! BUILDERS ATTENTION! Wo have 
Just listed property on Rowcliffe Ave, Already zoned for 
this uno. Priced nt $29,050,00, Phone Mldvallcy Realty nt 
705-7704, MLS,,
2 YEAR OLI) DUPLEX IN Sl’ftlNG VALLEY. $34,500,00 
full price, $7,500.00 down payment. Double glazing — fire­
places — carports — landscaped, Excellent location In a
new sulxMvision, 1120 sq. ft, each side, How about 2 couples 
putting up $3,750,00 each and paying off the mortgage at 
$135.00 per month each. It's nn Idea. Call Mldvallcy Realty’
7O5«77O4, MLS.
NASSAU HOUSE, DELUXE TWO
tf
BED-
room aults, *»ry quirt and r|n»« in. 
















.. . . 765-5513
Gordon Dovir
Sam Pearson ... 






21. PROPERTY FOR SALE21. PROPERTY FOR SALE21. PROPERTY FOR SALE





potential. Telephone 783-2943. u
500. Telephone 762-2170. U






LTD. 2-5544551 Bernard Ave.
86 p.m.WE TRADE THROUGHOUT B.C. N. TOEVS ORCHARDSHOUSE FOR SALE ON GLEN MORE
Betty Elian 769-4397 Road, two miles from City Limits. Tele-John Walker 768-5632 769-4108phone 762-8172. 16
Ruth Young ----  3-6758
trees. Telephone 762-6509. 6
Trading Dollars Unlimited' 6272. 6Phone 765-5061
’ “URGENTLY NEEDED!




- 762-2958 fresh green beans, telephone
Naka's at 765-5586. m. w, f. tt
24. PROPERTY FOR RENT
tf
Phone 763-7900536 Bernard Ave. 763-2257
Lupton Agencies ltd.







In tor second bath In basement 755tf
INEXPENSIVE FAMILY HOME phone 765-7017. «tfCALL CLASSIFIED ADS DIRECT’ 763-3228
MOSAIC CENTRE
IT'






2992, 2364 Aberdeen Street, tl
Lakeland Underground Power and Telephonebe Paved
1561 Pandosy St, 763-4343 FOR SALE OR TRADE







Alan Elliot nt the ottue at.
pien«»; it26
573 Bein.ltil A\eniil' | ON PAGE 12
We have 37 sites in Rutland’s newest and 
with homes under construction with 8%%




cucumbers and other 
farm fresh vegetables.
551 Bernard Ave. 
76IS5544, eves 762-2673
WRECKING OLD REVELSTOKE HOS.;- 
vital, used lumber, ilourescent light*-, 
maple flooring, elevator, electric panel., 
boxes, 500,000 used red bricks, insula-- 
tlon, pipe, I-beams. See men on Job 
seven days per week. Revelstoke. Brit-
25 ACRES ON SILVER STAR. ROAD, 
Vernon. Beautifully treed, lots of water, 
power and good roads, with very good
MOVING: MUST HELL ALL, FUHNIHII-', 
Ings lor kitchen, living room end two-'
250 PATTERSON ROAD. RUTLAND. 
526.500 ha* *18.800 mortgage. Three 
bedrooms, covered sundeck. Telephone
J. A. WITT 
Phone 768-5850
We also have lots in other areas and will build to suit buyer 
anywhere in the Kelowna area.
SOUTHGATE! TWO BEDROOM HOUSE. 
Two car garage, spacious garden, fruit
at something new! Drive down quiet McClure Road, 
Okanagan Mission. New three bedroom bungalow — 
no steps. Green siding, white trim, shutters and a 
weather vane.
Webster defines “Opportunity" j 
as “A favorable opening for 
moves to one’s own advantage; i 
a convenient time or occasion!’’
Quality-built, 3 bedroom home, fully developed lower level, 
with extra bedroom, rec room, etc, Glass doors to patio 
and sundeck. Fireplaces, up and down. Professionally 




Contact Builder at 
763-7232 or 
765-8866
.1. W. SCOTT 
Phone 768-5896
KLO Road — 763-4390 -
Also blueberries,
Ren BJoninTifi 9-1221 
20901
AI'IIICOIH vr











B.C. Government $1,000.00 grant. Brae- „ , , ... ,
mar Construction Ltd. Builders in Kal- Retail and office, in new niod-
LARGE THREE BEDROOM HOUSE 
with basement. 2/3 acre fully developed, 
low taxes. Near Orchard Park. Tele-
THREE BEDROOM HOUSE. FULL 
basement, air conditioned, quiet neigh­




in Lakeview Heights, 
Turn left at Shell Station
300. I'm- further information call 
or evenings al 3-728:1, Exclusive.
Joe SI»Mln<er 2-6874
Gord Funnell
TEN SPEED BICYCLE, THREE SPEED 
bicycle and smaller ones. sama recoup, 
ditioned. Mini Trail bicycle, lawn mow­






Darrol Tarves----  763-2488
Lloyd Dafoe......... 762-3887
NEW, TWO BEDROOM HOUSE WITH 
full basement and carport on Holbrook 
Road, Rutland. $21,800. Telephone 762- 
*607. 9
REDUCED $2,000; OWNER MUST SELL 
two year old five bedroom house, 
two up, two down, on large, beautiful 
landscaped lot. Ha* small creek run­
ning through. Fish pond, large garden. 
House has many added features; wall to 
wall throughout, rosewood cupboards 
and large eating bar, walnut feature 
wall, two fireplaces, large workshop 
and laundry room, 2o'x36' sundeck. 
Price reduced to (28,500. Telephone 763- 
3463. t(
chide* all fixtures anil elook, is KI.Hlio, 
Immediate possosslon. Don’t overlook 
this exclusive llifliiig, For lull ilotnlh 
a* in li-aau, etc., plena* call Cliff W|. J 
son at Wllaon Really 762-31461 *veiiliig* 
anil .weekends, 7«32Wlll, n
DO YOU WANT TO 
GET AWAY
conlinue lo Bcai’ Creek road, turn1 left and proceed
Parkinson Road and West |Cclownn EstiUes. 1
OFFICE PHONE 763-6689
Cliff Wilson ... 
Mel Russell ... 
Jack Klassen . 
tr Harry Rist__
___ ‘ Dale Brooks ...
BUILT BY OWNER. BRAND NEW 
throe bedroom, two bathroom home; 
dining room, lovely kitchen, two fire- 
places, ahag carpet throughout, rec.
LAKESHORE, A-FRAME CABIN, 
close in cheap for cash. Telephone 762-
I1UHINESH FHKMIHEN FOR KENT, 
Ideal lnr\ amntl atopn, repair shop elv 
Over 600 nqiiare ( ■■ ■
attnd I’f pm- pnundMn I’ihii ronUltu '




ADDO-X ADDING MACHINE^ *85?' 
Micro calculator, $190. 30 gallon elec-, 
trie water heater, 140. Gaa apace 
heaters. Telephone 763-3278 days or.
DON'T HUY’ANY HOUSE UNTIL YOU 
era this loin bedroom <»dar house, open 
he a in, shag carprti, ate, Mini ha sold 
thin month, present your idler, '/Wl. 
5570, ■ ? , »
BY"HuiEUKH. NEW~TWO HEL'ROOM 
home'on doublei lot,' 1IJO square last, 
lull basement, wall to wall carpels, 
double fireplace, carport (nd patio on 
Grtptell Hoad. Talephon* 701-7015, if 
TWO »KI>H6oiFiH}|*I.KX - IIENTRI), 
Full basement, narpsted, carports, tend- 
•caped. Full prlc* IM.700. Telephone 
76.VMI4 or 701 Ml*. No Saturday calls
BY OWNER: new three bedroom (Hwy. 97 S.) onto Boucherie Rd 
home on Va acre of land. Good view. / i
VLA approved. Telephone 769-4513 alter .urtve 1 mite.
Excellent Drainage — Very Well Treed with Pine —• 
Only 7' Minutes from Kelowna — Terms Available. 
Location: West Side of Okanagan Lake
• OVERLOOKING KELOWNA
Ciri.s.'i over the bridge turn right nt the West Side roiitl,
NHA LOTS
& Mortgage Money Available
Realty Ltd
446 Bernard Avenue
nr builder. immaculate, three 
bedroom horns, two baths, carpel 
throughout, beautiful rumpus room, 
view nf mitre valley, Telephon* 761-
Itimi.
Phone im first at 702-5599 * 
& J NEW, USED GOODS 
and ANTIQUES 
1322 Ellin St.
WEST KELOWNA ESTATES LTD.
Excellent View of Lake and City — Large Lots.
Several VLA Sizes — Domestic Water — Roads will
...... Attached uur- 
age, beautiful balcony. Owner moving, 
al  Beat offer, Telephon* 765-
SOUTH SIDE RETIREMENT: 2 bedrooms, good sized 
living room, height kitchen with eating area, garage and 
storage shed, The lot Is well-kept, has 8 bearing fruit trees 
and plenty of room for a garden, v—-i—- •- -
SPACE FOR RENT - Y()u"’naME t’t\ “m‘mI 111 niuntlw, a* new. Telephone 765-1' 
wo have II. Th* Canhery Group, 76:i. _____ ___ ______ •
364 BERNARD AVE.
John Bilyk ...... 763-3666
Bob Graves____  762-2200
George Martin -- 763-7766
Ken Stevenson
CENTRALLY. .Mll'ATEII .'ITIHKH Him 
r<Him ilupl«> for »«l«. tH.noo. Ttkphun^ 
7*9 4151 If
VIEW MIT ON IION.N l|OAD OI F \ 41, 
lo fln«<1 linmnMir w»i<r. paved n,a<1 
M' * IO. Talephon* 7*12*5. |f
"COMPACT AND IMMACULATE" - Located1 in Glen- 
more, a real "DOLL HOUSE" with fireplaces up and 
down, family room, largo patio, full basement mid more 
lor only $26,900. Excellent interest rate at (V1 . Please ask 
(or Eva Gay 768-5989 ■ 762-4919. EXCL.
22. PROPERTY WANTED 
—---------------- ----------------- TREVOR’S FRUIT STAND
NKW, iismii ani» ANTiqiucsi rm; . We pay highest prices for v 
lull prii* lor ihi* buoin***, which in- complete estates or single
Sparrow Road. Rutland, Telephone 765- 
7463 after 6:00 p.m. Trade* conaldered. 
What h*v* you? 11
WANT TO GOOD INVESTMENT? — 
Brand new, 4,420 aquare foot commerc­
ial building. Air conditioned. Ample 
parkin*. Excellent return*. Full price 
$85,000.00, with attractive terma. To 
view, call Olive Iloxa, daya, 701-4932 
or evening*, 763-4573. MLS. Lund and 
Warren Realty Ltd., 446 Bernard Avo­
id,M0. Telephone 7*3-0018.
3 BEDROOM HOUSE 
(ilciunorc\rca< , 
full price $22,5(10, 
763-3240, 768-5267
, tf
---------------------------------- J.-OR QUICK SALE. AS NEW, PRIMUS 
1449 ST. PAUL ST. propane camp heater, eight foot hokoJ 
(awarded Park and Tilford trophy, connection. 20 pound tank. U*ed onw' 
Certlflcnte , ol honor, 10711. Second wel-k, Telephone 765-5987 except Satur-J" 
floor office available for lease. 500 (|ny, 
aquare feet plux Illi aquare foot patio, — 
Suitable financial or tale* office. Hentai ALL NEW -- BAYCltEST, NO FROSTl'1
McKinnon realty ltd.
Asher Road, Rutland, B.C. 
Tom McKinnon 765-7451
TWO 39” BOX SPRING AND MAT. 
tresses. Five piece dinette, 24” G.E:‘- 
refrigerator, 21” electric *tov*, bunk 
beds and mattresie*, on* double bed.-' 
triple dresser with mirror, crib board 
coffee table. Telephone 762-5495. y 
MOVING”MUST SELL 21 CUBIC FOOT 
deep freeze in excellent condition. *150;- 
automatic washer, working order, *25; 
dryer, $50; swln* *et, $5; pu»h lawn 
mower, $3. Telephone 765-7243: tf
SMALL PLATFORM AND BASKET,' 
scale. Weighs to 240 pound*. Suitable,, 
for fruit stand, $45. Also hydrauU* 
jack, 10 ton. never been u*ed, $25. Tele- ■
APRICOTS FOR SALE IN CITE 
Ready picked or you pick. Telephone 
763-5350. »
APRICOTS, TREE RIPENED IN LAKE. ' 
view Heights. Bring container*. Tal*-
*255 per month Including air conill- double size, refrigerator; Moffat rang*,-. 
Honing (one control!, heating, lighting, and rotisserie: G.S.W. Easy Spiralatorm 
Janitor service, Ample parking at wringer waslu-r. 'Telephone 765-6030. T
___ ’? coMMouoitE "portable t¥fK
NOW RENTING - NORTHGATE writer and case. Sony 1C-102M tap*,
Plaza, commercial, retail and office recorder, reel to reel, plu* tape*. T»h<.
apace. 600 square foot to 1450 square phone 768-5603. T:
foot areas available, Rent* horn *200 am.,.,'imv ei-vo...... -ruin'to *350 per month. Apply Argun Indu*. ANHOlIh LOVE SLA I AND IWO
tries Ltd,, Northgate Plaza or telephone i"“*t'hlng eh*Its, Loveied In rich ie.d,, 
763-273'1 1 ti velvet anti beautifully hand carved,,
------- Lru---------- - ----------------------------;__ 4' Telephone 764-4322. 7 
WAREHOUSE FOR RENT - APPROX. ,,,m .mh w,,,-,-,.-'Imately 600 .square feet of tlry, tin. !,W * n J ‘ ‘
heated wurehouac apttco lor rent In the ?2'' (h'01, J’1,!1’’
400 block lloi'iinitl Avenue, Contact 111 •iwl Telephone 765-0442. ,
Erik laintl at l.untl and Warren Realty .........      -*:<
Ltd., 44(1 Berniiril Ave. 7li:i-4932, tl 2i cmnc'fout DEEp'frFeze: ONLY''
PARKING SPACE FOR RENT. I'l.M . , 
per inimth, Close fi, Art-nit. Telephone In'dioouis, telephone 7ll.l-3t-.in, «
I*.’-’?.”' .......................................... )‘I('K UP T'HIICK C'ANOPY FOU SALKi
Sis iiiniilhs old, Telephone 7115-9251, *
FOR SALE BY OWNER. UM0 DOWN 
will put you la a landscaped three bed­
room home. Wall to wall carpet tn liv­
ing room, dining room and master bed- 
room. Telephone 765-8360,__________  (
DUPLEX. TWO BEDROOMS. FIRE- 
places, basements, centra carports. One 
block from lake. One side rented. Cash 
to mortgage. Telephone 762-4324. tf
owna sine* 1962, office 154 stetson ern, air conditioned building, 
762-0956 0™76M810. 762’°520' Evenlngt*f downtown Kelowna on Bernard 
---------------------------- —--------  Ave. Choose your space now.
S’ 1it.r~NEJ?v1M’yBEE BEDR00« Contact Al Salloum at home. Large living room* approxi* 
mately la'xlfi’; 16’xl6' gundeck* back*
yard fenced for privacy, carpeting (WAMACAM DP Al TV 
throughout* four piece bath with rough* vzlx/il NrAxJrAI x I\L/\L I I
25. BUS. OPPORTUNITIES 29A. MUSICAL ~ ~
DRY CLEANING AND LAUNDRY, INSTRUMENTS 
Kaine owner (id III years. Hetitiug due ___ ______ _ _ _____ _
lo health. Thiii in it first <-Ii.hu pistil TRAINYOH, CUSTOM REVERB AMP- 
with a large following. Tithe over Im- llflor mid l-'endor lelecaiter guitar, Tele- 
niedlntoly, 52O,(i(Hl down payiuonl, Full phone 76(1-2260. «
price, $76.(100 liicliiiics huihtiiig mul ...
equipment, Exclusive. Cull Jack Me- ['LGINNIvH S DRUM HET AND III-., 
Intyro lit 763-5718 or 7ilfM52(l ovonlnns, h‘’1- ctwllilon at lit prlc*. Tele- 
or Dud Suwlcy at 763-37111 or 703-(l'2(i:i 7ti0-427l, ______ J
---------- _____......... 298.'"..........ANTIQUES
HUB COULD HE A HEAL BIIHINESH ..... .......... - —........ -.... ..
opportunlly. Motli-I Do Aiislln-Westeni STHOHM'S ANTIQUE8, GEORGIAN HIM 
Crane, all hydi'iiulli'. tt'lvscopli’ lioom, vet', l.linoiit-s china, beautilul painting* 
aell-pinpelled. with Cait, , Fully over, nt Slroltm'a Antiques next door UI 
haiilcd engine mid liaiisiiilssKiii, I'ull Slioliin's llmhi-i' and Beauty ftllop, 2074 ' 
prlc* *8,500.00 plus ,Y.i Ji,8. Tax. Call Pmiiloxy Street. tf
Gemro E<|iil|>iueut. Limited, (tin Elli* .... u. A nnv”
hlrret.- Kelowna, W-:W33 or (f, Maik* dZ. WANTED TO BUY 
at 702-3132, evanliif*, or Em) Tlsehrt ------- 1--------------------------------- - -------------------
76'2-0022. , 10 , SPOT CASH
TWO BEDROOM RETIREMENT HOME 
with taxes only *3,00 per month, Ideal­
ly located In aouthalde, one block from 
lake, shopping centre and bus service, 
Only $17,900. Call owner »t 702-3318 bet­
ween 12:00 ■ it00, or 5i()0 > 6i00 p.m. 
No *gcnts. tt
^Duan3_Txr*8ELir7iiY^WNERL 
Executive home in Lakeview Heights. 
Three bedroom* up, flnlihed down. 
Two fireplaces. Larger covered Bun- 
deck. View of lake, IH.OOO could handle. 
Full price *20,900. Call 762-31.13 or 7ti:i- 
241.7. If
BY OWNER: REVENUE HOME, FOUR 
bedroontn. tihres up, on* down* plus 
on* bedroom self contained ■utile in 
baaemanl. Carport, double garage-flu- 
iaheil. Insult!ted and hentrit, Morluage 
7U/1, Full price *27,500, Telephone 763-
।Fliriiliicc*, stindt'ck, c;ir|>oi't. htful,, Irull heta. flfl'xIOfl' lot __________________________
with fi-nccd buck vnrd, Idctd for I’lqnll children,- Pi h i- $25,50(1, । iiy owner, low down payment 
cash in 7'tiiiirtKiigc of approx. $9.70(1. ' ' house, l ull pri<* *22.100 with m.t m.ooo
- n . it,.- rtnun and NHA mnrtgsue. Flv* bed
1 , ’ PHONE 762-2599 ' !-<>m». Ibree up. I«n down Rutland,
1 „ 1 - ' , ■ ' ' <h Cm mm* mlormstina lalephnn* *M-
: ' »H1, eirntni*. 7
FOR QUICK HALE - DONUT HOUSE / - *
and cotte* sho|i, All new miummrnl, WANII.IU USED ORCHARD PROPH, ' 
giH-l Investment, ».1,mni, Telephone 7i,:i. 'I't-lci-hoile 7M-B7IO alter B p.m, 1 , 
74 34. HELP WANTED, MALE \ 
28. PRODUCE AND MEAT PART TIMIi Ii'HONT~'eNd' AHKN- 
- . ........ .... .......... ... slant for service i-lalloo In Rutland/
AI’HICO'IH AT LAKEVIEW CHILD Exi-rrkme preferred. Apply In person, 
Car* Centre. Thacker Hoad, Lqknvlew Rutland E>»0 Service. ||
llelghla, T*lophon* 763-««, Please ’
brine contalnara 10 r.XPF.HIEM r.D ItETAIl, IIAHDWAHn_________ ___ ____anil building material* cl«tk r*qutr*d’. ,
YELLOW HIANNfAIIKNT AI’I'I-EN IN lleplp Box A'»1«, Th* Kelowna Dglfjr ,, 
Lakeview Itelghi*, Turn at Hhell eta- Cornier. •
phonr’TO-ilte"’**' W' r,lr? EXI'EtliKNCED I'AHTB MAN WAN? 
____ _ . '_ _  .....___ __ r-1 for local automotiv* supply hoiiae.
UiVEl.Y TRANSPARENT • AITLKB Tqtepftpe* »»•*»», oak for office, 7 
Pithrd. *1 per lm«. You pit h, tl l'»i' ' ’ —_ —" * “2‘---------------- -
vv;;-.. . . . ’""a MORE CLASSIFIED
PEACHES & APRICOTS*' 
FIELD CORN AND 
TOMATOES
Now Available at
WANT A FAMILY HOME? 2375 AB- 
bott Street, buy direct from owner 
and save on this five bedroom home. 
Three upstairs, .two downstairs in a 
completed basement. Oak floors 
throughout upstairs. Two bathrooms, 
bright kitchen, rumpus room. Fully 
landscaped with cool shade trees, near 
hospital, park and lake. Cash to 
mortgage or discyss terms. *29,0OT. 
Telephone 764-7557. 14
IMMEDIATE OCCUPANCY - BRIGHT 
new two bedroom house, full basement, 
sundeck and carpeting, *2(1,850.00. Also 
one three bedroom NHA In construction. 
Price *21,500.00, only *1,310.00 down with
THREE BEDROOM 1K1ME, CLOSE IN, 
north end. near bus stop, school. Nicely 
landscaped. *20.000. 651 Bay Avenue.
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21. PROPERTY FOR SALE 28. PRODUCE AND MEAT |
FOR SALE A NEW TWO BEDROOM 
home, by owner, shag carpel through­
out. Rough«d-ln rumpus room. Double 
firoplace. carport. Across from naw 
park In Rutland. Telephone 705-9129. 
evonlng*. tf
NEW TWO BKDRO(>M~)ioME IN 
l.akevlsw Heights. Carpeted throughout, 
double tirrplaiT, nundrok and carpbi'L 
On larg* view lot with apple mid prune 
tree*. Near shops and school. Full price 
(2.1,500, Telephon* 76t)-446.1. tf
QUALlTY^liuTvFffoM
•Hon on qul*l »treet. Thrr* hedronnt* 
Shi* Iwo in baaemenL golden i*h rup- 
oaida, bathroom with ahnwer tn base- 
nient. aundeck, carport, etc, 1,1,11 Pine­
hurst Crescent.___ , 1 »
THREi’ BKT»ROOM~’ir<7ME, ~FtlLL 
basement, larg* lot, cloa*' to school. 
Carpeted throughout. Roughed in plumb­
ing In basement. 1040 square het.
AIR CONDITIONED OFFICE SPACE 
for lease in new Rutland professional 
buUdte.-. Telephon* 765-7027.
M, W, F. tl
FOR SALE BY OWNER, MODERN
new two bedroom home. ’ clear title. rucDnicc ..r... al­
located tn Rutland. For full Informa- VHUKKlta — yOU plCK rr 
tion telephone 762-4264, ________ 9 yEGETABLES — WC pick >
28A. GARDENING
WELL-ROTTED COW MANURE, *3.00 
per yard. Five yard minimum delivery. 
Discount on larg* order*. T»lepbone„, 
763-3415. IF
WILL DO ROTOT1LLING • AT REA- 
sonable rates. For estimate* telephone 
765-8311. tt
TREES TRIMMED AND REMOVED.., 
Telephone 765-8297.__________________ fc.
29. ARTICLES FOR SALE
TENTS AND CAMPING EQUIPMENT, 
air compressor units, motor* <g*i ana'' 
electric), fruit juicers and jars, refrl-, 
gcrators, aioves, washers and complete 
household furnishings, antique* of til. 
kinds, including specials on organ*,' 
Telephone Joe'* Trading Post. 763-22$$..
-io alui >l<< WANTKDi VIOLA. GOOD QUALITY, 
fest' downtown with too-q It! to 1*14 huh. Nlate name, prlc*. 
Telephnn* 762-32.17, u Wille A. Walaon. MM • >7lh Bhatt,
REVENUE HOME: One blk. from Capri ^>^"8 C®n^®' 
real nice two BR home; excellent two BR suite in the 
basement; let the suite make the payments on the mort­
gage For information call Lloyd Bloomfield 2-3089 eves, 
or 2-5544 days. Exclusive.
SEVENTEEN UNIT MOTEL - STYLE APARTMENT, less 
than five years old for only $150,000. W1R trade for praine 
or other acreage. Cali'Mike Chepesuik at 4-7264 eves, or 
2-5544. MLS.
JUST WHAT MOTHER WANTS; Beautiful ranch,style 
home site in the pines with a nice view of the lake and city. 
Ten minutes drive from downtown Kelowna Best o£ 
materials used; many built in features bes‘de« built;iri re­
frigerator. stove, oven and dishwasher. Call John Dneagtr 
at 762-8939 eves, or 2-5544 days.
LOW DOWN PAYMENT if you qualify- for B.C. second 
Mtge. This home has two BRs; over 1,000 sq. ft. of floor 
space; full basement with R.l. plumbing, has twin seal 
windows: Is on sewer and domestic water with a CMHL 
Mtge. of approx. $15,600. Make an offer. This is are al good 
buy. Call Jack Sasseville at 3-5257 eves, or 2-5544 days. 
MLS.
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY: Modern Supermarket in a 
good location in expanding area; Turnover $173,000 and in­
creasing; a well equipped store; all sales are cash. Call 
George Sylvester at 2-3516 eves, or 2-5544. MLS.
PROTECT YOUR CHILD
Move near school. Immediate occupancy. 3 bdrms, and 1 
extra in basement, 2 fireplaces, 1’A bathrooms, large living 
room, dining room, large family kitchen, utility loom, 
basement, roughed-in rec room, car port, large balcony. 
Ph.: Elaine Johnson 763-7900, eve. 765-8352. NRS. Excl.
"EASY TO OWN"
This compact three bedroom home offers a picturesque 
view of Lake Okanagan. Exceptionally treed and beauti­
fully landscaped. This property will please the most dis­
criminating buyer. Please contact: Tom Glendinning, res. 
763-5114, bus. 763-7900.
OPEN 7-9 P.M. TONITE
Immediate possession — 3 bedroom, full basement Spanish 
style home, ¥z acre view lot in Lakeview Hts. Only $26,900 
F.P. To view, Boucherie Rik to Ogden - Britt Rd., then 




LOVELY HOME & 20-ACRE ORCHARD
UNEXCELLED VIEW — 12 minutes from Kelowna 
HOME — 4 bedrooms, living room, fireplace, new kitchen 
anc$ large family room, full basement, nice garden, shade 
trees.
BUILDINGS — Full furnished cottage sleeps 4 to 6 
persons: large barn and equipment storage, tool shed, 
oil shed, gas tanks.
EQUIPMENT — Full line of good machinery, irrigation 
equipment, etc.
ORCHARD — Approximately 2,300 trees, good varieties, 
production Increasing with new plantings, well cared for. 
Full price $84,500, good financing. Call Mike Jennings 762- 
4400, evenings 765-6304. MLS.
McCURDY ROAD
3 bedrooms, pice size living room, separate dining, bath­
room and utility room wired and plumbed for auto washer 
and dryer all on main floor. Full basement, F.A. oil fur­
nace, B.M.I.D. domestic water, landscaped grounds’. Full 
price $12,995. MLS. Call Bill Fleck 762-4400, evenings 
763-2230.
AN OLI) CLASSIC -™ located* on Abbott Street close to 
beaches, park and city centre. This is a large family home 
with four bedrooms. Live In comfort with wall to wall 
hroadlooin, fireplace, formal dining, summer kitchen and 
a special entertainment centre for the young and young at 
heart. If you’ve ever desired the charm and grace found 
only In older homes, you should view this one. For ap­
pointment to view, call Roy Paul at 3-4343 or evenings 
at 5-8909. MLS.
7%- $111 P.l.T. — The owner of this comfortable three 
bedroom, full basement home has taken a job elsewhere 
and must sell. It has a large Sungold« kitchen, ensuite 
plumbing and carport. Asking $22,500. I''or full details call 
, Hugh Mervyn at 3-1343 or 2-1872. MLS.
Jim Barton 4-1878 Dennis Denney 4-7581
Murray Wilson 4-4047
9.61 ACRES: of recreational area. Property Just n few 
minutes drive from Kelowna. Vendora are taking only 
$7,000 with $1,500 down. Call Alan Elliot at th<\ office or 
evenings at 34283, MLS. ' .
REVENUE' - CLOSE IN: only I blocks from Safeway, 3 
bedroom home with upstairs legal milty, increase Hui 
revenue with sleeping rooms, Yard m'cII 'kept and fully 
fenced and lands'capeili Clear, title. .Call Einar DoinelJ at 
the of(|ce or evenings al 2-3518. MLS,
FAMILY — HOME — 5 BEDROOMS.
This lovely builder — owner home, with five bedrooms. 
Only five years old. Is close to everything in Rutland. Two 
washrooms another roughed in with full basement. Nice 
brick fireplace in large 13’ x 20’ living room, are some of 
the many extras, and features. Reasonably priced. To view 
call, Don Cameron, days, 34932 or evenings, 5-7995, MLS.
A HONEY FOR YOUR MONEY!’
Lovely 5 room bung., located in Westbank, 1 block from 
all conveniences with a work shop in part basement. 
Tastefully decorated with carpeting. Large kitchen for 
Mom and smaller yard to look after for Dad. Asking only 
$18,500.00. Enquire about this sizzler today by calling 




AND . . . . TODAY provides just such a “convenient time or 
occasion!” As well as a “favorable opening for a move to YOUR 
own advantage!” A move to a new home. . . . -
... by
CRESTVIEW HOMES LTD.
These are 2 and 3 bedroom homes (some with carports), featur­
ing patio doors to large sundecks, luxury broadloom in living 
room, dining room, hall and master bedroom; plus numerous 
other quality features. Down payments from $765.00 (with 
SI,000.00 B.C. Grant) and monthly payments from $162.00 P.I. j 
For all the details please call Don Wallinder at 763-6066 or
CRESTVIEW HOMES at 763-3737. i
2 RUTLAND LOTS — $2,975.00 EACH
A rare opportunity at this price! View lots on Belgo: 
Road with domestic water. MLS.
TREED LAKESHORE LOT
80x152 on paved road Pritchard Drive in Shanboolard with 
domestic water. Excellent elevation and located in com­
pletely settled area of prestige homes. $22,900. MLS.
• LAKESHORE LOT
Excellent treed lot. Domestic water at McKinley. Landing. 
Exclusive.
CARRUTHERS & MEIKLE LTD.
"ESTABLISHED IN 1902"
$500.00 DOWN
Will get you into this brand new home located on Vista 
Road in Rutland. 2 bedrooms up, fully carpeted, Crestwood 
Cabinets, full basement, carport. Lots of room in basement 
for extra bedrooms and rumpus room.
NEW HOME
on Creekside Road in Spring Valley. Large family size 
kitchen and dining room. Full basement and sundeck. 
Shag carpets. Priced to suit everybody’s budget at $22,900.
Houses may be viewed by calling 765-7741 
or 765-7451 evenings.
KELOWNA REALTY LTD.
243 BERNARD AVE. - KELOWNA
BLK. MTN. RD., RUTLAND MAIN ST.. WESTBANK
DO YOU QUALIFY FOR B.C. GOVT. 2ND? If so. $1,000 
might see you into this well-built, attructivc, new, full 
basement Glcnrosa home amid pines, with lovely view. 
Gas heat. F.P, only $21,500. Telephone Dick Steele 768-5480. 
Exclusive.
WESTBANK — Executive home of many possibilities. 
Near-new 10 room Glcnrosa beauty, 5 bedrooms’. Ad­
ditionally, workshop at rear could be converted to luxury 
stuilo measuring 26'x32', Beautiful lake view. Unusually 
fine quality home, F.P. $37,900, Dick Steele 768-5480 has 
details. Exclusive.
Come mid see this attractive 3 bedroom family home
970 SKYLINF. STRF.F.T, GLENMORI-
PHONE 763-3783 for appointment
6
BY BUILDER - $29,900
3 Br. upstairs with indirect lighting. Extra br. finished 
downstairs. Rosewood cabinets in kitchen, sliding doors 
to sundeck, sunken L.R. with Spanish fireplace, separ­
ate D.R., w/w throughout, sunken rcc room in pine pan­
elling with fireplace, panelled vestibule, attached gar­
age. Situated on Rutland Bench with fantastic view of 
lake and all Kelowna area.
from it all? A quiet country 
setting, beautiful view, a 
gorgeous garden, and a two 
bedroom house, too! Call Lois 
Hammill for appointment to 
view and more information 
at 762-2846. Evenings at 769- 
4254. Exclusive.
COMMERCIAL LOT:
Excellent location. Situated 
on Main Street in Westbank. 
Plus, small rental unit in­
cluded in price. For more de­
tails, call Dona Dunn at 762- 
2846. Evenings at 7644724. 
MLS..
The Sales Staff at Robt. M. 
Johnston Realty will be glad 
to assist you in finding a 
home of your choice in ANY 
price range! We would also 
be pleased to list any proper­
ties you might wish to sell. 
For the best service, call 
Johnston Realty at 762-2846.
3 bLlTE,WHEIG, AG"arcHa?S?rvAA<i^ —‘ >»»>
tt r'.nd..fami Y on 1,400 sq. we wou^ appreciate the oppor- 
ft. main floor. Full base. acre tunity to list your property. We 
landscaped lot 2 fp„ carport, are NOT INTERESTED in _ 
patio, only $27,900. LISTINGS that are OVER- apricots
769-4582 PRICED. r -
ONE LOT LEFT NEAR 
NEW RUTLAND 
SPORTS COMPLEX 









sign on your property 
doesn’t display this 
sticker . . .
MULTIPLE LISTING 
SERVICE
You’re not reaching all the 
possible purchasers through 
the only proven and effi­
cient real estate service.
RESULTS COUNT — 
1,833 properties sold with 
a total value of over 35 
million dollars during the 
last 6 months.
LOOK - BARGAINS
Four bedroom home, cathe­
dral entrance, 1050 sq, ft, 
under 1 year old1. Sundeck. 
Basement developed, rum­
pus room plus ensuite plumb­
ing. Landscaped. $21,950 or 
best offer.
New custom built duplex, 
Double glass balcony with 
sliding doors, full basement, 4 
bedrooms, 2 bathrooms one 
side; 2 bedrooms, 1 bathroom 
and roughed-in plumbing and 
wiring In basement other 
sklo, 2 door cntliedrnl en­
trance. $36,900 or beat offer.
TELEPHONE 705-9007 
tf
$8000 equity in three. bedroom, 
ranch style, Okanagan Mission 
home. Will consider duplex, 
acreage or other proiwly,
Phone REID LISKE,
' 765-6068
Gl.ENROSA 1I1GI HANDS' 
SUBDIVISION 1






, Ready For Canning
Blueberries
Freezing or Canning 
Apply
Valley Fruit Stand
Highway 97 N. or S.
Available Bernard at St. Paul 
Street. Outside light, drapes, 
partitions, excellent en­
trance, 1067 square feet. $3.75 





364 Bernard Avenue 
Dial 762-2127
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34. HELP WANTED, MALE
THE BRITISH COLUMBIA HUMAN 
rights act prohibits any advertlte- 
meet tbit discriminates agate** w 
person or any clear at person oe- 
eauM of race, rcfigloa. color, na- 
ttenaUty. ancestry, place of origin or 
•gainU tliyotie bccaus* ot 
tween 44 and ® years unless the dta- 
cr>miriatl<M is AwUfled by » bona fide 
requirement tor the work Involved
EXPERIENCED 
TIRE MAN
Apply in person at 
KELOWNA MOTORS 
1630 Water St.
34. HELF WANTED, MALE
EXPERIENCED MAN 
WANTED
for front-end and lube bay in 








Dodge Monaco 53,000 miles, excellent condition. Completely 
checked from top to bottom. Excellent tires, fully equipped 
with radio, rear speaker, rear defrost, white walls and white 
leatherette upholstery., Two tone white vinyl roof and 
Avocado green. Asking $2,300. WILL FINANCE if necessary 
or take reasonable trade.
Private, 763-4040 or 763-6058
Mr. Harris
... from page 8
Giris’ 9 and 10 Back—1. Jan­
ice Houck, 38.7, Nor. 2. Lynn 
Michalke, 39.8, Kam. 3. Shauna 
Tucker, 41.4, SA.
Boys’ 9 and 10 50 Yds. Back- 
New Record—1. Woody Reimer, 
36.1, Abb. 2. Roger Brecka, 36.7,
Wet 3. Trent Kandal, 37.3, Abb.
Giris' 11 and 12 50 Yds. Breast 
—New Record—1. Jo Anne Rit­
chie, 38.2, Ogo. 2. Lynn Ryan, 
39.7, Bur. 3. Barb Wood, 39.9,1 
Ogo.
Boys' 11 and 12 50 Yd. Breast 
—New Record—1. Brian Camp­
bell, 36.9, Nor. 2. Dahny Schell, 




LARGE CANADIAN MANUFACTURER 
Is Interested in interviewing married 
men with family responsibilities to carry 
their complete line. Car essential. Write 
Box A778, The Kelowna Dally Courier.
man to train as assistant 
manager at Big Eagle Car Wash, Kel­
owna. Must be married. Should have 
aome knowledge of welding and mechan­
ics. Applicant most be bondable. Written 
applications may be aent to Big Eagle 
Car Wash. RR 3, Benvoulte Road. Start­
ing wage dependent on experience. tf 
tf
42. AUTOS FOR SALE
1966 COMET FOUR DOOR, SIX CYLIN- 
der, standard ' transmission? Good con­
dition. Or will trade for travel
trailer. Telephone 762-1500. 10
35. HELP WANTED, FEMALE
COME GROW WITH A&W
Due to our Expansion Programme 
The A&W-Shops Capri 
are accepting applications for 
Full Time Car Hostesses
YOU WILL ENJOY—
FRESH AIR AND SUNSHINE
WAGE INCENTIVE PROGRAMME 
COMPLETE UNIFORM
OPPORTUNITIES FOR ADVANCEMENT
For Interview phone 
MRS. DELCOURT at 762-3190 
Between 5-6 p.m. only
Married Ladies and Students welcome if 
able to work weeknites.
8





35. HELP WANTED^ 
FEMALE
“AT LAST! I’VE FOUND 
A WAY TO EARN EXTRA 
MONEY — AND CARE FOR 
MY FAMILY, TOO!
As an Avon Representative, you 
can choose your own hours to 
make money for the things you 
want. Get the facts by calling:
765-8895
6
1957 CHEVROLET BELA1RE IN Ex­
cellent condition, six cylinder, three 
speed, E.T. mags. Telephone 763-6765.?
1968 TRIUMPH SPITFIRE, INCLUDES 
convertible and hardtop. Many extras. 
Telephone 762-3331 days and 764-4549 
evenings._______
1965 CHEV STATION WAGON EIGHT 
cylinder automatic, radio, trailer hitch 
and wiring. Good condition. Block 
heater. $650. Telephone 763-7367. 7
1969 MACH I MUSTANG 428 COBRA 
four speed. Will accept trades. Can ar­
range financing. Telephone 762-3379 or 
764-7544. 6
----------------------------------------"I Brockton Hogan, who escaped 
from an Ohio prison where he 
j?aif*a5ra?l’ had beeh serving a life sen- 
ERS 18,20,20% , 24 . All going fence> js being held in jail here 
at discount prices.------------------- and has been refused an On-
1972 KENSKILL 20.5 brand new, AXcrwriai nf ihp WPek deportation proceedings by thespecial ol the weeK. federal government.
1972 VANGUARD 19%'. Just 450 Hogan, a member 1 of the 
miles. Black Panther organization,
CAMPER 2 WHEEL TRAILER was arrested by the RCMP 
with 10'xlO’ zip on tent, spare here June 27 He escaped June 
tire like new - 9 from the Ohl0 Prison where
’ " he had been sentenced for the
16’ HALF CABIN BOAT, 40 h.p. i960 slaying of Cleveland res-
Kam. II
Giris' 13 and 14 100 Breast— I 
1. Terri Lawrence, 1:26.1, Pen. I 
2. Lindsay Fraser, 1:27.3, Kam. I 
3. Marie Heworth, 1:27.9, Bur. I
Boys' 13 and 14 100 Breast— I 
1. Doug Querns, 1:18.0, Nor. 2. I 
John Doughty, 1:18.1, Ric. 3. || 
Leo Ducharme, 1:18.9, Pen. Il
SPECIALS
MON., TUES. & WED. ONLY
Evinrude, 40 hours. taurant manager William Han-
FOR PARTS, 1969 ROADRUNNER 383, 
440 equipment, 372 gears, al! chrome 
rims, 14 inch wide slicks on back. 
Complete $500. Telephone 769-4610. 6
1963 CHEVROLET SIX CYLINDER, 
standard. $375 or best offer. Tele- 
phone 765-5037. 8
MUST SELL 1971 GALAXY 500. FAC- 
tory air conditioning. Excellent condi­
tion. Telephone 763-4025. tf
1966 VOLKSWAGEN FASTBACK, 
radio, good rubber, new muffler. Top
condition. Telephone 763-5396. «
TRAVELAIRE and SKIPPER ych during a holdup.
travel trailers just arrived now Charles Roach, co-ordinator 
on display at out lot. 14’ to 24’ of groups trying to aid Hogan, 
models. Fully CSA approved, said the latter is being held un­
Special prices for out of town der extremely tight security at 
customers. . ^e Dbn Jail.
I. Hogan, who wants federal au-
For the best deal in B.C. | thorities to deport him to Al­
geria, applied from jail for a 
Kivrki TDAI1CDC I TH legal'aid lawyer to represent NYEN iKAILtKb LID. him. However, his associates
Giris' 15 and 16 50 Yds Fly— 
New Record—1. Hillary Know- I 
les, 31.7, BBy, 2. Janice Connell, I 
32.6, BBy. 3. Agnes Balson, 32.7,j 
Kam.
Boys’ 15 and 16 50 Yds. Fly— 
1. Don Jameson, 27.6, SA. 2. 
Hans Zwakenberg, 28.0, Kam.
3. Bill Gale. 28.3. Ogo. |
Girls’ 17 and Over 50 Yds. Fly j 
-1. Beth Rimell, 37.0, Arm. 2. 
Jill Gibson, 37.5, Abb, 3. Dot 
Hedges, 38.2, Ric.
Boys 17 and Over 50 Yds. Fly 
—1. John Farley 30.0, Ton. 2. 
Darcy Szigety, 30.1, Abb. 3. Tom 
Hewko, 31.0, Wet.
Girls 8 and Under 200 Yds.
Free Relay—1. Ogo “A” 3:11.0. 
2. Kam, 3:22.6. 3. Bby, 3:54.5.
Boys’ 8 and Under 200 Free I 
Relay—1. Ogo, 3:12.9. 2. Pen 
“A”, 3:13.8. 3. S.A., 3:18.5.
Girls 9 and 10 200 Yds. Free 
Relay—1. Kam “A”, 2:33.4. 2. 




Canada Good, Choice J.09
RUMP ROAST
Canada Good, Choice, 
Bone In ..................... . 99c




1959 VOLKSWAGEN BUS, WITH ‘61 
motor. Ideal for camper. Telephone 
764-4444.  tf
SUMMER FUN. 1963 FORD GALAXY 
convertible. Real sharp. $350 or nearest
offer. Telephone 762-3047. 10
1970 VOLKSWAGEN VAN, EXCELLENT 
condition. Telephone 763-4153 or 763-7336.
Aik for Al. 10
38. EMPLOY. WANTED
WANTED — TO MANAGE SMALL 
first-class motel, middle-aged couple, no 
dependents. Wife has acct, experience 
husband mechanic. Moderate salary, 
best of references. Must be year- 
around position, living quarters furnish­
ed or otherwise. Write or telephone 
Stephen Hayes, 474-1103, 12520 - 81st St.,
MOVING—MUST SELL, 1965 VOLKS- 
wagen Beetle. Asking $600. Telephone
765-8266. 7
1963 MGB IN GOOD ALL AROUND 
condition. What offers? Telephone 763-
2927. 6
1963 VOLVO B-18, GOOD CONDITION.
$450. Telephone 762-6890. 9
Edmonton, Alta. 6 42A. MOTORCYCLES
PENSIONER, AGE 60, WISHES GOOD 
home. Will do light work in exchange 
for rent, including hotel or motel mana­
ging. WiUy Vaillancourt, General Deliv-
ery, Kelowna. 10
said he was denied a legal-aid 
1857 South Main Street certificate.
next to Okanagan Bowl They said he was turned 
Penticton |down because he is not an On-
tario resident, there was no 
492--020 or 49_-3524 (merit in his case and money 
rT/xn III Aiirs rrr for his defence could be raised
STOP N AND SEE ft h’s {f^nds .“ther here cr inthe United States.
Boys 9 and 10 200 Yds. Free 
Relay—New Record—1. Kam 
“A”, 2:20.3. 2. Abb x, 2:25.7. 3. 
Ogo “A”, 2:30.8, J.D. |
Girls’ 11 and 12 200 Yds. Free
Relay—1. Ogo "A”, £40.8. 2. 
Kam "A”, 2:11.4. 3. Bur, 2:21,5.
Boys 11 and 12 200 Yds. Free
Relay—New Record—1. Kam
PORK CHOPS ".X 99c










for appointment after 3 P-m-^ 
RELIABLE GIRL TO DO HOUSE 
work and look after two children, close 
to downtown. Telephone 762-3895 after 
5 p.m.___________ ___ ______________
WANTED^ DRIVER FOR COFFEE 
Cup, should be 18 years or over, able 
to drive standard. Telephone 763-5211.
7
PLASTER AND STUCCO REPAIRS. 
Old crumbled basements made as new. 
Spanish or design plaster on feature 
concrete walls. Telephone 765-8272. tf
INJURED SECOND WORLD WAR 
veteran will do house wrecking or 
cleaning houses by contract. For free
estimates telephone 762-7813. 15
CEMENT WORK AND PAINTING. 
Free estimates! Telephone 763-7138 from
5 p.m. to 8 p.m. tf
CARPENTER WILL DO BASEMENTS, 
additions and alterations. Free esti-
mates. Telephone 768-5194. 8
WILL BABY SIT IN MY OWN HOME 
for working mothers. Days only. Tele-
phone 763-7994. 6
MIDDLE-AGED LADY DESIRES LIVE 
in housekeeping in adult home. Tele-
phone 762-6702. 6
YAMAHA






M, W. F, tf
EXPERIENCED LEGAL STENO- 
graphers required by local law firm. 
Reply Box 190. Telephone 763-2100. tf
WANTED: LADY HOUSEKEEPER, TO 
live in. Telephone 762-5027. tf 
36. HELP WANTED, 
MALE OR FEMALE
PAINTING - INTERIOR AND Ex­
terior. Free estimates. Telephone K.Z. 
Painting,' 763-5278. M, W. F. tf
39. BUILDING SUPPLIES





Complete plumbing supplies, 
bathroom fixtures, stainless 
steel sinks, faucets, metal show­
er enclosures. A complete stock 
of all fittings, connections, etc.














throughout the home. When buy­
ing, why not look at these homes 
which supply the comfort you 
want? Singles and double wides, 





SALES and RENTALS 
SUN COUNTRY
538 Leon Avenue, Kelowna
M. W, F tf
LEAVING TOWN, MUST SELL KAWA- 
saki "90“ in new condition. Two hel­
mets, extra trail sprocket all for 
$295.00. Also Fuji mini bike, good con-
ditlon, $89.00. 768-5570. 6
1,000 CC HARLEY DAVIDSON, GOOD 
running order. Chopped with plenty 
of chrome. $1,200. Telephone 762-0764.
1458 Ethel Street. 7
MOBILE HOMES
1713 Harvey Avenue, 
763-2118
tf
The Immigration Act states 
that anyone against whom de­
portation proceedings are being 
taken has the right, “if he so 
desires and at his own ex­
pense,” to obtain and be repre­
sented by counsel at his hear­
ing.
HAD NO LAWYER
Hogan says immigration de­
partment officials went ahead 
with the deportation hearing 
July 31 while he did not have a 
lawyer. The deportation order 
does not say to what country 
Hogan is to be deported, a de­
partment official said.
Hogan, who claims he was 
framed in the Cleveland slay­
ing, has appealed the deporta­
tion order to the immigration
“A”, 2:05.5. 2. Ric Zeroes 
2:13.5. 3. Wet, 2:16.7.
BEEF FRONTS cS Good 
nrrr Canada Good,BEEF JlDt J Canada Choice ...
Girls 13 and 14 200 Yds. Free I f’llXFP'
Relay—New Record—1. Kam I PORK SIDES 
“A”, 2:08.4. 2. Ric “Zeroes” I 1 VIXIX *■■'*■’*
2:10.7. 3. Pen “A”, 2:16.7.
Boys* 13 and 14 200 Yds. Free
Relay—New Record—1. Kam 
“A”, 1:55.5. 2. Nor, 1:56.2. 3 
Wet, 2:01.8.
Girls’ 15 and 16 200 Yds. Free 
Relay—1. Kam, 2:08.2. 2. Bby, 
2:09.3. Ric “Zeroes”, 2:15.3.
Boys’ 15 and 16 200 Yds. Free
Relay—1. SA, 1:53.3. 2. Kam, 
1:53.7. 3. Ogo “A”, 1:57.5.
Girls 17 and Over 200 Yds.
Free Relay—1. Abb, 2:16.5. 2. 
Arm, 2:16.8. 3. Ogo “A”, 2:17.9.
Boys 17 and Over 200 Yds.
Free Relay—1. Ton, 1:55.2. 2 
Wet, 1:57.2. 3. Ogo, 1:50.3.
FRESH PRODUCE
28‘xl2' ADDITION FOR MOBILE 
home; Includes wiring, baseboard heat­
ing, washer and dryer plumbing, car­
pets and drapes. Two large rooms with 
closets. $950 plus delivery. Okanagan 
Mobile Homes, Highway 97 North, 
across from Mountain Shadows. Tele-
NEW KEYSTONE SIX H.P. MINI 
trail bike, $275. Also other models. 
Mainline Rent-All. 2000 Spall Road. Tele-
phone 763-4471. tf
1972 750 HONDA, ONLY 6,000 MILES. 
Good condition. Apply at 630 Cadder
Avenue. 7
1969 NORTON 750 TO SELL FOR $800 
or trade for 450 Honda or 650 Yamaha.
Telephone 763-7109.
phone 765-7077. tf
FOR RENT: 13 FOOT ANCHOR TRAIL- 
er, sleeps six, propane stove, ice is- 
frigerator, etc. Light to pull. Ideal ior 
family hoUday. $45 per week. Telephone
762-4749. 11
SHASTA TRAILER COURT ON LAKE- 
shore Road. Children welcome. No pets 
please. Cable TV included. Telephone
763-2878 u
14 FOOT TRAVEL TRAILER, THREE 
years old, like new. Sleeps four, fully 
equipped. Licenced ready to go. Tele­
apneal board.
So far, the state of Ohio has 
not taken extradition proceed­
ings against Hogan. A spokes­
man in the Ohio attorney-gen­
eral’s office said he was una­
ware that Hogan had been ap­
prehended in Canada, “but we 
certainly want him back if he’s 
supposed to be serving life im­
prisonment for murder here.”
Meanwhile, the Canadian 
Civil Liberties Association is 
seeking to have the legal-aid of­
fice review its decision.
OKANAGAN
6
1963 HARLEY DAVIDSON 74 DUO- 
gllde. Telephone 762-0308 after 5 p.m. 6
phone 764-7386. 6
FOR RENT, 26 FOOT SELF-CON- 
tained trailer. Will move anywhere 
in district. $55 weekly. Telephone 763-
4152. 6
8‘ x 28’ MOBILE HOME FOR SALE, 
best offer, trades accepted. Telephone
763-7232. u
MOBILE HOME 64‘xl2’. THREE BED- 
room. fully furnished, $7,000. Telephone
768-5272. tf
FOR RENT - NEW HARDTOP TENT 
trailers. Reserve now for your holidays!
Telephone 765-6291. 27
46. BOATS, ACCESS.
. ib. 57c 
.. it. 69c 
... ib. 53c
CORN on the COB
Doz. 89c
PANTY HOSE,.
or 3 for $1.49




40. PETS and LIVESTOCK
tf ANGLO-ARAB FILLY YEARLING, EX-
I cellent conformation, and disposition, li 
rArab chestnut more; seven years. Very
I gentle, trained Western and English. 
I Placed on halter and won Western
Pleasure. 764-4420. 6
PUREBRED SAINT BERNARD PUP- 
pies, males and females, two months 
old. Papers available. $125. Telephone




24 FOOT SLOOP SAILBOAT,
cedar plank construction.
Gaff rig, 10 h.p. Inboard, cabin and 
all safety equipment. Telephone 765-
265-3227. or 265-3355, Nakusp. 10
WESTBANK
Thacker Dr., Lakeview Rd. 
and Collcns Hill Rd.
Contact 
The Circulation Dept. 
THE KELOWNA DAILY 
COURIER
SEVEN. THREE MONTH OLD GER- 
man Shepherd-Black Lab cross puppies 
free to good homes. Telephone 762-4024. 
_______________7 
FORCED TO SELL: TWO YEAR OLD 
Buckskin Gelding. Broken, very gentle, 
$190, Also purebred Jersey Helfer. Tele-
1098 CC SPRITE ENGINE, MAJOR 
overhaul and all accessories; Volkswagen 
bus roof rack also bus rear seat. Volks­
wagen 1500 CC Weber manifold. 2 
(165x13) Goodyear radials on 5” wide 
Sprite rims. 762-7870.6
WORKSHOP MANUALS AVAILABLE 
for Austin, BMW, Datsun, Flat, Cortina, 
MG, Mini. Porche, Renault, Toyota, 
Triumph, VW, Volvo and many others. 
Race and Rallye, Bredln at Springfield, 
763-7637.'6
195B CHEVROLET SIX CYLINDER 
motor and transmission, good working
order. Telephone 765-9616, 8
phone 547-6184. 7 44. TRUCKS & TRAILERS
7837. 7
49. LEGALS & TENDERS
TAKE NOTICE that in accord­
ance with the Warehousemen’s 
Lien Act of the Province of 
British Columbia, a PUBLIC 
AUCTION will be held at 8 
p.m., August 30th, 1972, at the 
Kelowna Auction Dome Ltd., 
Leathead Road, Rutland, B.C.
Deposited by and/or property of 
Mr, M. J. Cannon. Goods to be 
sold: two cartons of household 
effects.
CHAPMAN MOVING AND 
TRANSPORT, 
760 Vaughan Avenue, 
Kelowna, B.C.
AMERICAN MODEL 18 FOOT GLAS- 
par Super G, 80“ beam flat bottom ski 
hull. The perfect ski hull! For further 
information telephone 762-4604 after 4
p.m. 6
15W FOOT SANGSTER. FULL TOP 
and trailer. Loaded with extras. 100 
h.p. Merc with power trim. Telephone
765-5863. tf
10W FOOT CUSTOM FIBREGLASS 
sailboat with nylon sail. $200. Telephone
765-9198 lifter 6 p.m. 8
12 FOOT BOAT, FACTORY BUILT, 
plywood and fibreglass, excellent con-
ditlon, $85. Telephone 764-4322. 7
OllANGE, HOUSE TRAINED KITTEN 




WANTED FOR STUD SERVICE, MIN- 
laturo male Dachshund. Telephone 769-
4677. 7





Age 10-14 - Boys or Girls 
You buy your own paiwrs and 
then resell them for your profits.] 




on sale now at
JACOBSEN 
PONTIAC-BUICK LTD. 
"Your Total Transportation 
Centre"
1058 TANDEM MAC TRUCK, AIR 
brakes, four speed auxiliary, (ive speed 
transmission. 0.00 tires nil round. With 
20 foot steel flat deck. In very good 
condition, To see, telephone 765-7777 
days, Monday to Friday. Nick Mand- 
xuk. 10
ATTENTION^ PROSPECTORS.... HUN-
ten, sportsmen, woods operators, seo 
the all-terrain machine "Playcat" nt 
Okanagan White Truck Sales Ltd,, Reids 
Corner or call Rob Sparks at 765-5165 or
765-9544. tf
1658 Pandosy Ph.: 703-7700
762-4445
1 Used Car Lot 763-6060 
___  9 
IWfl] llAMIHEll AMBASSADOR I V-ll', 
I Automatic, will; power Meeting, power 
brekee, Good condition throiiRhoui.
DODGE 100 HALF TON SPORTSMAN 
camper, 310 V-ll, 300 miles on rebuilt 
engine, 67.opo original miles. A-l con­
dition. Large side mirrors, radio, rifle 
rack, many extras. $750 pr closest 
offer, Telephone 765-0131. 6
1965 MERCURY FOUR WHEEL DRIVE 
halt ton. New tiros, now paint. $1230 
firm. Telephone 765-8023 between AiOO
,m. • 3:30 p.m,| 765-7490 between ilitio
i.m. — 9iOT p,m, ' Ifp.
1,1 52,000 original miles, Must well by 
11 weekend. Full price $895, Telephone 769-
..... ... ....  ■ I 413$ alter 5:00 p.m. 8
KIDS ' 19«o' cYCU)NK GT 190. POSI-TRAClC
14 and over, Close ratio, four speed, convertible,
TPnrn nnnrn rnnh power Wlndowe, 81250 or closeet olfer.
l!-arn sparei titan Ah0 1M1 jmpaia. >|»35 Chev two
selling Ice Cream. door. Telephone 700-2019._________ tf
Apply , 19M OLDSMOBILE CIITLASS CONVER-
1193 St. Patil nt, I title, automatic transmission, power 
n.qn - 13 noon anv dnv. •teerlns, power brakes, tapedeck, good
.JU la notii, y « J top, Any reasonable olfer accepted.

















Heinz, 19 oz. tins 4 99c
COFFEE k lb. 89c
3Vs H.P. CENTURY-JET FISHING 
motor, nearly new, with stand. Tele­
phone 769-4507, 0
48. AUCTION SALES ~
KELOWNA AUCTION DOME’ REGU- 
Inr safer every Wednesday. 7:00 p.m. 
We pay cash for complete estates and 
household contents. Telephone 765-5M7, 
Rehlnd the Drive-In Theatre, Highway
TAKE NOTICE that in accord­
ance with the Warehousemen’s 
Lien Act of the Province of 
British Columbia, a PUBLIC 
AUCTION will be, held at 8 
p.m., August 30th, 1972, at the 
Kelowna Auction Dome Ltd., 
Deposited by and/or property of 
Mr. and Mrs. J. Brazcau, Goods 
to be sold: 14 pieces of house­
hold effects.
CHAPMAN MOVING AND 
TRANSPORT, 





Carrier boy delivery 65o per week. 
, Collected every two weeks.
Motor Route
1971 FORD JON. EXCELLENT 
shape, Loaded! Automatic, power 
steering, power brakes, radio, split rlmn, 
spare tank. Offers! Telephone 763-261)5,
6
1968 GMC HALF TON PICKUP IN Ex­
cellent condition. Reconditioned motor. 
For further particulars please tele-








B, C, oulsldo Kelowna City Zeno
12 months ..................  $22,00
6 months .................  12.00
3 months ;....................... 6.00'









Living Room • Dining Room 
• Wnll Components
NORDAN IMPORT 
282 Bernard Ave. 763-3810
Now serving
Luncheons
Monday through Friday 





9 P.M. TO 2 A.M.
SUNDAY DINING 
5 TO 9 P.M.
Old Dutch, tri-paks........................
CHEESE SLICES
Kraft. 16 oz. pkg.






■ftlFSMAN TO TAKE OVKR ESTAIt- 1970 CUDA, 440, SIX PACK, FOUR 
llshed route, muat have car and willing I speed, U.S. mags, new tires, new paint, 
. lo wotk 40 hours weekly. Average earn-1 black exterior, white Interior.' Im- 
tea* 84.73 pel' hour- Apply staling age, I maculate. Telephone 703 2131 or view 
marital alatua and telephone number «( ujo Lawrence Avenue, 8
teate’°WrlteP|o'Box* ATTS.^Te^wnl l^MWfASa"FASTnACK, M», AUW 
Si".!!; rliri«r tf malic, new Urea and paint, while ex-
' ,v ‘ ------------------------terlor, black Interior, Immaculate. Tele-
37. SALESMEN AND I rente Avenue. 01
AGENTS______  119*» Chevrolet station wagon.|
l .—---------—— ---------- ------ --  I 127, automatic transmission, power
LICENSED REALTOR steering, brakes and window; very good1 ' condition, low mileage. Will lake email-
I Wt) require the services Of one I tr car In trade. Telephone 703-7419, 7 
j experienced. llccn»c<t snlespianpontiac parisienne iiahI)- 
I to start Immediately, Maximum top; v-«, automettc. radio, power eteer- 
I commission - All inquiries held '"h«’n.PMitX"'”’ ™ T<‘'ti 
I in strict confidence.
I I |M5 VOLKSWAGEN STATION WAGON.
I 1 UND AND WARREN Must e»ll what Htfis' Telephone 701 I OMO Can 1* seen'nt Keith’s Chevron
I REAL IY LID. Service, I’.ndovv and KI.O It
I 446 Bernard Ave., must sei.i.. mi lieu k\ista dome
I Knlnwnn IK’ station wason. Air rnnditlnned, |><i'V»<
■ sxcuiwiiK, Miv. nearing, gnnd coadttioa. OtleisT Tem-
I , > tf J phone 7O4 4M4, ' , T
DODGE HALF TON, LOW MILEAOE, 
now eight foot camper, completely 
furnished, for sale or swap for 1971-73 
big car or van. Telephone 762-0600, 6
new engine, big six. Reduced for quick 
sale, 81,150. Telephone 760-3060, tf 
TCNT TiiAILlin FOR HALV?,' $275. HEE 
at Chase Road, Winfield or telephone 
T66-2967. . 11
1M8 FORD KCOIWUNE VAN IN 
good condition. Good, rubber. Telephone 
702-2615, _ 7
imoTiatnun Pit'kup,~noo series. 
Good condition, Will accept trades. 
Telephone 7M-M7# or 6
1959 VOIMSWAGEN VAN~1N <1<M)D 
running order, Price $400. Telephone
' U.S, and Foreign Countries 
13 months .......................   $38.00
8 months ...............................20,00
1 months ......................... 11,00
All mall and Motor Route Subscriptions 
payable In advance, 





Our trained crew can make 
your car look like new. 
vvj Smoothing out dents, custom 
repainting our specialty.
KERR AUTO BODY SHOP ,TO




^■1 i.xi T. !
York, Kernel Corn, Cream Com, C QQp 
Peas, Mixed Vegetables, 10 oz. tins J ,or U7v
7 1 IP Quarts’
B UI Plus Deposit 3 89c
PORK & BEANS
Brand 7, 14 oz. tins Brand 7, 28 oz. tins
5 89c 3 -1.00
You may pay your Okanagan Telephone 
and Weil Kootenay Power bills al Dion’s.
76122M. ___ _ _










I.O.O.F. Hall-Richter at Wardlaw
Tues., Aug. 8th-8 p.m.
* Debt Free B.C





























































































29. “De Pro- 
fundis” 
author 
31. Send back 
32. Be a 
thespian
TO YOUR GOOD HEALTH
How To Get Rid
Of Canker Sores








37. Irish rebel 
group 
(abbr.)
38. Mal de — 
39. Actress 
Balin
DAILY CRYPTOQUOTE—Here’s how to work it:
AXYDIBAAIR 
b LONGFELLOW
One letter simply stands for another. In this sample A is 
used for the three L’s. X for the two O's. etc. Single letters, 
apostrophes, the length and formation of the words are all 
hints. Each day the code letters are different.
CRYPTOQUOTES
B ADNYTO ZY ODSDN FBAAG
DVEDAR BR RFD ANZED TJ YTQD
ZKOTNBOED.-BOBRTID JNBOED
Saturday’s Cryptoquote: YOU CAN MEASURE YOUR 
CLOTH TWELVE TIMES, BUT CUT IT ONLY ONCE.- 
BUSSIAN PROVERB
BELIEVE IT OR NOT
Dear Dr. Thosteson: What is 
the cause of canker sores? 1 
used to get them one at a time. 
Now there are two or three rt a 
time in different parts of my 
mouth. Do you have a remedy? 
—R.L.
The heck of it is that there’s : 
no single cause of canker sores. । 
Among the various factors that 
have been related to various 
cases are injury to the mouth 
membrane, sensitivity (allergy 
to a considerable variety of 
things), poor general health, 
changes in the system (as with 
menstruation), mouth infec­
tions, even emotional st ess.
So general rules for avoiding 
canker sores are these: Make 
sure no lingering infection is 
present in the mouth: don't use 
too stiff a toothbrush; have any 
cavities or jagged teeth re­
paired; if you note that the 
cankers occur after eating some 
particular food, or using some 
specific dentifrice or mouth 
wash, stop using it. Sometimes 
tablets containing lactic acid 
bacilli help. Sometimes an anti­
biotic may be necessary.
As with any'ailment for which 
there is no single, simple cause, 
various methods succeed in cer­
tain cases. When some remedy 
works, the user is convinced— 
wrongly—he has a cure that will 
work for everybody.
Three or four years ago a 
reader kept track of the rem-
By Ripley
QUEENIE
HELMSMEN in the Sudan
RELAX AT THE WHEEL BY 
GWPtNG iT WITH THEIR TOES
By Phil Interiand!










SERVED IM THE SARDINIAN 
NAVY FOR €9 YEARS 
JOINING IT AT THE AGE 
OF !O AND SERVING ~ 













with the eight, 
by South with
POGSOn'E IT.' 1 
TOPAY I WAS .








XKAWS MYHAuR _ 
DARKONEDl tW
XXU APOA , 
MU5TACH6!;
HeRBlTHEYHAME 
THE TRICKY GLASS 
THAT USHT8N5 ANP 
PMZKgNS WTH . 
USHT INTENSITY! 




edies offered to him by friends, 
relatives and doctors. Here s his j» » 
list: ■ . ' —
From relatives: Load up with 
vitamin C pills, gargle with gQ 
salt water, or , change tooth­
brushes.
From friends: Sleep on the
side of ’he face without the l 
canker sores, eat lots of or­
anges, stay away from citrus'.
fruit, drink lots of water, avoid 
chocolate, french fries, etc., or
use an alum stick.GI41 UiUiH ullvn, 
From three general practi- 
inr>rc • Rinco rv»rvitV» ti/itVi ri 1111 i Htioners: Rinse mouth with dilute
hydrogen peroxide, cankers will 
come and they will go, or use 
triamcinolone acetonide in 
emollient dental paste.
From a periodontist: Burn 
them with silver nitrate. COFrom a dentist: Nothing।
much can be done, but ease the I 
pain with medication. j
From two pharmacists: Use a 
preparation containing nexach-' 
lorophene, benzocaine andj 
tannic acid, or use a powder ofi 
aluminum hydrate, benzocaine, | 
magnesium trisilicate and so- [
dium acid carbonate.
He said that, for him, the sil- T" 
ver nitrate gets the best results. Q 
but it wasn't a remedy that one i 2 
could use at home. Q
Then his cankers disappeared.
How? ! “
think the ; “His theory: “I
laughter I got from these ‘ad­
vices’ cured them Laughter is 
still the best medicine."
CONTRACT BRIDGE


































( me finp my GLASSES.' 
•-N®- V, YOU KnIOW I CAN T 
f SEE WITHOUT THEM.'
iWf. M TRIPS W MAGNETIC 
W DETECTION DEVICE.
SIR,








NOW, VOOk', MR. SMITH IS A BUND f
AMPUTEE FROM VIETNAM, JUST OUT /















monds, won in dummy with the 
king, and declarer led the ten 
of hearts, which lost to the 
queen. Back came the jack of 
diamonds, covered by the ace,






Here is an extraordinary hand 
played in the match between 
Spain and Great Britain during 
the 1966 women's European 
championships.
Mrs. Durran, the British 
West, opened three diamonds 
and, after two passes, South 
competed with three hearts. It 
is hard to blame North for grab­
bing the bull by the horns and 
driving the hand to a slam — 
especially as her team at that 
moment was miles behind in 
the match.
West led the queen of dia-
</) 
UI
THE IXICHESS WILL GRANT 
YOU AN AUDIENCE NOW, 
MISS JONES. REMEMBER 
WHAT I SAP — LISTEN!
—nrikl'T TAI KI
ll PERFUMES HAVE OHLY ONE FUKCTiON-TO
I attract the opposite sex. my scents po
1
THAT MORE EFFECTIVELY THAN ANY OF THE 
CHEAP, SHOPPY IMITATIONS COhCOTEP 
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of trumps and that was the last 
trick she ever scored! When 
she continued with the king of 
spades, Mrs. Durran ruffed, 
drew the two outstanding 
trumps with her king, cashed 
five diamond tricks, and then 
led a club, permitting East to 
score the last two tricks with 
the A-K of clubs.
Down nine—900 points—on a 
slam voluntarily undertaken by 
the Spanish pair! Apparently 
preemptive bids pay off well! As 
a matter of fact, the damage 
would have had West doubled] 
six hearts and thus collected 
2,600 points.
At the second table, with 
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Here, the belated preemptive 
bid by West came to a sorry 
end with North doubled four 
diamonds. The Spanish declarer 
went down four—700 points— 
and. Britain gained 1,600 points 
on the deal.
Tuesday, August 8
Arles (March 21-April 19): 
Emotional involvements exceed 
past expression, and very hap­
pily for most people. Business 
efforts prosper. Co-operation 
conics easier.
Taurus (April 20-May 20): 
Deals jell suddenly, should be 
settled today. Property ex­
changes are favored. If you 
have something coming to you, 
ask for it.
Gemini (May 21-June 22): 
Finish what you have started. 
People in authority are about as 
favorable to your Ideas now as 
they are ever likely to be.
Cancer (June 2l-July 22): 
Bargain.; exist, whatever you 
plan to purchase. Get,family or 
group participation in your 
plans, set financial questions at 
rest.
Leo (July 23-Auir.22): Imagi­
native projects are favored. 
Your persuasive abilities arc 
high. Remember those who 
heljx'd when times were not so 
good.
Virgo (Aug. 2!l-.Sep(, ’’2): Now 
comes the impact of whatever 
excesses you niul those around 
have been permitting, Gu/irrl
your well-being by moderate 
habits.
Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Your 
advancement depends on your 
resources directed toward your 
goals without reference to other 
people's schemes.
Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): Ac­
cept whatever help and suppoit 
others going in the same direc­
tion may share with you. Alter­
natives prove valuable.
Sagittarius (Nov, 22-Dec. 21): 
Take the time and effort to 
study yesterday’s revelations, 
add perspective. Your evalua­
tion of future prospects im­
proves.
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19): 
Plans and projects come to­
gether with an early start. Any­
thing related to long-rnnge secu­
rity is strongly favored,
Aquarius (Jun. 20-Ecl). 18): 
Bring associates along on all 
ventures, Their views influence 
matters advantageously. Share 
a good show tonight.
Pisces d'eb. 19-Maivli 20): 
Consistency Is key to prosperity 
whether you feel that what you 
do is great or, petty, You may 
bo sotting slanflnrds.
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VANCOUVER (CP) — A brief 
appearance by pickets from the 
International Longshoremen’s 
and Warehousemen’s Union was 
the only disturbance in normal 
dock routine here Sunday de- 
soite predictions of a major 
slowdown by dockworkers.
Dockworkers voted to end 
the practice of working on regu­
lar jobs as of Saturday night, 
putting the entire 1,800-m a n 
force on call from the union 
dispatch hall. About 550 men 
had been members of the regu­
lar work force, reporting daily 
to specific jobs on the docks.
Meanwhile, the British Colum­
bia Maritime Employers Associ­
ation went through with earlier 
threats to refuse to hire dock 
workers to replace the regular 
work force.
Union and management are 
currently negotiating a new con­
tract to replace the one which 
expired last week. Daily ses­
sions are being held but neither 
side will comment, other than 
to say progress is slow.
Union spokesman say a strike 
vote will be held by Vancouver 
longshoremen Thursday and Fri­
day.
President Ed Strang of the 
BCMEA said the threatened 
slowdown had nothing to do with 
negotiations but was an internal 
dispute among longshoremen 
over the dispatch hail hiring sys­
tem.
PREDICTIONS DIFFER
Union and management dis­
agree on the effects of the mass 
withdrawal of the regular work 
force.
Mr. Strang said if the long­
shoremen go through with 
their plan, “port activity will be 
cut by 85 to 90 per cent.’’
He said that grain cargo and 
certain other material can be 
loaded without regular work 
forces, and would continue. Any 
container vessel, or ship han­
dling general cargo, bulk coal, 
potash or sulpher would require 
a regular work force, which 
won’t be available today, he 
added.
“We can’t operate with a turn­
over every few days,” he said, 
“and that’s why we can’t hire 
new men.”
Frank Kennedy, local presi­
dent of the ILWU said that al­
though efficiency might be 
slightly lower, the new system 
will have little effect on cargo 
loading and unloading.
Members of the regular work 
force—men on the same piers 
day after day — can and do 
change jobs regularly, he said. 
The rule requiring seven days 
notice of a job change is often 
ignored.
Mr. Kennedy called the Mari­
time Employers decision re­
fusing to hire replacements “a 
lock out.”
Both union and management 
said that the current dispute 
affected only Vancouver docks, 
although contract talks are be­




’ TOKYO (Reuter) — China 
appears to favor the restoration 
of diplomatic relations with Ja­
pan as soon as Janancse Pritne 
Minister Kakuci Tanaka visits 
Peking, probably next month, 
newspapers here reported to­
day,
The reports from Japanese 
correspondents based in Peking 
quoted diplomatic sources in 
the Chinese capital and visiting 
Japanese delegations.
These said that China desired 
a joipt declaration by Chinese 
Prime Minister Chou En-lai and 
Tanaka to restore diplomatic
, relations—broken for about <10 
years—and exchange ambassa­
dors.
The reports said Japan would 
acknowledge China's’ three 
principles for normal relations, 
Including abrogating the 1952 
peace treaty between Japan 
and Nationalist China,
A joint declaration would rc- 
ouirc parliamentary ratifica­
tion. Japan restored diplomatic 
relations with the Soviet Union 
with a jointdeclaration in 1956.
Government sources today 
did not deny wide speculation 
tliat Tanaka would visit Peking 
for talks with Chou late in Sep­
tember.
The sources also said the 
government was planning to 
send a special envoy to Taiwan 
and South Korea |o explain Ja­
pan's moves to restore normal 
ties with China.
Informed sources said the en­
voy would Im? dispatched after 
the1 promised Honolulu summit 
talks between President Nixon 
and Tan id, a on Aug. til and 
Sent, 1.
The Bank of Tokyo an- 
nuvneed today that its presi­
dent, Sumio Hara, would visit 
China, probably this week, for 
talks with Chinese financial 




sales & service 
e. Agents for Pfaffs, 
Husqvarna
• Now, Used machines 
e Service to all mach­
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O Fico pick-up, delivery 
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the best. And 
the New Bay 
has a whole 
range for you.
Your legs deserve to be pampered. 
Hanes does just that. Slinky 15 
denier nylon reveals leggy beauty. 
Nude heel with reinforced panty and 
toe. Wear them with all your up-to- 
the-minute fashions. Subtle colours 
reflect a soft, feminine you. Select 
Town Taupe; Barely Black; Topaz;
. South Pacific; Barely There. To fit 
petite, medium, medium tall, tall. 
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